With pride and pleasure, we extend to each of you our warmest, personal welcome to the sixty first edition of The 1987 Lion, the sparkling, shining centerpiece of Chelmsford's glittering tiara of family entertainment. This yearbook has come to town to dazzle and delight you forever, highlighting fond memories of thrilling high school moments. This season, feast your eyes on six rings full of exciting entertainment that will keep you laughing and gasping, on the edge of your seat for the entire performance. We invite you to share our happiness in presenting this unforgettable yearbook, your ticket to childhood for years to come.

Now, as we begin the show, we ask, because of the spectacular feats attempted in this display, please remain seated until the conclusion of the performance. Thank you, and may all your days be circus days.

Betsey Campbell
Editor-in-Chief
BELIEVE AND WISH AND DREAM

Our celebration beyond time begins, a yearbook holiday,
Combining real and magic, the children lead the way!
The unbelievable, inconceivable — where fantasy is king,
The frontiers of CHS are passed, our fancies all take wing!
The Class of ’87 springs, the phenomenal, the best,
There’s teachers and the students, activities and all the rest!
Here come the super sports, and a friend whom you adore,
Splendiferous surprises arrive now by the score!
At last the crowning moment, a great new star in heaven,
Legend becomes reality, for here’s the Class of ’87!
Come join our celebration, your dreams will all come true,
Believe in us, believe and trust, as we believe in you.
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EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

Get this girl a muzzle!

Life is just a merry-go-round.

Can we get out now, Mrs. Silva?
Do you believe we are riding an elephant?

What we'll do for this yearbook!

Attack of the KILLER PURSES!

The things we have to do for this yearbook!

I think I can, I think I can, ...

Aren't we cute?
In the first ring, these lovely ladies and gallant gents were dressed in their daintiest duds to show you that the Class of 1987 really knows how to put on a show. Elegance, etiquette, and eloquent style were exhibited at this elaborate extravaganza. Chelmsford High School’s dining room was magically converted into New York City by Night, from 5th Avenue to Ellis Island, with all the splendor and excitement of the Big Apple. The Cotillion was a masterpiece of magnificence, a splendid success. There was dancing, dining, and delightful dallying done by all the dates and their darlings. As the evening came to an "alarming" close, everyone knew that May 24 had become a triumphant tingling of timeless treasures.
Modern Love. How's the New York Nightlife?

The three stooges... plus one. A pleasant evening stroll in Central Park.
... and I am a Material Girl...

Why, what a fool

Every girl's crazy about sharp dressed men.
for love am I!

A warm hello from N.Y.C.

Howdy, Mike!

How many dates did you bring, Damon?

As the sun sets on New York Harbor you enter the New York nightlife...
"It's going to be a great senior year!"

"Is this how they dress in Spain?"

"Sue wears her sunglasses at night."

"It's senior year, gotta go nuts!"
The monarchs of madcap made their first appearance at the monumental Morp. Tickets were sold out; there was SRO on the dance floor. The attendants were prancing and parading to the music of the Mayburys. Dress was casual — people came in jeans, T-shirts, and even p.j.'s. Dancing quickly shifted into high gear with a crazy conga line. Then the Maybury's took us on a journey over the Atlantic as they played a few espléndidas songs to make the Spanish Exchange students feel at home. For everyone the dance was an overwhelming success. The student body was dazzled by the seniors' precisely, painstakingly planned-to-perfection party.
The Halloween Dance — a fabulous tidal wave of terrific tomfoollery featuring fun, frolic, and foolishness. It was an event where gags were made, where putty noses were carefully applied, and where laughs were born.

The art of creating laughter was a serious proposition for the Class of 1987 as they marched down Clown Alley. They dressed in those legendary laughmaker costumes. It was a time to show off the wild and crazy side of the seniors.

For those masters of mirth, comical charlatans, and celebrated captains of caprice, the full-fledged frantic foolishness had never been better.
Mickey and Minnie take a vacation from Florida.

Diana Ross and the Supremes, together again?

Honest Abe negotiates with Death.

Are these really OUR class advisors?

Time for a shave, Mark?
BANISH THOSE FROWNS

The candygirls can.

Back to the Future

Quack! Quack! Quack!
Send in the Clowns

Elfin Magic, first place

We want Brontosaurus Burgers!
Every year the Chelmsford High School Lion is dedicated to the person who has meant the most to the seniors during their four years of high school. This year, we, the Class of 1987, graciously present this honor to Bryan McAndrew. We thank you, Bryan, for your kind support and generous manner.

You have always been actively involved in our lives at CHS. Be it on the playing fields, in the locker rooms or at the awards ceremonies, you make all our acts fit together in a smooth, non-stop production.

Bryan, you have understood and happily accepted the challenge of guarding and guiding the students at CHS. You refuse to accept negative words like "can't" and "never." You make things happen even when it does seem impossible. From the children of all ages at Chelmsford High School, whose lives you have so profoundly touched, "Goodbye, Bryan, and thanks for making all the magic."
For thousands of years in the stories of many lands, the lions has been the "King of Beasts" The male lion, with his magnificent mane and terrifying roar, looks every inch a king. The lioness, with her keen senses and regal pace, looks every inch a queen.

At Chelmsford High School, the seniors have that same effect. They have earned the right to walk proud. Because this feline is so powerful, it has always been a challenge to people. Ancient kings and warriors tried their strength in capturing the lion. In ancient Rome, lions were made to fight other beasts and men in arenas. The lions were noted to always win their match. Well, the CHS Lions are carrying on that tradition — we have accepted and overcome our challengers!

Lions and lionesses work together in a close knit family called prides. A pride's territory is precious. It provides the best environment. As students, we came as cubs to CHS because it offered the best learning climate. As we grew, through our academics and our socializing, we bonded a pride of everlasting friendship.

Now it is time to leave. We feel sad in saying goodbye to each other. We are travelling to enter a new pride. But will we ever see each other again? No, not this same way. From now on, we have to choose our own seats and set our own schedules. We have to make our own rules and determine our own destinies. When we meet again, we will be "King of Beasts!" Instead of being trained we will be trainers; instead of being fearful, we will be fearsome.

We will be ruling our own lives with the dignity and majesty taught us. Thanks, CHS, for being the perfect pride for us Lions and Lionesses!
Phillip Adams
Shari Perelmutter
Minu Sebastian
Dave deMoulpied
Kristen Beyer
Leigh MacDonald
Rich Hentz
Kristen Howard
Brian & Laurie Ross
Michelle Ryder
Kelly MacShane
Christopher Sihpol
Stacey O'Keefe
Rob Russell
Betsey Campbell
Frank Peabody
Jennifer Davis
Mark Landry
Jim Ropp
Kristen Hayes
Mike O'Keefe
Suzanne Sherwood
Kathleen Hehir
Wendy Rourke
Patricia Nagle
Alison Murphy
Amany El-Bayoumi
Kevin Kilcoyne
Lisa Dolan
Daphne Dabekis
Linda Armstrong
Pam Gilboard
Kristy Reid  Tara Kelley  Brenda Coughlin  Kristen Carrier
Kathy Engel  Renu Hingorani  Dolores Goyette  Karen McHenry
Nicole Reyer  Rob Tobin  AnneMarie Boucher  Mark O'Donoghue
Steven Levesque  Erica Toth  Gary Abernathy  Karen Jamer  Thomas Gonsalves
Christine Frassica  Maura McCarthy  Debbie Lundgren  Audra Hart  Mark Kinney  Nancy Bourbeau
Becky Humphrey  Andrea Tepfer  Jacqueline Doody  Lauri DeMings  Sharon McHale  Jessica Fries

BR: Lissa Berndt, Maura McCarthy, Brenda Martin, Lori Manzi, Erica Toth, Amy Chevalier, Julie Levesque, Kathleen Hehir
MR: Brita Sorli, Lisa Paletta, Lisa Boroyan, Kathy Gilroy, Debbie Grady
FR: Sue Molloy, Paula Moore, Kim Uberti, Kendi Schindler, Kristen Beyer, Terri McCown
On a grand and glorious day, September 6, 1983, we boarded the train, beginning to lay a track of memories. We had already stopped at roadside spots such as Byam, Center, Harrington, North, South, and Westlands. Our galaxy of gifted students grouped at McCarthy for two years to prepare for the final extravaganza. When we were accomplished and assured, we traveled to Chelmsford High School to begin a four year engagement.

We fascinated our audiences with acts never before equalled. Our junior cotillion was comprehensively classic, held in "New York City," equipped even with the Statue of Liberty. Our fundraisers were cleverly calculated. Senior week — spellbounding!

The Class of 1987 has become famous for excellence in all areas of achievement. Our academic stars have placed us among the brightest in the state. Our acrobatic aces have brought home a cornucopia of championships. Our music and acting have received tuneful tributes. We have worked hard and it shows.

The appeal of our class has not been just its special shows under the big top, but the enthusiasm and spirit we have dispelled. No feat was ever too great. When crowds watched in amazement, popcorn halfway to their mouths, perched perilously in their seats, we accomplished the impossible with spirited fanfare.

Now our four years at Chelmsford High School have ended. We must go on the road again. We will meet the fresh challenge of each new season, armed with our creative talents.

The Class of 1987 has so many memories to take home; in fact, we've been mind-boggled. When we reminisce about this time of our lives, we will realize that we got more than expected. This we'll remember, and it will keep us coming back again and again.

Jan Andrusaitis
President
Class of 1987
SENIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

BOTTOM ROW: Nicole Rukin, Steven Yerid, Anna Simonian, Jan Andrusaitis, Damon Thomas, Kathy Gilroy, Julie Palto, Yvonne Sarchett, Jennifer Lindsey, Kara Rukin
TOP ROW: Dave Lee, David Wechsel, Nicole Pasternak, Karen Flynn, Patty Taylor, Kevin Tahmouchi, Alana Sotrasco, Kenzie Schindel
Gerald S. Abernathy
What?
I'm four years old
Friends: BC, MP, JR, DC, TP, SD
Summer '86, Family, Cape, Quebec
Thanks, Mom and Dad, Love you

Diana L. Agostino
Good luck, LA and AA
Hello Grover!
Regatta again — DK
Thanks, Mom

Nivardo Alcocer
Nivardo
Happy AFS student
Friends: DS, FB, JA, SA
Thanks to the Patience family
Thanks, Mom and Dad

John M. Allen
"We Be Echo"

Jan E. Andrusaitis
"Pres"
"Nothing great was ever achieved without Enthusiasm"
Thanks, buddies!
Smile!
Love you, Mom and Dad

Phillip A. Adams, Jr.
"Mickey"
I've had the best four years of my life, thanks to many great friends.
Now I'm off to achieve my dreams. Thanks Boom Boom and Turtle. I love you, Chris.

Diana Rita Albano
Steve, I love you forever!
Our song: I Can't Hold Back
Love you Mrs. L. and Dad.
Best Times with Friends. Camaro!

Donna J. Allard
Beach bound
What now?
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Tracey Anderson
UTS bound with Al
I love you, Alan, forever!
Seen with: CC, AL, TG, TF, AB, KP
Thanks, Mr. Battle!
Good-bye, CHS

David T. Arkin
"Dutch"
Small but mighty
Friends: ET, BR, MD, JE, NF, LH, TG
So where do we go from here?
Opus 88'
Thanks, Guys
Linda A. Armstrong
Spain! Victor and Company
Soccer Co-Captain
Friends: JH, LL, JE, VB, MS, AB
Love: Mom and Dad
*Through all the . . . *

Christopher J. Ayers
"Bambeno"
87 was the greatest
Seen with: JA, MR, JM, BK
Best of times at CHS
College bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas R. Barker
You think your
Life's a complete confusion;
Just remember it's a grand
illusion;
Deep inside you're the same.

Dawn Marie Bearor
"Bearsy — Yogi"
Cheering Hockey at the Garden
Clique: DS*JS*DO*SP*CW*SF
"Out with the girls"
So little time . . .

Scott A. Bell
"Lippy"
B-Ball, Football #17
Pals: I'm going to miss you,
HMS
Rick, It lives on!
Thanks Mom, Dad — Ivy
bound!

Craig M. Avery
"Puddi?"
Second Wind? On my last!
JMW — Gone crazy and back!
Killer and Stumpy
NROTC? MMA bound!

Thomas M. Backman
Yngwie
IDC World Tour '86
Busted at Plum Island?
Road trips with AS, JR, HP
Fun with crayons
Mr. Sheets, Rich?

Paul Bartel

Scott M. Bears
Rockin' guitars is what it's all
about
Meet at the reservations
Guitar in "overdose"
Fun with crayons

Joanna L. Bellemore
"Donut"
York Beach, Aug. 31
Friends: KT, CH, KS, BB, ED,
AB, SE, L
Get this, Ok, get this
Thanks, Mom

29
Anne M. Benoit
France '86
Majorettes
H20 skiing in N.H.
Friends: Janie and KJ, DP, RH, LA, ST, MS, KC
Love you, Mom and Dad
*great times and . . .*

David W. Bernard
"Beanie"
Beaner
MVC Champs!
ISO — Metc rexking
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Deirdre L. Berry
Italy "87"
All my love forever, T.B.G.
Friends with: *E.H.* BC, DM, SW
I love you, Mom and Dad

Russell J. Bickford
"Bicky"
Shot through the heart
Cruising in the Batmobile
"Cute girls"
Making the grade
Wrestling rules

Daniel E. Blackman
"Tooth"
Thanks: Friends, Mom and Dad!
Math, Computer League!
Going to MFT?
Bowling: 269!
Good Luck, Lisa!

Glen A. Berger
"Summer of 86"
Best of times with: EQ, EG, SG, SM, JO, PH, RM, BS, LM
"The big A"
I love you, Karen

Elisabeth D. Berndt
Lissa
Friends: Tl, TC, LM, TD, JH, BC, SB
Channel Dec. 10
Good times have just begun
Now what???

Kristen H. Beyer
The Clan! *KM 2*
Fun times at "The Frat"
Peaches, K and L? Ice cream!!
Italia 4/87
Luck, Kath
Love ya Mom, Dad, B + A

Robert R. Bird
Thanks to those who have not hit me
Take the risk of happiness
Goals: to be a Boy Scout at Del Mar, CA.

Alisa M. Bobola
"Ceasie — Bates
#3, Softball
Friends: JL, MD, LD, KK, JB, SE
Best friend: Wamby
Love you, Mom and Dad
I love you, Beth!
Best times in the summer of '86
Friends with: RM, DB, DC, BM
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

"Yuck"
Boston — Miami bound
Some people live their dreams
Some people close their eyes
Some people's destiny passes by

“Smiles”
Volleyball #5, Track
Friends: TW + BS, SS, SY, ID, DL, MT
B. Ware asleep
Science area
Mom and Dad, you’re great!

“AIMEE”
England '86 breakfast in a box
Best times with: KS, TV, JG, JH, KT, GD, JB, KM
PsiU! Love you, Mom

“Mousie”
Marj isn’t home, again
Charlemont Court — KR
Baking, M&M, all summer and always
Little baked one — July 4, 5, 6

“Butch”
Friends: KH, AC, PM, TS, SD
Hey, KH, I wuv ya
Are we having fun yet?
Remember: TG, WW, FR, A2
I love ya all!

“Chicken”
Softball #21
Friends: JC, DG, LL, LA, LC, DM, AT
Baby two!
“Meow, Meow”
*the difficult ones...

And she never had dreams, so they
Never came true, my fade away
erial
Angel, Angel in blue; keep dreaming
UCO, SMU! Love you, Mom and Dad

Memories beyond words
Long live Rock and Roll
College bound
Friends forever
Thanks, Mom and Dad!
Daren J. Burke

"Woody"
Don't get me started!
Seen with: SF, CP, CG, PE, AM
Papa Gino's?
*Stand By Me*
Thanks, Mom and Dad

William J. Burns

"Burnsy"
Hey, it's Ray Charles
Best of times with: JC, DC, KF,
JF, RH, KS, BR, TW, KW, DP,
JD, SO
Thanks, Mom, Dad and Chris

Jennifer M. Cabral

"Gema" *BOBBY*
FORD — WHEELIN
OH, WILL YOU GET OUT!
Seen with: JF, BW, TK, TI,
DB, KM
I did it, Mr. D!
Thanks, Ma and Dad

Janine M. Cain

Miami Bound!
Fun with Pat and Jeanne; sail
on silver girl
Thank you, Led Zeppelin II
Pals: Love you, guys

Richard Calawa

Four years in 100 spaces?
No room for names, memories
It was great . . .
But thank God it's over!

Jeffrey J. Burke

Drums in overdose
Look, lady, don't get me wrong.
Oh no, not again
#4 on Nov. 8
A long walk from the falls

Emily Burtt

"Em"
Friends: MM, SO, TM, KL, KP,
LS, PM, BL, SH, LS, DM, ES
College bound
England bound 87’
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Craig E. Cady

"Red"
Best of times with Rick, Gary
Julie, never forget you!
Motorcross, Trans AM
Sandy

Laura J. Caito

Field Hockey #4 4x440 — W,
T, F, B
*Mark 8/31/84 — Love ya —
Marusca
Hart Party: PT, SD, RD, JD —
Missed
Good luck, Hondo!

Marianne Caless

Wooohooo
Majorette Capt.
Friends: LM, ST, H+MC, JM,
DD, DF, A
Thanks, Mom and Dad — the
Big TW
Us? But we're Majorettes!
Laura L. Calkin
I love you, Ed!
Baby Huey, Don’t –
7 strikes, you’re out!
Friends: MJ, KE, DG, SP, JO, CD
Thanks Mom, Dad and Jesus

Betsey L. Campbell
Stibe
Editor-in-chief of the 1987 Lion
Bye “Family” and Friends
France 86: McMeyer, JR, CD, ID, SS
Merci Mom, Dad, LA, Mrs. S

Kelly Ann Callery
*Eddie*
Hey, Skunky
Stepha and Mel best buddies
Florida twins “86”
For Michele…
Love and thanks, Ma and Da

Jennifer L. Carlisle
“The Unicorn”
Hunted by many, tamed by few
Friends — KE, LC, SM, KP, LH, TG, CH, CW, JH, AC.
I love Doug
Drama/Music

Jennifer Caron

Kristen S. Carrier
“Legs”
Colorguard
Good times: CC, BR, TR
Friends: DH, JL, JP, VL, SF
Thank you Mom, Dad, Aline
Good luck, Scott

Stephen P. Cassely
“Berry”
The Clan: ARF, SS, DAN², JL, Jay
Good luck, Gee!
Aerosmith/Joe Perry
Woodford, VT 86
Thanks, Ma and Dad

Robert J. Caruso
“Bob”
Best of times up North
Seen with: BG, DM, EN, DC, ES, DM, TH
Kiss of Judas
Later

Christopher A. Castro
“Ortsac Go”
Smokey the Bear lives + Kate
Silver lake “7”; MM, JT, KT, AF
Family
Jeffrey G. Chace
Chacer
Save the whales
Friends: DS, DM, BK, BW, LECHE; RM?
The Cape

Amy L. Chevalier
AFS*Costa Rica*
*Sean*Practice fields
The Hart party* Plus
3 Musketeers go skiing
The Famous Final Scene

Kilary M. Clark
Hi, Larry
Kiddin'
Hockey #11 *Reeses*
Never forget: LM, MC2, ST,
DB, JM
Always special, Megs
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Jan Douglas Clements
Crying Night;
Sweeping away the past with
Tears of gold, to clear the
Path of the sun and moon for
all!

Jonathan P. Cody
"Code"
The best: BB, MF, VS, KF, JF,
DP, WL
Best of luck, Matt, Bill, Trace
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Ski, Ivy Bound!

Cory V. Chafe
77 Olds Cutlass 779KTG
46—Thanks, Fletch
Chemo—bound, Hazardous
Waste

Lisa A. Childs
Special Memories *Mark*
U — Mass?
Alicia's house?
Friends: AC, DS, JC, KJ, VB,
AT
Thanks Mom, Dad, brothers

Megan J. Clark
Meegs, Meagles
Field Hockey #14
Memories with: DD, LM, MC,
JM, ST
Cape Cod' 86
Late again!
Thanks, Mom, Dad, Hilara

Lynne E. Cloutier
Skating!
Me and Kelly best friends
Friends: CB, BC, BE, TM, ST,
HV, SV
The best times at RK!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kerry L. Cody
"Grasshopper"
Friends forever, Jan
V-ball State Champs
Thanks SM?
Friends: DD, Dana's kids
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Timothy J. Coffey
Coff #4
Achilles last stand
The Dio Locker
Friends: JC, GD, TH, LH, SJ
Mass — art bound
Thanks, Mom, brothers

James H. Colley
Identity Crisis
Don't stop the music!
Bass, all you need!
Pride of Bonita
Thanks to the Crowd for it all!

Shannon L. Common
Krista Marie
Love you: BOO, KAM
Seen with: BL, BK, KM, SM, PH
Thanks, Mom

Daniel J. Conrad
Thanks Dad and Claire, Mom
and Jim
Good luck: KS, TD, MR, SC, RM, SM, and JF
Friends: Mahon, Kev, Barry, Guido, Waters and Pete

Christian L. Constantine
“Harvey”
Holiday Inn '86
Harley and Floyd rules
Sensality and Uncle Bernie

David C. Cohen
“Free at last”
Seen with: NO, Ping Ping
Party at Shell
Thanks, Mom and Dad
“Naigs, dazed and confused”
Good luck, Dudes

Karen M. Common
“Kare-Bear”
Love you, Brian
California, PT and I
I miss you, JM
Seen with: PT, BW, KF, SC
Thanks, Mom!

Jean-Marie Conley
Where’s Deb?
Scooped or Scooping?
Seen with: DG, VB, DM, LC, DS, AT.
Oh, What a night!
it’s been Real

Thomas F. Considine
“Hanks”
Ski O’Brien*Soccer*
What are you tryin’ to say?”
Seen with: MK, JR, DM, RC, BF, CW!
Thanks mom, Dad, and Mr. T

Timothy A. Cook
“Cooka”
Wrestlin’ Lions
Pals — MK, JD, KS, KC, KJ
— TACKY
“Where’s Marky?”
Photography — THE LION
If Only . . .
Kimberly Ruth Coolbeth
Kimmy Giggles
Be on time; 1st to Grad, Prom Queen
TC, tonight 9/20/85
Mockville Wrestling Mgr.
Mom and Nana, love you.

Lisa G. Cosseboom
Friends: AG, PM, SAUGUS GANG
Weekends — Hill
Thanks, guys
"I'm wicked confused" — L&W
Love you Gram, Gramp, Mom and Dad

Christina L. Cote
Friends: PL, AP, NP, DA, LD Cape Cod '85
College Bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Amy K. Coughlin
Aims
Berlin harvard U.N. Micki Wie Bitte? Be yours, Elf
Friends: KM, CS, PT, ST, JM, SMC
Thanks, everyone Hudson!!

Brian J. Couto
"Cooch"
Friends: DARLINGS, you know who you are
Best pals: BR, SB, RM, SC
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Kathryn A. Corr
Preppy?
"The 4" — NK*BC*JL*Pals,
everyone
I'm in LOVE! AGAIN!
Fun with —
JC*PA*K*S*AR*RT*TC*EG
All love to Mum!

Stephen M. Costello
God, I wish I had a nice car
Seen with MR, DW, RR, BC
Still looking Aerosmith, live in '86
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Karyn E. Cotroneo
Marc 7-18-85
Ciao! Italia '87
5 — Guys: R, R, R, R, C with AD '85
Us? But we're Majorettes!
Thanks, Mom, Dad and RK!

Brenda L. Coughlin
"B"
Summer '86
Best friends: LH, AN, MG, JS, KR
Good-bye to my Village Friends
College Bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Bridget M. Cox
Hi, Muffin!
"The 4": JL, KC, NK
*Mike* Summer '86
Fun with: Lis, LD, DW *CG* & all
My laugh?
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Shanna M. Coyle

"Di"
It's been real "87"
Tilus with "Chrsy Dee"
Good times with "CD", LH
Beach bound with "CD"
Thanks, Mom and Tom

Elizabeth A. Cresta

"Bethy"
Friends with: DB, EH, DM, SD, MU
Love you always, Scott
Miss you, Cindy.
I love you Mom and Dad, C, E, J

Karen E. Crider

"KC" Cridertron
Track-Capt, Swimming
Alaska — Italy — Best Times
Buddies: SP, KW, AF, JD, CW
Mom, Dad I love you!

Sherilynn M. Crow

I love you Matt, Lou and TBird
College and AFS Bound?
Thanks Mom, and friends
S and M forever!
Spiffy

Cliff Cunningham

Friends: DC, KT, BB, CC, JF, JB, DT
Thanks, Mom and John and Jim

Stephen B. Crafts

"Crafty"
Seen with: Jeffrey, Greek, Duff,
Timi, SMG, and Crew in
Accordian
"Wait for the Shake"
Thanks: Mom, Dad

Elizabeth A. Grider

"Biff"
Remembrances with: TP, DB,
CG, MC
Love you, Sis, for everything
Love and thanks Mom and Dad

Karen E. Crider

"KC" Cridertron
Track-Capt, Swimming
Alaska — Italy — Best Times
Buddies: SP, KW, AF, JD, CW
Mom, Dad I love you!

Shawn M. Crowley

"Crowds Shag"
Hockey #20
Pals: Cripple, Killer, LRD
Hockey Clan
Love ya, Kristin, Mr, and Mrs.
W
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Terri S. Cunningham

Eventing with Val, Mer and
MW
Friends: LB, GR, KS, DS, TC,
KM, MG.
Thanks, Mom and Dad!
Sean P. Curran
"Seano"
Hoop #1
Friends: You know who you are
'87 Beach Party Dance
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Jerry J. Daley
Mountain
Seen With: BC, EC, SP, MR, JH, KL
*FANTASY* with Tara
Sports: hockey and track
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Michael G. Daley
"Woody"
CC Captain — Mele - FT
Friends: MG, JD, EB, JK, KC
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Dark

Laura M. Daly
Good times with KS, EF, KH, BC, SD
California bound with Krista.
Apartment "Brothers"
Love you, Mom and Dad

Allan Danahy

Mythne J. Dabekis
Beach — Wrong Day?? — Swim
Friends: ST, MC, JM, HC, LM, MC
Miami — Summer '86 *A
Classic!
Hi, Sis!
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Michael C. Daley
Seen With: MR, JG, LS, AS, RT, PE, DT
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Beach Bound in '75 Cutlass

Robert L. Dalton
Baker River, July 4, "We've Lost"
Favorites: SC, KB, JD, SF, DN, JZ, MW
"Yeah, You, Might"
"67" Chevelle
Thanks, Dad

Pamela J. Daly
Thank God '87
KJ Telephone Poll
Friends: KJ, KD, PL, LH, JT, BO, DV
Friendly's, Ho Jo's, Mrs. B
Love-Mom-Dad

Erin M. Daniels
Irish
Tears, Fears, Boys, Joys
Friends: RM, BB, JB, MV, MW, LC, KF
Chips
North Adams Bound!
Thanks Mom, Dad, Kev, and Nora
Jennifer A. Davis

"Chuck"
Friends: RD, SE, KL
"Oh my!"
College Bound
"What's up Honey?"
Thanks Mom and Dad

Christine Lee DeAngelis

Seen with: MG, LD, FFF: BH, SJ, DS...
Be a rebel, Edy!
Art school/Bermuda '86
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Todd P. De Martinis

Todd D.
Parties with PE, GL, PK, JH, MA, SD
"Wave Goodbye" on Cable 43
Billy Joel
Love for TF will never die

Lauri A. DeMings

Weeja
Sting, U2, Rush
I'm not worried! Beacon St.!!
Adventures 1986, Summer 1987
Friends: MD, LC, KC, CD, BC
Thanks!

Robin L. Deneault

"Oh my!" "Must Be Nice"
Seen with: SE, KL, JD, TM
Summer of '85; "Maine"
Cruisin with Sue!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Sandra J. Davis

Go for it!
Friends: AY, RO, lunch crew
Thanks Mr. S.
Now U. Lowell's
"Just around the bend"
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Regina C. DeLuca

Gigs and Wigs
Italia
Field Hockey #20 — Friends
And: PT, SP, MT, KR, KH, SP, JR, TK
Flavorbiscuit?
JD not forgotten

Tara E. Demers

Fun — with: HS, KZ, NC, TO, JL, HA, BG
Beach Time? — Yow!
What do I do now?
Two out of three ain't bad!
*Laugh

David E. deMoulpied

"De Moulp" #8
Good times: Happy, DL, SY, DW
JC, KF, JF, Wendy, H — Crew
Thanks, Mom and Dad, N, S Cornell

Gary J. Deniseovich

"GD"
The trip with the guys, skiing
Good times with: ME, AS, MW
U. Mass with BG? Georges
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Donald Desfosse
Fun with: MJ, ET, AL, CD, TB, LC, KE, JL, CR, DB, and others
I've got INC Dentals!
PENN '86
Thanks, Mom!

Cheryl C. Deshaies
Special times with band, Matt AL, LB, DW, ET, MP
Si BeBe Where are we? France '86
Thanks Mom, Dad, JL!

Christina E. Desmarais
"Chrissy Dee"
It's been real! See Ya, '87
Seen with *SC*, LH, BP, DI, JH
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Shawn J. DeVeau
"Devo"
$ for Lion and Voice
Spying and guiding
Concerts: RP, BJ, BBOYS
We be golden, MC
Thanks Mom, Dad, MD

Cynthia Deviney

Kristen L. Dickson
6/24/85
Krissy loves Jeff
Mellaphant ran away from home!
Go to Bradlees
Bye: PD, TG, KJ, MVD

Christina M. Doherty
"Spike"
Motivation and Determination are the keys to survival

Lisa M. Dolan
Crash
#24 Soccer/SB/BB
Fun with Clip, Simon, Whamy
Bates, SY, LG, Bic
Love You, Kev
Love You, Mom and Dad

Matthew J. Donelan
1 Thank:
My parents,
My friends,
All those who believed in me,
And all those who have tried.

Leah Donnelly
William G.
Donovan
Bill the Cat
Stairway to "87"
Norway, France, next the world
Fun: NS, SH, SC, KG, RO,
SC, HO
Party Bound

Jacqueline M.
Doody
Jax: Doods
California!
Seen with KR, SM, BH
Boston — Seen with SG and AB
Anton's Girls
Thanks all for being there!

Jonathan M.
Douglas
"J.D." Football #76 Skin' URI Bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

James D.
Doyle, Jr.
"JD" I Love you Mommy
Friends: TC, MK, BB, CS, KS
Track — Spear — Chucking
"Where's Marky?"
If Only . . .

Ross, Drew

Amy K. Dudek
"Aim" Jason 5/12/86
COME HERE, NOW!
5-Guys: K, R, R, C with KC
84, 85
Travel in '91?
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jon

Deirdre M.
Dufour
AKA MEG 1983
Sing baby, sing to me!
U2 Concert Toré!
Don't worry about it!
Enjoy what you do!
Ireland 143

Susan Duggan
Susie-Q
Thank you, Mom and Dad
Italia Ciao 87 LC, PT, RD
Good Luck J.K.
Seen with "Colorfulgirls"
I had Fun.

Christopher M.
Dunbar
It's Time to Face the Word!
Best of times with MM, LH, SG,
TF
You and me, Judy S., forever!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Jan R. Dutton
France '86, a l'avenir
"Seems to me
I've been a long time
On this road... Gotta keep
movin' on" — Moody Blues
Jane M. Egan
Giao!
Best: Annie, LA, KF, RH, DP
PALS: MS, DG, JH, LL
Cheering with the rejects
I Love You: Mom, Dad, Mike
*the challenges ...

Amany O.
El-Bayoumi
"UBE DOOBE"
Miss you: TE, BB, SL, Lj, SS, SV, ST
Lori, "Oh my"
Thanks, Durk!
Love you, Mom and Dad

Kathleen J.
Engel
Chorus/Dolly/Drama
Friends: MD, ET, MJ, LC, JC, EH, LH
CD, LD, KH, KM, EB, CY, MR, R
Thank you, Mom and Dad —
Love You!

Michael J.
Emwright
3 Alarmers, NS and MW
Fenway: "SRO", AS, and Chucky
77 Corolla, What Town?
Ski, '86, GD
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Dana L. Fader
Good times Hampton '86
Friends: GE, KL, TM, MC, DA, RD, PJ
What's up? Cal — Crash buddies
Party at Brunos
Thanks Mom

Jeff Egan
We've nothing to fear but fear itself?
Life is just a passing parade!
Gotta go Cthulu's calling!

Philip M.
Eliopoulos
"Mapen"
Seen with: JD, KH, DB, CG, TD, AM, AG
Skiing, Excalibur, B. Idol
BK run
Thanks, Mom and Dad

David G. Enos
Here's that ladder, let's climb
The first rung is yours
The rest are mine
Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Mr. J

Susan A.
Erickson
Susie
Best friends with Patti
Friends: RD, JD, PD, RD, AB, LD, JB
Good times with BH
Love you, Mom and Dad

Keith B. Fagan
"Beasley"
Viva Roxy
Super bunny
College: Ski, Tennis, Golf, GTI
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Tanya K. Faulkner
Gigs and wigs
Memories: Rich and friends JD
Diving
What's happening Lee?
Flavor biscuit?

Nicolas J.L. Fernando
25 dollars for a Yearbook and I can't say what I want.

Peter M. Fisher
"Pet"
Had a blast with PB
Fun at the rock
Friends: BH, TC, TB, BF, CF, JM, RT
Good times at Tony's
Later!!!!

Roy G. Fitzpatrick, Jr.
Better late than never!
Thanks, Mom and Dad
U Lowell bound
The Who? #1

Rondeau J.L. Flynn
Team McFlynn
Summer at the shack
Ski NV — Surfin USA — Ski to die
Love, Mom and Dad
Take the long way home.

Theresa M. Feely
"Tweetie"
Friends: CM, SC, JV, CD, PMS + Ghandi
I love you, Mark, Lou, S'BIRD + BB²
Music: Ozzy, Prince, AC/DC, Lennon

Mark A. Fisher
"Fisher"
Friends: SB, RH, TC, KS, SY, Tisa
Ski racing? College!
"Hey, Bab!
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Best of luck: Scott, Rich, Matt

Mary Jo Fitton
"Bubba"
Pals: JC, CR, LW, JH, LD
Thanks Aline, Love Babybubba
North Adams
Thanks, Mom and Dad! Love, Jo
I made it!

Karen A. Flynn
Peach
Bobby new year's 84' I love you
Thanks Jeffy, love and miss you
With: PT, KC, SC, BW, LM
Mr. J.

Erica M. Foley
"China"
Spain 87' 6-29-86?
Thanks Mary, Jim, Taf, Sa"
Richard L. Ford
Ford
A singer I'm not!
Crusin' in the Coupe
In my heart, BB
Kitchen parties

Melissa M. Franckowski
"Jammin"
Rocky Mountain High Denver
911 wired pumpkin
The clan — new pals 87 sweet
Life's been good

Albert Frediani

John A. Frew
"Shelby/Drago"
Friends: KF, BB, RR, JC, KS, WI
College: Varsity Crew, Sailing

Richard C. Frongillo, Jr.
Frong
Best times: BW, RT, SF, JR, TS, TG
Fraternity bound
Mosher's house
GG on weekends
Thanks, Ma and Dad

Sean M. Foye
"Foyester"
Baseball #2
Pals: RT, JR, RF, TG, BW, TS, DT, KH, JR
Just a Gigolo
When in doubt, Mosher's
Thanks, Ma and Pa

Christine L. Frassica
Espana 87 "Pequenita"
Panic? Me? never! Copleyitus
Duxbury summers fun times
Me grow?
Field Hockey 32

Andrew E. Freker
"Frek"
Fun with: The gang; MM, RR, KT
Football "66" Coach Parisau
"You have the right"
Love you, Mom and Dad

Jessica Fries
Bye!

Sarah C. Fudge
"Fudgie"
*Maine* You gotta love it!!
Friends: CW, Dawn, JS, DI
The Canadians
Thanks Mom, Dad and Aline
Michelle L.
Gagnon

"Chelle"
Best of times with: CD, RH, JS
I'll never forget you, Joaquin!
Fashion Design

Eileen C.
Gardner

"Leena"
Rye: *Michelle* TC, BB, Alex, PC
Surf Haven*Yacht Club
Good times: MR, ML, SC, JC
Ti Amo Jay 12/20/85

Leigh A.
Gauthier

"Gappa"
Class of '87
Friends: MB, BK, CD, RS
Good times at Falls
I love Ron
Thanks Dad, and MJ, SG, SM, MG, VC

Angela R. Gehr

Good times with: PM, LC, KL
Friday nights at DBS
Good luck Chris, Tina, and MF
Thanks Mom, Dad, Nana, and Papa

Pamela B.
Gilboard
Bruce July 2, 1985 memories
Friends: R*, A*, LM, PT, RD, LC
College bound
Good luck, Mark
Thanks, Mom and John

Thomas M.
Gallagher

"Hags"
Fun at Mosher's - KM - RM*
Times: RT, SF, TS, RF, JR*
AC/DC* Hoc, Soc - VAC'S
Thanks, Mom and Dad*Bro'S

Brian J. Garvey

"Gav"
Kancamagus road trips
Best of times with friends
Star Trekin'
Malibu? Tuesday's gone
Tally-Ho '87

Tammi A.
Gauthier

"Sleepy"
"But you still feel the pain"
Music/Drama/Dance
Curtain calls/Cast parties
Japan*Spain*JW*Trev

Jeffrey Gere

Jennifer L. Gillette

Niffer
All my love David, 6/24/86
Italy! and UVM?
Music, Swim, Drama
Friends: MP, MK, KC, SP, CY, AR
Glad to go
Shalley A.
Gillick
"Yuck"
Boston — Miami — bound
Some people live their dreams
Some people close their eyes!
Carl 2/14/86

Stacey A.
Ginsburg
Muffy — Ginsburg
Kath friends forever? Eric!
Track, Student Council
Follow Jane!
Thanks to my family
Ciao!

Steven G.
Gleason
"Dio"
The Dio locker, Friendlys
Friends: LH, MM, GB, TG, KC, JB, BS
Ronnie James Dio
10/31/85, 6/18/86
Thank you, Mom

Janice M.
Goggin
Remain in light
The Chill: "I was evolving . . ."
Young Americans
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Heather J.
Goodrich
Love you, Leah and Marc
Unborn babies are people too
Thank you, Mom and Dad
Moody Blues with: MH, DY, RH

Kathleen A.
Gilroy
Thanks, Dad and Mum
Fishes on the beach
*K* Bermuda
Hoodzies: J*K* on the slopes!
Good luck: BM, JF
Brigg '86
Vale

Tracy A.
Gitschier
I love Curt!
Good luck: Norm, Paul, Mark
Friends: CC, KD, LH, PD, KJA
Florida bound

Garrett Goggin

Thomas B.
Gonsalves Jr.
T.B.G.
Best times at Loon with: DB, JG, EH, BW
Future with: D. Berry
Big thanks to all my family

Eric B. Gould
Nationals "87"!
*College bound!!!!*
Lake Sunapee '86
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Dolores M. Goyette
*Pookie* I love you
"Messiah" to wrestling!?
Be proud: LC, MJ, EJ, EH, CR, Mel
Thanks Mom, Dad, A&R, PG
love you

Karin A. Graham
"Nema"
All I Really Need ... I love you Loren! Aug. 18
Friends: RO, KM, SL, CT
Thanks, Mom and Dad!
Goodbye CHS

Edward G. Gray
Thanks, Mom and Dad, Mr. T.
Good times with: UHI, KC, RS, MA, FP
'87 rules — finally!!!
Senior: Eh?
It's over — at last

Andrew J. Green
The Equalizer
Amici: Slapper, Egg, Sweep, Cat
Wanta go or no
Thanks Mom, Dad, Phil, Gramp

John E. Greenwood
"Jack"
Citation Turbo "4" wheel'n
Seen with: PW (DB), SL, DA, JN, MOD
Swimming with T and A

Debra Lee Grady
Conman
Thanks Mom and Dad and Laurie
Oh what a night
Pals: JC, VB, DM, JO, LL, MB, LA, JF
Summer of '86
* and the trials, ... *

Michelle L. Graham
Friends: WR, EN, LN, JB, DL, RO, JR
Love you, TG
Love you, Mom and Dad

Frederick R. Greaves
"Freddie"
Goodbye CHS, I'm college bound
Remember: FH, PF, FL, TE,
The UFO'S
Seen with: SM, TR, ST, PH

Stephen E. W. Green
The bomber — 125 M.P.H.
BSA — Project Valentine
Friends: SS, DH, JH, JJ, MO, AC, RA
Camp Wah-Tut-Ca

Jeffrey Greska
Mary E. Griffin
Friends: BC, LL, TL, DD, HC, TF, CO, RH, BL, JR, SG
Scan 8/5/85
BC Hampton and Crusin' '86
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Daniel R. Guarino
"Guido"
Miss you, JD
I love you, Julie
"Turnin' the page"

Bridget A. Hamel
Party at Northeastern
5/31/85 Val, forever
Guess what, Froggy has arrived
Thanks, Mom and Val

Peter N. Hansen
My own house
My '78 Vette
J.F.
Goof off, it's fun
Thanks: Jan, Ma and Pa

Thomas Harbour

Christopher D. Grillo
"Grip/Grup"
Waterfront fun
Friends: AM, PH, SP, JC, BW, DB, PE, CP
Skiing and surfing #1
Marly
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Darren C. Guild
"Some people live their dreams
Some people close their eyes
Some people's destiny passes by ..."

John M. Hanlon II
You can't prove that Rusty
Seen with: E.S., Race, J.Y.D., M.L., Punk, A.H.
#62 Football, UMass? UNH?
The Boss rules

Ellen M. Hanson
I'm always okay
Friends: C.H., R.T., L.H., K.E., B.J., D.G.
Skooch and AJ's for Chica at 5
Pizza, Music, Drama in RM. 151

Denise Harrington
Audra M. Hart
*Jeffy, Best of Times*
New Years ’85 and LHI
The Hart Party and P.T., P.G., M.S.
Frosh years — trouble!

Elizabeth A. Hayden
Hotdog! Fresh
Friends: (FFF), *SJ, CD, LR,
MS, TM
California Bound 87!
Funky Times; skating
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Kristen B. Hayes
Pals: EH, CP, DL, LH, KE
Italia Bound, My Trip
Musicals
Swimming
Good Luck Pat — I Love You!
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Susan G. Hegarty
Spain! Francisco and Co.
Cultural Experiences with NR
Excursions with CT and Co

Laura A. Henchey
“MOO”
Life in the Fast Lanes
Love you, Tim
Thanks, Mom and Dad
I can’t handle this!

Tracy L. Hatch
I love you, Eric S.
Party on Algonquin
The Blue Barn Crew! E.S., A.J.,
S.R., E.M., R.C., D.M., B.G.,
J.F.
Good luck to everyone!

Kevin M. Hayes
“Hayzo”
Hoop, # 45
Bashes at Brigs, Class “86”
Friends: *JP*, SM, MO, SF, IS,
AIR, RD, MR.
I’m outa here! Love ya, Mom.

Jennifer A. Hedlund
“Jetu”
Spain! Alfonso and Co.
Cheerleading — a “reject”?
Where didn’t I trip?
*We have always been . . . .*

Kathleen A. Kehir
“Kat-Leen”
Hampton Beach — 10:10
S.B. Capt. # 10
Wild Times: Hart Party, K, B?, J?
Frosh yrs
Thanks, Mom and Dad

James M. Hennessy
Chopper
Golf
Vermont “86” — Bad Campers
Friends: Silver Lake 7, TC, JT,
JG, KT, MM.
John T. Hennessy
"Scoota" Capt.
Smokey the Bear at Silver Lake
Silver Lake 7: Movie Star
Friends: BD's, JT, KT, MM, SL
"7", JR.

Richard F. Kentz
Hey, Hey, Hey, That's Right
Pals: KS, DP, BC, CS, SC.
Thanks Jane, Anne, MF, SB.
Good Luck Guys!
Keep In Touch.

Marc W. Hill
Save the World, Peace, Love
Give a kiss instead of a shove
Man of death, believe me
I Love you, Heather and Leah.

Renu P. Kingorani
Mr. Potatohead
Bye, CH in NC — Badakded
HC
Aerosmith 86
Shopping carts *GA*
Coffee and Fries
Chips and mustard

Karen L. Hohman
Mushroom
Beaver loves Wally
Winnidippin
Good Luck: EF, JH, LD, BK;
BW, BBL, BH, CH, KH.
Thanks, Joe — Especially Mom
and Dad.

Fazia C. Henry
Faz
Class of 87 is the Best
Friends: CD, JL, MM, LD.
Good Luck, Petal
What's up?
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Kim A. Heroux
Downtown bound!
Friends: LG, KY, MG²
Nice Vette, What's on the roof?
Hey, Disco
I Love You, Mom, Dad, Mem,
and Pep.

Christina Kines
SG10696RHHC
Mike
One day he'll return
And fill my days with pleasure
And we will learn
Life is a treasure

Johnine M. Hoehn
When the sunset's glow drifts
Away from you
You'll no longer know
If any of this was really true
The Cure

Lawrence E. Holt
We're the last in line
See how we shine
Remember: We rock, the Dio
locker,
Friends and Ronnie James Dio.
Sheryl D. Hoover
“Blondie”
Fab: La, Cruz, EB, MM, SO, BD.
You can’t see my chair, Lara?
Monkees 9/26/86
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Jennifer L. Howard
Ziggy lives
Netty — Thanks: M and D, JL, KH
Double-reeds rule—Oboe
Seen with: Jupe, AF, MO, AB, SG, PR.
Woodshed, your axe!

David M. Hubbard
Good times with the gang: PK, SB, TD.
Bound to go to college.
Glad you could make it,
— Mom —
Thanks, Dad!!

Richard F. Hubbard, Jr.
“Hubs”
States ’86
Good luck: BR, EC, EG, TW, BW.
Bloom County is # 1.
Mom’s Trans AM
Thanks Leslie, Mom, and Dad.

Rick Hunnewell
“Quickly Ricky”
Hackle
Cool Quinn
4’s enough, 5’s too much
See ya, DY, SS, MH + HG, CHS
Thanks, Mom.

Lesley E. Houseman
“We are all made of stardust,
The children of eternity
Caught in a moment.
One moment of time.”

Kristen D. Howard
“Krissy”
Friends: NB, AC, PM, JS.
Fun times with: SO, MM, BL, EB, SH.
I love you all!
Thanks to the tribe at home!

Lisa D. Hubbard
“Shortie”
Chris, I love you!
Italy and UMass bound
Love you Gimpy, KH, EH, ET, KE
Drama Club Pres.
Mom and Dad!!

Ellen D. Hubers
Cheering: Pregame
Friends: “DB*, BC, DM, LY.”
“No Keith, I’m the boss.”
Thanks to everyone at home.
Love always, KS

Karen S. Jamer
Best year ever, ’87
Forever, Jamie and I
Best wishes: PD, RM, KD, TD, GM
We’re out of here
Love you, Mom and Dad.
Peter Jamros

Scott Jeleschew

Karen M. Johnson
The Lion Sports Editor
France '86
Field Hockey
"These Dreams" OF Tacky
Special Friends: AB, LC, TC,
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Stacey L. Johnson
Steaky?
Friends: *BH (FFF)*, RM, CM,
SD, SL.
Skating and funk forever
Skydiving, Beth?
California bound!
SOS Band

Bryan M. Kelley
Bogs
BW's Cellar
JD Missed
Best times with everyone
Winnidipping, Tally Ho!
Out of the blue, into the black

Lesley A. Jarvis
"Cookie Jarvis"
Swimming — Capt.
Deutschland '86
Fun times at "The Frat" — Clan
Peaches K?
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Michael J. Jewett
LLF, Mom, Always
Clearence E Street
Band, Chorus "86"
Hi: LC, KE, Pinky, DG, EH,
KH, CD, JG.
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Lori Anne Johnson
"Dumps"
Forever Young — France 86
Swim Team MVC
David Prom 85
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Brendan J. Kane
Rebels, Muscles, Cars, and
Floyd.
Volleyball: Team Peru 3rd place
Love to Mr. & Mrs. Monsoon,
CO, AB, Mr. & Mrs. Lipps, JG,
JA, CF, KD

Coleen P. Kelley
"Red"
Spain! Pablo and company
Pals: M'Beih, MR, EG, NC, GC
Thumper-Boston
Luck to Six
Love you, Mom.
Tara M. Kelley
I love you, Mike!
*California*
Great times with: NP, JD, JC, BC, BW.
Shine on, you crazy diamond
Thanks, Mr. T.

Michael E. Killmon
"Spida"
Soccer States All-Star Goalie
Seen with: TC, BC, JR "W", DB, RM.
Hey, Fish, let's drag, ski
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Paul R. Knox
"Ghandi"
Good Bye, CHS; Can't say I'll miss you.
First million by 30

Michael P. Krzewick
Miss all my friends
Could not have done it without you, Mom and Dad

Scott T. Kydd
"Skid"
Skiing
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Kevin M. Kilcoyne
"Killer"
LD-I love you, Chicago 17
Pals: Sunny, Stumpy, Crowls, CA, Ceasie, Twig, BM, "Yo Ed"
Thanks, Mary and Jack

Mark A. Kinney
"Marky"
Sarge Rules
Fight The Good Fight
Pals: TC, JD, LC, NP.
"Don't break my fingers!!"
I can't think, I'm dancin'!

Nicole Kokinos
"The 4" KC, JL, BC
Love you Murali!
Fresca anyone?
Pals: AR, KS, TM, SL, JC
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Good luck CK

Michael R. Kuchler
Is this Hampton MC, LN, SD?
UK '85! Friends in times square
Corona, Mex '86
It's been real!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Sheri D. Lallas
"Sheri-Berry"
Best Friends with "Robby Baby"
Thanks, Mom and Dad
I'll never forget you, Jesus
I love you S.T.
Christine A. Lampropoulos

Car Problems
Life time pass, Man
Thanks M, T, Dad, Carol, Al
Just me, T

Charles Janier

Liane Laplaca

LU!
*Cheerleading* — me a
*Reject*
*JC*
Fun with: LA, JH, VB, JE, AB,
DG, MT
Thanks, Mom and Dad
*and will forever ... *

Karen J. Latour

“Boo-Boo”
Hampton Beach — Party at
Brunos!
Centrum Bound for Heavy
Metal!
Pals: SL, DL, TM, RD, DF, JD,
AG, WD

Barry J.
La Valle

Seen With: My Clone, JH, BK,
BW, TW, PH, DG, KQ, DC,
MW, CM, RM, KH, EF
Miss you, JD
Do you have an extra pen?

Mark Landry

William B.
Lapides

I’ll tell you what I mean only
if you promise not to listen.

Susan Larkin

Best wishes, Kris! You, I’ll miss
I love you, Rick and Lee
Love you. Aline. Thanks
Love you, Family

Roy H.
Lattanzio

“Oppie”
AC/DC: Ghandi
Mainmen: Dave, S. Hone, S.
Penn
Good times down falls
College bound?
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Brian P.
La Valle

BW Cellar
Good Times with My Clone,
BK, TW, PH, JF, KM, EF, KH,
DG, DC, KP
Got any money?
Miss the Fat Man
June '87-Final
Last of the Lavoies
Some of the best — Mr. R., Ms.
C., and Mrs. W.
Literature

Some of the best — Mr. R., Ms.
C., and Mrs. W.

"Litle One"
I Love Billy forever! 10/9/84
Friends: B.T., M.G., S.K., L.L.,
P.P., S.C., C.D.
Thanks, Mom and Dad
TMSL: 8/11/85

"Sony"
M.A.S.P. '86 Lives!!
Pennsylvania, here I come!
Thanks: Dino*, Nikky.
Love you, Mom, Dad, Lois, and
Pat.

"The Rock"
U Lowell, Please!
Good Times:
SP,"Bro","SB","ES,BD,LL,PJ
DS + RS (Good Luck)
Thanks: Mom, Pop, Tash

"Stubs/Chilly"
Wrestlemanoa
ME,KF,DD,KS,KL,VS,FREW
WE TERMINATED HIM
Tennis
The Inverted-Bridge Power

Roth, Picko
Beach combing at PI
Gumby Napping
Fun with PI, Crew, KH, ER, KS,
TO...
Racing off to Oblivion?

"Leed"
CHS and Class of '87 #1
Cel's, Sox, and Pat's #1
HEY ANTHONY!
Success is in reach
Thank you, Mom and Dad

What now?
Daniel B. LeProhon
"Brawny"
Good times: VT, Great Escape, KPT
The Clan: DS, JL, AL, SC, SS, GF, JD
"The FORT"
SAME OLD SONG AND DANCE

Bruce S. Levine
"Bru"
Class of '87 is # 1
Friends: SP, LN, BS
Best of times in accounting
Mods 15, 14, 15 Off!

Jocelyn B. Livingston
Campin' — Summer 85/86 —
VT/K-Port
"The Boys" Steve, Dan, Al
The Concorde Crash!
Keithie 10/13/84
Aerosmith

Veronica F. Loya
Bob, I love you, Two — One
April 4 '87 I'll be yours always!
Hey Bob, can I borrow your...
Lavelles, Loya's — I love 'em!

Joanne M. Lukas
Seen with: *TO*, HS, TD, KZ,
Etc...
Let the music play, Paula!
Has it been real?
Thanks, Mom and Mr. T!
Stay cool, Mr. Durkin*

Steven T. Levesque
Diana, I'm taking you with me.
I love you, forever, Steve
Best Times: DA, JG, PW
Love and thanks, Mom and Dad

Jennifer L. Lindsey
Colorguard Capt.
Stand by Me: DH, KC, ML, JP,
CF, BM, BO
Camping KO?
FRANCE '87
WALK THIS WAY
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Stephen Loosigian

Charles Ludinsky
i think i can i think i can
i think i can i know i can

Debra A. Lundgren
"Deb" Keith 6-27-86
Thanks KL, ML, KP, KS, KB,
DD, & Keith
Love you Mom, Dad, Dave, and Butz
Barbara A. Luro
Get it! — PS #2
Pizza in face-C
Friends: PM, DM, KP, LS, SO,
MM, CD
LR, JS, TC, MG, KA
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Patricia J. Lynch
“Paddles”
Pals: PD, PT, DA, CD, SL, LH,
AB, TA,
DF, KS, KP “Major Mooey”
Le amo Scott? 6/18/86
Love to Mom + Dad
Merci, BF

Edward S. Lyons
“Nedly”
Baseball, The Hoss
Friends
College Bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Lynn T. Lyons
“Little Lynn”
Friends: KJ, TB, RM, KL, MG,
TL, MC, MG, LP
Lynn loves Lou 8-30-86
Thanks Mom and Dad, Mr. J
and Mr. Q

Daniel J. Mac Gillivray
“Machetti”
Mt. Hood-Summerski
Friends: TC, BF, JF, RF, SS, EO
Thanks, Mom and Dad
I’ll never change
Ski-to-die

Amy L. MacCallum
It’s really over!
Friends: KM, KS, LM, RM, NP
Good Luck: KM, SM, LH, CF
V.P. of NHS
Thanks Mom, Dad, Stay, and
Mr. M.

Dyan MacDonald
“Gumby”
Seen with: DG, JC, VB, AT
I finally made it!
My first full week
It’s only just begun
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Leigh A. MacDonald
Friends: TJ, KF, SL, DG, MW,
KQ
England! What happened, tan?
*Mike 11-4-84*
Track — why?
Thanks Mom and Dad, bye JD

Cynthia J. Lussier
Special thanks: Mom, Dad, TM,
and JL
Best Friends: JW, KZ, JF, DW,
JD
Workouts and Wildcats
Winnipesaukee Parties-LP

David A. Mackwell
“Mean green # 1”
Summer ‘86
All nighters: EN, MR, BG, DW,
RC, DM, TS
Martha C. MacLeod

"Marty"
Friends: SO, DP, LS, DM, EB, SH
England '87
Good times with Lion Editors
Much love to my family

Kelly A. MacShane

Lynne, Best Friend — BC too
Friends: HV, SV, ST, BC, EG, CB
Love you: Dad, Helen, Mom, Jerry
The Godfather
Thanks, Gram

Christopher A. Mahon

"Mayin"
Best wishes: Mike Kev, Guido, Dan, and Barry
Seen at Bean Island

Steven P. Maloney

Good times at "The Griddle"
I love you, Cynthia — Finland '86
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Lori J. Manzi

Soccer # 4
The Hart Party: Frosh year
4 x 440 W, T. F, B
Australia '86

Julie E. MacLhee

Jules or Bobby
Sportaholic: ice/field hockey, track, soccer
Friends ...
One of the good guys?
Thanks, family

Mark E. Magiera

"Magiera"
Seen with: JS RF, MM, BA, TB, SM
Quote: Fair to Middlin'
Seen at: Sebago Lake, Maine
Pro-co cable 43

Brenda J. Mahoney

"Hen"
Let's go this way!
Friends: WC, ET, JL, HS, KM, KR, JS
Kel, Drive my Saab
Sure
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas D. Maloney

"Hat"
Paradox Shortage
WPI anyone?
It's not a nova!
Thanks for the great times!

Keith A. Marshall

What a nice fishing day
Summer weekends
Seen with: MS, BL, DG, JF, KQ, DC, MW
They stole it!
I'll give you a ride
Michael T. Marshall
Football "80"
Fun with: CC, GT, JT, SS, H²
Maine-ya, right "Salisbury"
Love, Mom and Dad

Cheryl A. Martin
"Chee"
Seen with KH, NB, WR, BS,
CM, CH, LR
Good luck next year, Christine!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kimberly Matlon

Stephen McBrirde

Kevin R. McCarthy
"Monkey"
'85 Beach bound with Scott
Grappin State Champs
Road trips with EM, AJ, CV
Check it, Blee!

Renae Masotta

Tina M. Martino
"Mar-in-o"
Oh, my! Summer '86
*Concerts*
Yeah, that's it!
Let's go shopping!
Friends: KL, DF, EB, RD, SL

Christopher G. McArthur
Animal?
I love Dolores
Where's the zoo?
Friends: TM, KM, CH, DG
Wrestling States-N.E.
I love you: M&D, S, B, C, Sc

Daniel D. McCall
Love you, SLV-NANSA
Fun with: JC, I W, GO, RP,
D&BMB
JC-Blacks in 88?
College-Thanks, Mom & Dad
Miss you Skeez, TC

Maura K. McCarthy
It's not the end . . .
It's the beginning
I love you, Kevin
Good luck to AE, TL, ST, HG
Thanks Mom, Dad, Kevin
Stephen R. McClure

"GS"
Billerica kids at Hampton
Camp at Bobo Manor with GJ
Friends: MZ, JC, CG, KM, KFB, Mick
Wrestling

Beth E. McCensky

I love you Jim
Best Friends: CO, TF, JB
Bahamas Week at CO
Good luck, Linda
Thanks: Mom, Dad, Dick, Debs

Scott S. McGee

"Scottay"
Rockin' in 87
Jammin' out Dude
Best times with everybody
Thanks, Ma and Dad
Later

Sharon A. McHale

Sharon Macka
Field Hockey #13 Special Gang
B. Ball #15
July 4-7, Marge is away
Mom, Dad, Pla, Bri & Kev
Miss you, JD

Lori A. McLaughlin

"Loady"
Bagged with: KF, MT, KS, AA
V-Ball State Champs
FT: Lauderdale 85
Love you, Mom and Dad

Terri J. McCowen

Best Friends Forever, Sue
Memories: LS², WM, JV, IM, MB, PT
The 4 of Us — 1/86 — 5/86
SM-84
Love to Mom * Dad * Family

Brenda L. McDonough

NFL DB * DC-PC
Strawberry Blonde
Friends: JF, BS, NR, SS, PM, BL
Dancing
That's wicked pretty #27
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Stephanie A. McGinn

Pals: AS, SP, LS, E310, NO, JD
Sue and John at YU
Sending out for pizza for PM
Alyssa, we're out of here!

Karen R. McHenry

France '87 with Caryn
Party-vous Français?!
Milton Academy-Summer '86
Forbes 212
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Mark C. Meland

Summer Vacations
#1 Friends in the world
Good times with the gang
Lori J.
Michniowich

"Lou-Lou"
By the way it's "Mc-Nay-Vitch"
Memories with: HC, MC, ST,
DD, JM
Hurdles
Smile?
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Regina B.
Mitchell

Gina 4
Thank God I finally graduated
Best Wishes to KJ, ND, JT, LH,
SC, CC, PD
Thank you, Mom and Dad, for
helping me go this far.

Russell L.
Monks

"Russ"
Class of '87 CHS
Friends: EG, GB, BS, DC, LA,
SL
College, Hoop
Thanks, Mom + Dad, K+L.

Robert Moore

Kelly E. Moran

Kare-Owe You Lots
Mgr-VB-MA, CHAMPS
Love: Bren, KS, AG, MT, EN,
AM, of the Best: TNT, SAAB,
Dance
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Suzanne M.
Molloy

"Snooze"
Best Friends Forever *Terri*
Love You Forever Gary
(*Cookie*)
Memories: Yum², Friends*
Love to Mom and Dad

Paula S.
Moore

Fun with: BL, JS, KH, MM,
DM, SO, LS, KD, LH, BC, BM,
DM, DB
C Youth Group — "BONGO
LIPS"
Class of '87 PS #2
Thanks, Mom + Dad

Amy Moran

"Molly"
Mops-Best Pals Always
Phillips '86
Paris Bound
Confessions Lost in Me
"Like" Wait!

Richard J.
Moreau

"LIP"
Sports: Football, Baseball
Pals: MO, BC, SM, GP, CP, SB,
KH
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Michael P. Morlock

"Spike"
Good times with:
DC, LH, MG, CW, BL, LS, KP,
Wake-up water fights
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Donna J. Morrissette

Smiley
Where to now?
Thanks for loving me: RL, BL,
KP, LS, MM, SO SS, DW.
Girl Scouts
Band! Youth Group! Fife and
Drum! '87
Party!

Kristen E. Mosher

Field hockey #17 —
"Friendsaa"
"The clan-"JS"
Fun times at "The Frat"
Peaches, L and K?
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Stephen J. Murphy

"Murph"
Hoop-Baseball #10
Pals: MO, KH, SB, SC, RM,
AND AMB, LS, AM, JP, B-LB
You gotta love TG and Hoss
Thanks, Jim and El

Patricia E. Nagle

"Naigs"
Cheering by Doods
Miami '87 with Nina
Marge is out; love you all
Fallen Angel-Thanks, Dave
Harry 12/14/84

Kristin M. Morris

AFS- Finland '85/NY/WI!
My Pentax/My Pen
Thanks Mom, Dad, Rob, Jon,
Muff
Happy to be stuck with you!
Carpe Diem

Daniel A. Morse

"Stoudt"
Around: RC, EN, ES, DD, SA,
BG, JC, SB
Track

Alison J. Murphy

"AJ"
Field Hockey *Specialafriends*
Mobs, Moppa! *Lynska*
Paris-87 C'est La Vie

David A. Musgrove

Ski Loom: The condo
Seen with: EB, KC, KF, LH,
CD, LD
Thanks Ma & Dad & Mr. T
College?

Lisa Anne Nørbut

To feel an overwhelming
conviction that with this fair
form our destiny must be
entwined... this is love!
Leonard E. Neil, Jr.
Tied up with police with B.L.
Skiing in Winnipesaukee
Parties with DH, EG, BR
Outa here like a heard of turtless

Eleanor J. Novak
"Ellie"
Elton John 84/86
Bryan Adams 85
Jim — "my opposite reflection"
Michelle, we made it!!
Trani 85-??

Brigit J. Nyhan
"BRIDGE"
I love you, Dustin
Best friends: DW, TO, LL, RR,
GW, CN
Took me long enough!
Thanks, Mom and Gram
"Limo"

Coleen M. O'Brien
CLEO
Freedom and Enterprise forever
What are you, broken?
Out of control
Love you, ED
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas J. O'Donnell
"OD"
TNT: 87 rocks
Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Mr. T
Hey, dudes! Good luck
Seen with: TR and everyone else
We are stardust.

Eric J. Newman
"TOONIN"
Marj is away, we will play
Bahamas: DC and RS
Good times with: BG, DM, RC,
TH, AJ, KE, GS, AT, ES
'87 Rocks

James M. Novak
JIMBO
Hi, Jim, keep off the dunes!
70 townsman 400
Newbury, ULowell or NU? —
help!
EE-Me? We'll see.

Rebecca A. O'Bram
Friends: SM, NR, JL, DH, JP,
DD
Music is basic
Stand by me Mom, Dad, Beth
Let's stay Pals forever.

Mary E. O'Brien
"Beatrice"
Summer '86: Boston
Mike, I understand — MO?
Pals C'Leen, NC, PN, SR, TG
The Matador
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Mark T. O'Donoghue
Skiing in ME and NH
Remember: HMP, IRA, TCO,
and SPI!
Seen with: JG, SO, CK, BR, BS
Camping and 4-W in Maine.
Ireland #1
Michael G. O'Keefe

"Okie"
Sports: Baseball #6, Hoop #30
Pals: SM, SC, RM, KH, LS, AM, HS, JD, RR, SB
MBO. UNDERSTAND?
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Scott F. Olsen
CHS. Remember TCO and Spy
Seen with: BR, TW, GP, MZ
Skiing is great at Loon
Thanks, Cable 43
Thanks, CHS, for four great years!

Dawn E. Organ
So Many Memories
So Little Space
Thanks: DI, SP, DB, JS, CW, SF
MAJORETTES, What a Bonus!
Mom and Dad

David J. Ortolano
Some things are better left
unsaid!
Don't worry!
Time waits for no one
Well, Doug, what now?
K'Club '87!

Stacey E. O'Keefe

The O'Keefe Girl
Don't tickle me!
Lara, I'm not a homewrecker!

Robin E. Olson

"Robby-Baby"
No Yuppies
Stephen King, Look Out!
Love You: KG, SL, KM, CT, LG, SD
Always Tomorrow
Bye, Mom and Karen

Anthony J. Orrino

"Tony O"
Gumby Napping with "76"
Blazer
Hangin out with MH, MW,
PAM, GM, BK
Effort = Success
Thanks, Mom and Dad and J

Steven L. O'Sullivan

"Stumpy"
Varsity tennis champ!
Friends: Beaner, Kevie, William, Craigie
PG Bound
"Billy J" 10-22
Thanks, Mom And Dad

Jane Pacheco

England '87"
Stand by me: JL, DH, BO, KC, VS, GV, RP
Love you, Mom and Dad
Robin M.
Pacheco
Thanks so much, Mrs. Digrezio
Friends forever Cheryl, Edna and Denise
Thanks, Dad and Mom

Julie L. Palo
ITALIA '86
Pals: Molly, Moppa, Lynska
Confessions: AM², CK, MO, CS, LS, HS
Pals-MR, SM, MO, KH

Brian D.
Paquin
BP
It's better to burn out than it is to rust.
Hung out with J.H., J.G., S.M.
T.D., M.M., C.D.
Safety meeting with SM, JH, MR
Thanks Mom, Mr. and Mrs. G. and SW.

Marc A. Paré
"Nucomb, Spu"
Best of times in Maine '86
With Baua, Lards, Skippy, RW?
Love, Mom and Dad

Katherine E.
Parker
KP
Beach with K³ — Jobs KU
Bright’s '86-Chats with SP
Go, Nuts, Kev!
Good Luck: SP, TF, KU, KS, KW, RD
"Bill, Love You!"

Lisa L. Paletta
But Dave ! ! !
Plum Island Parties!
Bye Guys: ST, JS, JG, SP, AS, BAND
I love you, Dave!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

George L. Panas
"Huge"
Swimming Y.M.C.A. Nationals '86
Pals: DT, PA, LS, DW, MO, RM
Good Luck, Steph!
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Christine N.
Pare
Room 101
Jovi bound — 9/13/86
Seen with: SS, HS, BB, JH
AACHEN 7/1-7/22/86
Good luck, Shell
Love you, Mom and Dad

Karen A.
Parker
Matthew *6/27/85*
"The famous final scene"
Bob Seger
Skiing with MM & DL
Thanks, Mom and Dad, Mr. J. Matt

Kimberly A.
Parker
'87 is #1
Teddy Bears forever
Friends: MM, AB, MC, LS, JC
KM, RS
Thanks, Mom and Dad.
Kristen Phillips
College Bound
England '87
Seen with LS, PM, BL, MM,
CD, SO, EB, DW, PM, JS
Thanks: Chams, VG
Love You, Mom and Dad.

Corey G. Pierce
"Pounder"
Let's blow out of here!
Friends: AG, SM, DD, RM, RF,
Skids
Nantucket '86 with KB and NA
Love you, Mom and Dad!

Matthew H. Pitta
Editor in Chief of The Voice
Everything's under control
Friends: *AS* GA, BC, DH,
TW, SD
B.U.? Sox '86!
Thanks, Mom And Dad

Stephen D. Pomper
"Pomps"
Cross Country — "No Finish
Line"
Thanks, Durk!
Summer of '85 and working
hard?
Friends: BL, CG, MC, JD, MD

Susan M. Prescott
Wild times with "The Crew"
France '86
Field Hockey-Mascot?

Scott D. Pianowski
"Bing"
Going to the track?
Where's Chippa?
Friends: ML, Big, JR, ES,
GS, BD, PT
Wanna bet?
Thanks Mom, Dad, Mish

Paula Jean Pimentel
"Love You, Paul"
Seen with: CS, CC, SC, BF, JM,
CD, JR.
Mr. T Finally
See ya
Thanks, Mom and Dad
*Let the Music Play, Jo*

Nicolle M. Popp
"SP"
We Finally Made It!!
Good Luck: TK, JF, KH, JC,
BW, CC
DPL Friends: LA, MK, MM,
CM
Mom and Dad, Thanks so much

Suzanne M. Pucci
"Pooch"
What time's hoop?
Best times: AB, JE, RH
Friends: CS, KS, LL, LA, VB,
SG, JD
... hey what!
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Nicole R. Pasternak

"Nickel"
Spain '87
Catch a Wave: CA
Swimming and Tennis: Captain
Lifeguard: Work? More Oil!
What's a Chicken?

Frank W. Peabody

"Winnie The Pooh"
Thanks Mom, Dad, Steve and Friends: DP SR, JC, RS, DC, GO, CP, DD, EG, JK, TB, ER.
Identity Crisis!

Trent E. Lepicelli

Drive away in a big, fast car
Where's Frank and Ed?
Our deepest 3-11
Life's been good to me so far
Luck all

Sherri E. Pergola

Hugs please!
7-26-86: A night to remember!
In search of the spotlight.
I love you, Bill.

Erik D. Petersen

"Recall"
Friends: ML, KM, DH, DS, JB, CM, KT, LB
Remember Happy + Sledog
"Faithfully" I love you, KS!
Thanks: C,D,S,F

Craig D. Patton

Friends: DB, CG, PH, KH, LN
UK '85: Sheep Joke
Next Year: BC? Holy Cross?
UVM?
Don't Call Me, I'll Call You

Robin A. Pellegrino

"Brat"
Class of '87 Rules
Good Times: KB, JG, WS, PR, JB, KS.
Skiing at College
Good Luck Young'uns-Be Good!

Shari M. Perlmutter

"Grip"
9/4/86: Scotty B-Smiley Face
Papa Gino's-Hey dudes!
Love them penguins
Good Friends Are Forever
Thanks

Constantinos Persakis

"Dino"
Friends: FP, JB, KD, IDC and CREW
Play It Loud, Guys!
Maiden and Gummys Rule
Love you, Mom, Dad and Nina

Thomas E. Peterson, III

"TP"
What a kitchen
Get me out of the trunk, Dave
Gator #1
Swim team undefeated so far
Windsurf on weekends
Stephen C. Pucci

"Pooch"
#99 Football Capt.,
Baseball, Behind The Dish
No more "Jabba"
Thanks, Mom and Dad
See Ya Later

Elizabeth M. Rainge

"Elis"
Guys, I need some Pepsi!
Summer times
No spoken words, just a scream

Scott A. Rand

"Randman"
Class of 87 is great
Friends: PH, BD, SP, TS.
Hawthorne House is #1
College bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas G. Ressel

GHANDI
'87 Rocks: TNT
Brothers: OD, MA, DB
Can't Stop The Music
Remember Steve Parquette?
Love you Dad, Mom, A/A!

Kevin M. Quinn

Key
Bring the nails, man
Long Live "THE
ESCIMOBILE"
Chums: G. MW, BL, CM, DC,
PH, VW
UNO CHAMPION '86

John Rand

Kristine M. Reid

*Italia Sempere Con Me* KLEC
Love You: HART PARTY, K-
-- Fishes,
BM, P&K, Reg, SH, Fa&Keg.
KH!
*Thanks, Mommy and Daddy*

Nicole B. Reyer

"Nickel"
France 85-86: C'est la vie!
Pals with SH, RO, BM
Orchestra, dance, ducks!
QUACK!
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Mea

William G. Richardson

"Bill"
Love my Stang
Friends: BC, DP, RF, GR,
"Sir, yes, Sir"
State Tourney Bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad!
Catherine V. Riley
Katiebaby
Remember: JB, EA, JE, TL, JH, AW
The Wall, The Pub, The Group
Thanks, Mom and Dad
UVM?

John A. Roark
Friends: CW, TG, KT, MK
Soccer '86
The Diesel, LTD and '87 Golf College? ??

Gary M. Robblee
Friends with CC, RF, RT, BR
Cruisin in the Coupe
Too bad about TC
SS 454-69 Lark

Karen A. Robillard
#11 VB State Champs
#6 SB “Rob”
Friends: BM, KS, MT, AA, JA, KC
Hey, Kel, it’s snowing
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Jeffrey J. Robinson
“Skinner”
SF, “Just a Gigolo”
Pals: RT, SF, RF, TG, DT, TS, BW.
Sports: Hoss, Wacka #11
When in doubt, Moshers
Thanks, Mom, Dad, Sis.

Alan P. Roach
I love you, CYN
Yo Matt, Yo Kyle, Check this out
Friends: KS, MZ, NK, KC, BG
Good Luck, Eric
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Joseph A. Roark
Roarka
Varsity Soccer #29
Good-By-Olds, Hello VW
“Sir-Yes-Sir” — FA Right!

Suzanne D. Roberts
The Pound, NC
Out the window again
Friends: PN, MW, BB, JF, DC, EN, SM
Marge won’t be home tonight
Fallen Angels

Brian E. Robinson
To miles for his fusion,
Harlan for his words,
Jim for his nods,
And friends and lovers for all else …

John M. Roddy
Camping, Plum Island, summer ‘86
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Times with “AS”, HP, DS, TP, KM, TB,
Skiing ’86; Mt. Snow ‘85
Thanks, JDC and Crew!
Thanks, Mom and Dad!
Stop Vandelism!
To be continued . . .

Good Luck to the Class of ‘87
Friends: RH, EG, EC, DC, JP
Cruising the beach
College bound
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Beach bound
The Monkees 11/20/86
Friends: DS, DF, KW, MM, DC, ETC.
Best of luck to Kim
Love you, Mom and Dad!

Randall R. D.
Cruising in the sad “260”
Friends: TO, DM, BN, LL, DW, GW
Love you, Renae
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Stop signs? . . . now
Friends: MG, JB, J, JG
College roommates with Michelle
Hot Chocolate
I love you Mom, Dad, J
Hira A. Rukin
*Rukie*
*Ray!*
What's up Doc? — Athletic trainer
Thanks: L, D, M, Mom & Dad, Richie
Best of luck "You Guys"
Skiing NV

Michael R.
Russo
Seen with: MD, JG, AS, ES, KT, HV, DT
Beach Bound in the Blue Bomb
Thanks, Mom, Dad, Tom, Kathleen

Russell J.
Russo
"Nose"
Captain football #58
KT, MM, AF, Main? Ya right
So much fun, so little time
Thanks Mom, Dad and Kathy

Michelle K.
Ryder
"Red"
Rye*Eileen*
Pals: CK, MO, JP, JR, SF, KH, GP
F.H. "We go together"
C'est la vie!

Lynne V.
Sacchetti
Lynska
Field hockey B-ball #44
Italia — KLEC — SEMBRE
Confessions: AM², CK, MO, JP, CS, GS

Robert F.
Russell
Power I
Football #95
Seen with: MO, JF, SM, BC, SB, RM, SK, DL, BB, KF, CH, LS, JM
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Mitchell E.
Russo
Best of times at CHS
Party Pals: DW, BC, RC, JD, KL, GW
The game is over at CHS
Future with fast cars

Nicole M.
Rycroft
Lately it occurs to me what a strange, long trip it has been!
Good luck, Kris
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Raymund J.
Saber
Swaybar
Fast times with JL, BS, MA, MC
 Seen with: JL, BS, MR, BC, MC, MS, JP, PA, JM, KM, ZB
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Best Wishes to E. O'Shea

Heather a.
Sanda
"Wicked wild!"
Best 4 — eva ML
I hugged JB Jovi! 9-13-86
Glamour, NYC?
Never forget friends
Guys! Cruise!
Hitoshi Sano
Isn't this a good picture?

Dawn C. Savicki
Love you *Ross* 9/85
"One More Night"
Friends: LC, JC, AT, ML, KS,
LR, BL, KJ, AC
"I might!" DD's
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

David D. Scaplen
Davy
Swim
Friends: JC, BW, JB, BK, DP,
MM, SL!
BYE?

Eric D. Schloeman
Sec Ya!
Hawaii, WAI — KI — KI
"Spot me one"
Friendships: JH, "Hack" ML,
AH, KW,
College
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Good Luck Karen!

Jay D. Setterland
Jayferd
4 Wheelin’ — Hampton 86’
I'll miss you: SO, LH, FM, BC,
BL, KH, DM
JS, MW, MM, TB, KP, JO, JG,
CW
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas Sartorelli

Erik R. Sawyer
"Sawyer — Brown"
"I'm outta here!"
Baseball!
Seen with: ML, "Bo", AS, "F"S,
NL, JF, KF, KK, PJ
Thanks: Mom, Dad, and Mike

Kendra Anne Schindler
Hampton: K^2 + B, JL, Clark
Crazy Times: Fish, KG, KH,
KP, BM
Soccer #2
Bright's '86
Thanks, Mom and Dad, Sis, JD

Minu E. Sebastian
"MINUSHOOZ"
Miss You LI, SM
Friends: LA, JE, AB, MR, EG
Follow Jane
Love you, Mom and Dad
*be friends*

Hemen R. Shah
It was the
best of times and the worst of
times
at CHS
Love you, Mom and Dad!
Brian G. Shea

"BAKA"
Seen with: Spoo, Lards, Skippy
TW
SG, AB, Best times in Maine Camaro
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Suzanne M. Sherwood

Suzey Q
Pals — KM, CZ, SS, CB, RP, JF, KRF — etc.
Cape — Cod, N. Conway, NF —
Lake '86
Love you, Mom and Dad

Wendy L. Shimer

Class of '87
Miami is #1
Thanks: Joseph, Jeremy, Mom
and Dad, A
Friends: KT, SS, DB, SG, DS,
RP, MS
BV, CM, MB, IM

Diana Signorello

D1* Cheering Capt
Should have been a blonde
What a bonus!
Good luck to the gang
Thanks, Mom
Love you, Daddy

Lara D. Silins

What color is your chair?
Fun with Blondie, Cruz, Stacey
Monkees Rule! 9/27/86
Thanks, Maddie and Dave

Heather M. Sheedy

"Wanda"
Go Daddy — BM, Library
Times
"Life's been good"
The Clan — Confessions
Scott, guess who called?
WINDY AND WHITE

Kristina A. Shields

"Shieldzy"
V-ball camps
Bagged with: MT, LM, KF, KM,
KR, AA
Let me go wild!
Love you, Mom and Dad

Jaime L. Shulman

"James"
Soph year: Nights in White
Satin
Clique: KM* Dawn* DS* CW* 
SF* SP
Tennis
I did it all for you, Mom!

Christopher G. Sihpol

"Sipe"
Bench sitting
Friends: DP, KS, RH, KF, JC,
AR, BR
Others: JD, JF, LL, AB, JE, LA,
VB, JH
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Alyssa L. Simms

Auf Wiedersehen Chelmsford!!!
I take my diploma and run.
Thanks: SM, DZ, KD, AC, visit
me in Deutschland!
Joanne R.
Simonds
J
Block 402?
Good Luck E + D
Carpe Diem
Be Brave Little Soldier
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Elisa M.
Simonian
Pope — RT, DT
Best of Times: CF, JM, NP, LJ, CS, KW, CZ
Swim Buddies
Treasurer — What a Job!
Thanks Mom, Dad, Lucy, Kirk

Kathleen S.
Sloan
Chris 1966-1986* Always in
memory
Cape Cod!! Summertimes
Beach Bound ’87
College
Thanks, Mom, Dad and Rose

Alicia R. Smith
AGS Argentina: Hola Alina
Friends: ST, MB, WA, EB, SC, “Punks”
You know I love you, don’t you?
Me? A basketcase!

Suzanne D.
Smith
Smitty
Soccer, Softball-#12
Best of times with: AS, BS, TW, JA, KC, UK
Ich Liebe Aachen — Summer ’86
Love to both families

Steven P.
Simone
Aerosmith
Kennebunk & Woodford 85-86
Can we have Bridge St. back?
Times with: AF, DS, DL, SC, JL, JD
See ya, Gee

Hope E.
Simpson
BIRDIE
Seem with: TD, TO, JL, KZ, JH
So guys, what do you want to do?
Beach Bound!! Let’s go!
THINK I’LL MAKE IT?

Judith A.
Snelstor
Stairway to Heaven*
Love you, Bob. It’s finally over!
Thanks, Mom and Dad!
Saturdays with Drea!
Like grapes!

Sean J. Smith
“Smitty”
Football “73”
*Amy* Halloween Dance
Friends: Silver Lake 7, JT, KT, MM
Vermont ’86 — Bad Campers

Corice L. Snow
Did we make it?
Friends: AB, TW, BUDMEN, MCD, TW
Memories made by JUNGLEBOY
The end is only the beginning.
Robert E. Sollie
"Berrii"
Friends: RM, RJ, SC, GB, MD, BL, SP, DM, LN
Black 280z
Olympia '86
Teen Mass, '87
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Brita J. Sorli
"Pumpkins"
Soccer-#28: BBall-#30
Love you, Tim!
Places: Quebec, MT, Katahdin
Love and Thanks, Mom and Dad

Susan E. Spang
I made it! Thanks, Mom and Dad
"Only One" — Steve — showers
... Now what do I do?

Nathan C. Sprague
GS Rotary International
3 alarmer at Dunkin Donuts
To France

Andrew M. Stanton
"Mootman"
Basement Bashes
Times with: SJ, JR, AF, DS, TP
Summer '85 — Israel ruled
Summer '86 — Plum Island

Alana M. Soracco
Best memories: SS, AS, MP, TW, BS
Amo l'italia Ti Amo Paig
Deutsch machte spass '86
Grazie Mom, Dad, and AS

Jane M. Sousa
Red Sox!
TV Addict
Friends: Blondie, Carn, Lahir
U Lowell Bound
Love you, Mom, Dad and Johnny

Lisa Spinazola
Friends: Kris, DM, CH, MM, CD, DW, SO, BL, SP, (5-24-86), OTIE, SJYB, MB
Gullible — me?
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Jon W. Stagnone
Stags
Good time with: JS', KS, GG, KC, GM
Providence?
Thanks Mom, Dad and Chris
Good luck to Jay, Kev and Jenn

Kyle T. Staplin
"Rocky"
Yoo, little buddy
Pals: CM, TC, PR, KF, JF, WK, KC, JE, AB, RH, AR, DP, GS, JO
Thanks, Dad and Mom!
Julie C. Stark
"Gumby"
Thanks: Shaun, Sandy, Lis, B
October — What do I care?
Shaun 4/4/86
Any raincoats today?

Keith P. Stone
"STONEY"
Sports: FB, BB
Friends: CC, GT, SS, JH, MM, JD, MT
"Ellen, I'm the boss"
Thanks Mom, Dad and Dave
The future?

Daniel T. Sullivan
"DAN"
The clan: DL, AF, SS, CF, JL, JD
Aerosmith rules
Think about it

Alan M. Sundquist
"Sunny"
Hoop Fishing Fire!
Is this test scaled?
Calculator anyone?
Fenway S.R.O.
Send money, Mom and Dad

Kevin M. Tahmoush
"Moush"
Soccer: Capt. #54
Friends: TG, JR, CW, RT, MK, BR, PA, BW, JS, DW
Good Luck: BC, PB, KW, SS, MM
TA, Mom and Dad
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Victor E. Stewart
Calculus?
Ski T.R.
North bound
79 Limited Edition Century
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Colleen F. Sullivan
"MOPS"
Spain: Joaquin and Co.
Molly: Best pals always
6/13/86 Confessions?
The clan — lost?*
Definitely 911

Susan L. Sullivan
"RM 101"
Lex: Thanks, guys!
Seen with: CP, HS, JF, EB, AB, JS, VB
Snitzle — we're golden!
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Gary N. Sutton
NS, JW, at Rotary International
Dorm with ST: the mad skier?
The pizza at 8:25
The shake on the biker

Keith D. Tassinari
"TAZ"
Thanks Mom, Pop, and Coach
Caito
Friends: MM, RR, AF, The
Gang, Deb
Smitty, Always remember Carl
Hello!
Patricia J. Taylor

Sweat, KT!
California with KC
Love: TF, KC, RD, PG, SC, JR, JG
Hart Parry
6/21/86, SM
Forever Italia

Jonathan P. Tays

JT #75
Friends: H², SS, GT, CC, MM, KS, KT
*Kris* Sled?
USMC — I'm pacing myself, Sir.
VT in '87

Andrea E. Tesper

Andi
Where is Beavercreek, Ohio?
Friends: DM, JC, DG, VB, DS, LC
Love you, Brad
Moving wasn't so bad

Paul Therrien

Donald R. Thompson

GOFA
Messed up at docs
Times with: JT, RJ, RJT, TO, PL, PF, RM
Fun with Z
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Susan E. Taylor

Friends: DD, MC, H&MC, LM, AB
Love my 2nd family
Us? But we're majorettes
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Leonard R. Teng

"Lenny"
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.
Philippians 4:13
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Susan M. Therriault

A.F.S. Turkey
Semi Seiyorum Burak!
"In the end, we're all just people"
Thanks, Mom, Dad, AS, JB, JE, NN, & DL

Damon A. Thomas

"Baldy"
Mosher's Frat House
Pals: RM, SB, RF, TG.
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Co — Captain of swimming
Vice President

Kimberly Thorburn

"Kimba"
Hey BP, LH, SD, TB, TC, ETC.
"That's what dreams are made of"
Thanks Mom, Dad, Sis, P, J, C
Luv, Sunshine
Robert S. Tobin
"Tobes"
Hockey: Capt #17
Pals: JR, SF, RF, TS, TG, DT, BW
Good times at the frat
Thanks, Wack, Ma, and Pa

Stephanie C.
Tobes
Great Friends
Can't Wait for NU
Good Luck Dave and Betty
Loon is the best
Lots of thanks to my family

Michelle L.
Tompkins
Our Dreams: TM, RB, CC, JC, AD!
Gang: TE, HV, KM, LG, SV, KC, EM, TM
Best of times at RK!
Skate!
Love You, Mom and Dad

Michael R.
Tramonte, Jr.
MVC Champs — #21
Fun With: GR, RF, CC, DF, LI
Diane — Thanks For
Everything
Mom and Dad — Finally

Marc R. Trudel
Trude
The People's Poet
Seen with RB JD DK PS BS
Trackster Capt,
Special Thanks to KG
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Robin L. Todd
No comment

Caryn L. Tolpa
M.M. Twins
Excursions, Sue?
Jane and the Like!
France '87 with Karen
Love you Mom, Dad, and Lesley

Erica E. Toth
Music '86
What's next?
Hello: M, K, B, D, C, and So On...
Memories
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Jamie P.
Trindade
Fast Times at Chelmsford High
Friends: DT, DF, PD, KD, KJ, RM
Karen always
Wow! It's over!
Thanks to the Family

Sandra C.
Tsimahides
"Pokey"
Thanks: Julie, Lisa, J, O'P
Hampson '86 John 4/5-86
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Richard W. Tucker
Guitar in "Overdose"
Friends: PF, TC, TB, CF, LG, SM, DT, P
Brenda "86-87"
Good Times at Tony's

Melloni N. Turpin
Africa 2/13
Brighs 86
Friends: BC, TF, SL, RD, KP, KW, KS, KH
Good Luck Nicki and Mikey
Thank you family — I love you

George R. Tyros
Football #78
Friends: Silver Lake 7, MM, KT, JT
Hey Max — Over 40
Good Luck, JT, at USMC

Gunars R. Vinkels
Britain ’87
Ski in Utah; sail the surf in RI
Scene in ‘82 Audi
Seen with: JK, BT, US, and friends
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Heidi R. Votaw
Hi — Dee
Wendi — Best friends forever
Friends: SV, ST, ZT, MD, KM, TM
I love Tom always
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Friends

Eric P. Turner
"ET"
Thumbs up, Mate!
Aachen and Ft. Bew
Frobacities — set corners
By the numbers
Thanks you, Ma, Dad, Brenda

Mary M. Tyler
"Hacker"
Bagged with: KS, LM, KF, AA, KOOSA!
#8, Volleyball State Champs ’85
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kimberly A. Uberti
"Fish!"
Wild times — K”, A”, L”, J
All Nighters: Brighi's and WPI
Beach — Queen St.?—
*Chris*
Love you — Mom, Dad, and Jen!

Oliver F. Voegle
Happiness doesn't last forever;
It lasts five weeks!
Tell me the meaning of life!
Isn't that enough?

Stephanie L. Vowels
"Dreams"
Steph and Mel, best buddies
Friends: HV, KM, LC, CK, AE
Forever *TM*
MD, what news?
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Brenda D. Wais

“Ed”
Friends: KH, MC, HC, JM, ST, LM, Killer
Laura, thanks for Boston
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Timothy D. Wallace

Thank You, Mom and Dad
I love you, Brita!
Yellow cars are the best!
Please pass the ball left!

Tracy E. Wasson

Hey, Buddy!
Friends: JK, LM, BS, MQ, DD, MM, JF
Hampton Beach*City Lights*
Thanks, Mom

David S. Weisfeldt

Yeah, Right!

Christian A. White

“Whitey”
Friends: JG, EP, MM, CD, BL, JO
Journey — Van Halen
CHS Soccer — State bound #13
Thanks, Mom, Dad and Bryan

Christopher F. Waldron

“Wally”
Varsity Soccer #17
Times with JR®, The Soccer team
College bound
Thanks, Mom

Gary H. Ward, Jr.

Mag: GW
Cruising in the Mad “428”
Seen with: DW, TSO, RR, MR, KC
Melt the Eagles
Love you, Mom and Dad
MH: 11/7/86

Michael D. Waters

“Wattz”
Seen with: CM, DG, KQ, 2BL, PH, DC, EJF
KH, KM, TO, DL, JI, BB, ER
Bring the nails!
Guido’s Basement

Martin J. Welch

3 Alarmers? What town?
81 Mazda
U2 Jazz Trumpet
Homework 5/6? Woodworking
Ski
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Dustin L. White

Cruising in the mad “396”
Seen with: BN, TO, LL, GW, RR, MR
Love you, BJN
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Bill!
Margaret Ellen White
Mugy
Circles at Charlemon/KR2
Party at shell/Marge is gone
Times with: SR, BB, PN, PS, DC, EN, SM
I'm out! Thanks, Mr. Taranto

John J. Whyte
"Whitey"
Football, Skiing
Gonna be an M.D.
Good times with JD, NL, TW, DB
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Kristen M. Wilson
COLOMBIA!
Good Luck, Sue! "I Love You."
Mixed Up with Mel
BRIDS with: Pakah/Susie
Majorette/NY Bound
Love to All

Brian R. Witz
"Gigga"
Times: RF, SF, RT, JF, TG, DT, TS
When in doubt, hit The Frat!
Thanks, Folks

Christina J. Wray
Friends: Dawn*, DL, Sue and Jaime
Hurtin Units!
Maine with the LCC Boys Utah
Ski Patrol — So Nice!

Terence S. White
Cross Country
Night — Games, Team Bus
All my Caesar's Rules!
You know how it is M.C., what's a hang up?

Joyce M. Wentzen
"Cheeks"
Best of friends with LH, CL, KZ
Craig, we're one of a kind
Love it while you live it!

Rebecca S. Wilson
*Jimmy* — PARTY!
Ford — Wheelin — You Whimp!
Bagged again!
Friends: B*, EF, JC, C*, KH
See ya!

Phillip K. Wojcik
Babyface
Ma, look what I found!
Wild weekends
No, Officer, I didn't mean it.
Good luck, Mitch
What now?

Douglas L. Yencho
Cool Quinn
Hilltop Hockey Club
D&D weather service
Seen with: RH, MH+HG, DD, SS
Thanks, Mom and Dad
Steven N. Yerid
Wild times, sad times
Success, failure
Friends and laughter
Especially laughter
Love you: Mom, Dana, Sonya

Kimberly A. Zebraski
KIMMY-GO FOR IT!
Never Forget: TD, DA, HS,
TO, JL, JW, CL, HA*
DeMoulas: FC, PR
Hampton 86' Fishy
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Scott J. Yi
Scotty
Tackwon Do
Silver Lake 7: cc, Jh^, SS, GT,
KS
Friends: S.L & MM, JT, BT,
KT
Vermont "86"
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Claudine G. Zipilivan
"DINE" "ZIPPY"
Animal Crackers! eeeeee!
True Fine Love: PA-Scoop!
Florida 85-STAY Neutral
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Matthew J. Zucowska
"Zuke"
Hampton — Camping — Wild!
Friends: JC, CG, SM, AR, KFB
Bear Attack

And last...
But by no means least
C is for cookie, that's good enough for me.

Hurry up and take the picture!

We use close up!

Kathy and Melloni have a racket going!

It's not that bad Mary!

Tammi and Jan: "Peek-a-boo, we see you!"

Gary sings, "I'm in the money $$$$"

THE LIONHEARTED
One of the more prestigious paradies presented this year was the Hawaiian Luau Dance. Conceived by the Class of '87, crowds of crazed characters covered the cafe. Yet this was not just another generic gathering of gregarious guys and gals.

The tremendous turnout displayed the required uniform. This varied from everyday beach attire to the most blinding Hawaiian shirts that ten dollars can buy. Along with the great music provided by some of our well known DJ’s, the energy radiated from these shirts kept the pace strong. The music ranged from contemporary songs to the all-time classic theme of Hawaii Five-O. Overcoming the depression with the absence of Dano’s cameo, the dance went on to the wee hours of the morning (or was it until the janitors kicked us out around 11:00?).

The dazed droves boisterously begged for more music. But our fatigued feet finally gave out, and the happy hundreds headed home.

Katy is saved by the lifeguards.

The Rockettes go Hawaiian.

Jim and Nicole look like tourists.

Hey Jane, who’s leading?

“On the good ship lollipop.”
Grass skirts girls, not grass hats!

"Hey, check me over."

"Lean on me . . ."

Darren is starry-eyed for Karen.

Are you dancing on skateboards?
SPECIALTY ACTS

MOST ECCENTRIC
Jen Caron
Nicholas Fernando

CLASS CLOWNS
Karen Hohmann
Richard Frongillo

CLASS FLIRTS
Melloni Turpin
Andrew Freker

BEST SMILE
Eileen Gardner
Keith Stone
BEST DRESSED
Ellen Huber
Jeffrey Robinson

MOST ATHLETIC
Kristina Shields
Russel Russo

MOST ACCIDENT PRONE
Jennifer Hedlund
Scott Bell

MOST ARTISTIC
Stephanie McGinn
Alan Roach
MOST TALKATIVE
Katy Corr
Michael Tramonte

MOST SCHOOL SPIRITED
Jan Andrusaitis
Damion Thomas

MOST MUSICAL
Dolores Goyette
Michael Jewett
QUIETEST
Cynthia DeViney
Steven Pucci

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Nicole Pasternak
Steven Yerid

SHORTEST/TALLEST
Sherri Pergola
Russell Monks

MOST OFTEN ABSENT
Were not available for photo
"I want your blood!" This line has been used since May, 1975, when CHS held its first bloodmobile. Well, 2,660 units of blood later, the Red Cross considers our bloodmobile the "finest." Participation and organization have contributed to our success. This past October, the Class of '87 donated 96 pints. Those who were unable to give blood gave time. Seniors typed medical forms, took temperatures, and held hands. Congratulations to all of us!

Look out Jackie, Russ is going to dr-r-r-ink your blood!

Audra is so happy about giving blood, right?

Patti is wondering, "Is this going to hurt?"

Seniors really have to give blood to graduate!
The Magazine Drive was a great senior fundraiser. It all started with a class assembly in the gym. The “rules” were explained as we played “The Price is Right.” By the end of the assembly the senior class was so pumped up that we started selling magazines to friends in our next class.

There were all types of competitions during the ten day drive. Money and prizes were awarded by faculty members as an incentive to keep selling. It sure did work because 85% of the senior class participated in the sale, raising a grand total of $43,000. The senior class receives $16,000 profit. We not only raised lots of money, but lots of school spirit. Both will give us the chance to hold very special events during senior week.
LAID BACK LIONS

What sly thoughts are you having, Paula?

Just me and my shadow!

You finally had a bright idea, Ian!

Putting the volleyball plays to music, Kris?
Of all the wild creatures in the world, none is more breathtaking and impressive in its beauty and strength than the tiger. This tawny-furred cat has uneven black stripes on its body, and black dots, dashes and lines on its face. It is so majestic in its dignity that it is often called "King of Beasts." Though it is the Lions at Chelmsford High School who have a stronghold on that position, the Tigers, the Class of 1988, are very distinguished and powerful.

The tigers are watchful. They like to keep informed. They walk many paths, making their presence known each time. Having sharp senses, they can find their way through any difficulty. Sensitive to each other and capable of making good judgements, they know just the right moves to make. The Chelmsford Tigers have shown these qualities to be true. They have carefully planned many novel ideas. They have sold unusual products and conducted original dances, each contributing to their success as a class. Even when their unique ideas were being discouraged by others, our tigers persevered. They never let down their guard or gave the appearance of weakness. They were so proficient in their preparations that they made danger look easy.

The big cats have been popular because of their gung-ho, trial-and-error method of learning. They are hard to scare or bluff. Their abundance of ability makes it easy for them to sidestep. They are never to be underestimated.

Roars of approval have come from their audience, cheers, whistles and applause. Take a couple of quick bows, Tigers, and prepare for center ring!
D 120

TOP ROW: M. Mecuri; M. Meheny; T. Ludinsky; S. O'Neil; M. Nelson
ROW 2: M. Madsen; L. Maximek; C. Meure; T. Mills; G. Nolan; G. Monerie; W. Long; Mr. Lein
ROW 3: K. Mortensen; M. Lemkin; J. O'Brien; C. Nerney; B. McCall; S. McGuilliar
BOTTOM ROW: M. Marchand; J. O'Grady; M. MacNamara; P. McNally; S. Murray

D 213

TOP ROW: H. Altenweg; T. Baker; M. Beencourt; B. Borghezi; C. Carragher; J. Conrad; J. Atherton; E. Corfield
ROW 2: J. Costa; B. Bracket; D. Belkas; M. Bean; L. Blinnel; C. Cocciaro; D. Couture; Ms. Michopoulos
ROW 3: A. Beaulieu; D. Bennett; T. Adley; J. Carnevali; A. Aronie; L. Bachini; C. Berkos
BOTTOM ROW: M. Brown; T. Gullen; D. Chute

D 214

TOP ROW: P. DeGirolamo; G. DaGraca; D. Daly; C. D'Elia; S. Dalgamian; R. Erbacher; K. Flood; E. Frobose; A. Fitzgerald
ROW 2: S. Free; K. Curran; C. Desrosier; J. Gerrish; B. Dufan; F. Gocay; Mrs. Davis
BOTTOM ROW: K. Dow; T. Demeuse; D. Eckelkamp; M. Fiddler

D 215

TOP ROW: D. Hayes; C. Klemmer; D. Johnson; G. Lafreniere; M. Lee; R. Gorham; J. Kneeland
ROW 2: Mr. Rubin; E. Harmon; S. Keir; J. Jamer; T. Goulas; B. Kay; M. Gryb; T. Lackey; M. Griffin
BOTTOM ROW: K. Gannic; L. Landers; A. Higgins; J. Howard; D. Hedison
D 328
TOP ROW: J. Warren; W. Underwood; C. Wirth; M. Shyjoun; M. Terranova; N. Sullivan; D. Tine; S. Sullivan
ROW 2: P. Smith; M. White; C. Stanley; J. Young; S. Swan; M. Varallo
ROW 3: K. Vokey; S. Shrable; L. Young; L. Trubucco; K. Wunschel; D. Waltz
BOTTOM ROW: J. Silver; L. Julianquist; H. Weisman; M. Tarbox; K. Wholey; S. Souza

D PUB
TOP ROW: R. Penny; K. Pitchall; J. Rourke; N. Shaw; B. Reynolds; S. Paradis; Mrs. Edmunds
ROW 2: D. Sakawich; A. Robinson; K. Sheehy; M. Roy; D. Rawnsley; K. Schepper
BOTTOM ROW: K. Scully; K. Rigazio; S. Sawicki; A. Shaw

H 235
TOP ROW: Mrs. Bickel; R. Mitchell; G. Merritt; K. Manherz; E. McAndrew; P. Monsapmore
BOTTOM ROW: M. McGovern; H. Miffitt; B. Marsella; E. Mason; D. Meadows

H 242
TOP ROW: J. Ayoub; C. Berger; S. Bowley; J. Blagg; D. Cosgrove; B. Boisvert; C. Athanasoulas; D. Bellemore; B. Cook
ROW 2: Ms. Tsafkaros; E. Allabrook; M. Clark; M. Aulin; D. Cronin; M. Bultizaki; A. Cunniff; E. Chin; W. Amundson; E. Beauchesne; A. Curry
BOTTOM ROW: R. Brooks; T. Ahern; H. Ayer; S. Councilman; S. Barry; P. Corsetti; T. Ackerman

95
E 313
Top Row: K. Barker; P. Bouley; G. Constantine; M. Baker; K. Cripps; S. Curran; E. Blomgren
Row 2: J. Beauregard; N. Bernard; L. Agostino; P. Amirault; L. Brien; A. Conrado; D. Berkeley; Mr. Doherty
Bottom Row: B. Carter; B. Billbury; A. Coconis; S. Cahill; B. Avery

E 314
Top Row: F. Goode, P. Dube, K. Deeley, J. Dixon, K. Donovan, B. Gillette, T. Evans, J. Fennelly,
Row 2: Mr. Agostino, F. Fletcher, L. Frawley, A. Davenport, A. Dery, K. Dunn, M. Fitzpatrick, M. Devaney, C. Farrell, B. Fielding
Bottom Row: D. Flanagan, J. Duff, W. Darrahure, J. Gaudet, S. Baggett

E 315
Top Row: P. Hocknell, R. Hill; J. Harrington; B. Lenoc; J. Hayes; J. Jarvis; J. Johnson; C. Gschwind; D. Lloyd
Row 2: Mr. Siragusa; D. Huckins; R. Harter; J. Lee; J. Lloyd; J. Hawes; A. Ivanov; B. Labrecque; D. Hodnett; T. Lopresti; M. Knelland
Bottom Row: K. Hudson; M. Gould; K. Hilliard; H. Hein; M. Hannon; R. Kelly

E 317
Top Row: Mrs. Betourney; P. McKenzie; C. McNaught; B. Midura; D. Monks; C. Moran; C. Moschen
Row 2: L. Martyn; W. Hayes; A. McGaffrey; S. McCarthy; S. McElroy; E. McKenna
Bottom Row: N. Lupoli; R. Malas; R. Malatesta; K. Marcotte; C. Martinella; B. Martin
E 319

TOP ROW: J. Peters; P. O'Brien; J. Redican; H. Patanande; J. Murphy; D. Robinson; A. Rega; S. Murray; T. Olenchak; S. Nusbaum; J. Reynolds

BOTTOM ROW: L. Patience; S. O'hare; K. Ontolano; J. Riley; J. Rogers; L. Perriello; A. Russell; B. Sampson; J. O'Neill; S. Nelson

E 323

TOP ROW: J. Sweeney; J. Souza; K. Whitney; J. Webster; K. Scannell; P. Slattery; L. Snow; K. Wood

BOTTOM ROW: S. Vellucci; J. SiVan; M. Zagorites; D. Sebeny; M. Trainor; R. Stevens; K. Tessier; G. Yec; Ms. Catalano

W 321

TOP ROW: R. Laberty; J. Mele; T. McKenna; A. Massie; C. Mattadano; J. Leonard; K. Marshall; J. Mitchell

ROW TWO: J. Martines; K. Murray; A. Loya; J. Mont codorino; M. Morrison; K. Miu; T. McMaster; D. McHale; C. McCarthy; S. Nabeled

BOTTOM ROW: D. Mesiti; R. Mills; T. Macomber; S. MacCallum; S. Mansouri

W 324

TOP ROW: D. Olney; N. Nisco; J. Price; J. O'Sullivan; D. O'Donoghue; C. Perry; W. Parenteau; E. O'Neil

BOTTOM ROW: A. Sadecky; J. Picariello; S. Pollack; S. Sanzo; J. Scham; G. O'Brien; R. Pederson
W 325

TOP ROW: P. Theroux; S. Wagner; C. Yoder; J. Smith; A. Turner; S. Sloczolc; R. Srivasta; J. Teng; V. Signorello; A. Shimer
BOTTOM ROW: D. Weishaupt; D. Stack; D. Wright; K. Swaickey; J. Shokum; C. Wright

W 342

TOP ROW: B. Arndorfer; J. Britton; D. Bair; D. Catania; M. Cassella; S. Betourney; K. Belanger; L. Booth; C. Cole; A. Barzyk; J. Brown; M. Bellville
ROW 2: A. Carlin; W. Berkeley; S. Babin; M. Beaudrow
BOTTOM ROW: F. Bull; T. Clayton; B. Anderson; H. Chitick; M. Arnold; Mrs. O'Bryan; K. Bowser

W 343

TOP ROW: R. Feeney; B. Dillman; B. Donohue; D. Deaveon; P. Fahey; S. Dyer; S. Desrochers; D. Gartnick
ROW 2: M. Dukakis; T. Fittton; L. Doyle; M. Dowherny; C. Ferron; J. DeNillamsante; N. DuGraca
BOTTOM ROW: L. Garabedian; C. Francescom; T. Ducharme; B. Doherty; M. Dionne; D. Desmaris

W 344

TOP ROW: L. Hubbard; S. Home; B. Howard; D. Groves; J. Harris; J. Gavelli; J. Golden; L. Gomes; C. Johnson; A. Harmon; J. Guineette
BOTTOM ROW: M. Honour; M. Kirk; B. Hawkom; K. Hughes; D. LaCroix; E. Jorgensen; M. Hall; J. Hayward; J. Krause; L. Hartwell; L. Katz
JOLLY, JABBERING JUNIORS

Stop having so much fun in the library. Serious only!

"Uh, let's see... how am I supposed to do this?"

"Aw Mom, do I have to wear this shirt?" asks Smiley.

Dave, you must look at the book to read it!

Erica, are you having fun with Physics?

Are you doing your English homework, Bill?

Well, Martha is doing her English homework!
Allie and Darcy say "Lean on Me!"

Anne-Marie thinks Tricia is doing it all wrong!

Are you guys going to eat all those Italian Pastries by yourselves?

O.K. raise your hands if you love the class of '88!

Jason says "Get off me!"

No hide and seek in the library, Nancy!
We're "sandwich" boys!

No public display of affection!

Straighten out your kickline girls.

Hey guys, nice locker!

Isn't one computer enough?
Bears are powerful animals. They can stand up to anything. The bedazzling bears, the Class of 1989, are ready and roaring to make this a honey of a year. Things are “brung” so fast that time for hibernation barely exists. Class members have worn down their paws with fruitful class activities. There has been no time to pause or refurbish.

The Class of ’89 will be patriotic and loyal to Chelmsford High School; no one will bury the bears. Fur flying, loud growling, and much roaring will occur as the lions make room for the mighty ’89 bruins in the CHS den. Though not the king of beasts, the bearish sophomores will bull their way forward, hold their own, and produce a successful year of fundraisers and dances. So, look out you Lions and Tigers — the sophomores have polarized their energies and lumbered into the fray of 1986/87 with all the enthusiasm of a den of grizzlies.
**D 105**

**TOP ROW:** J. Durgay, J. Fisher, A. Costello, S. Colcord, K. Common, J. Dickinson, J. Clarke, W. Feehan, B. Dean; C. Moreno, E. Flynn, S. Douglas, Mr. Finney

**BOTTOM ROW:** K. Davis, S. Crow, M. Ducharme, S. Dugan, A. Carcliffe, S. Dunn, C. Couture, S. Doyle

---

**D 111**

**TOP ROW:** J. Lamb, J. Griffin, D. Harte; E. Garrigan; B. Ivanov; J. Hoyt; M. Johnson; D. Hayden; D. Krzewick; B. King; C. Kokinos

**ROW 2:** C. Kinball; C. Harvey; J. Harris; E. Goldie; M. Higgins; T. Kaplan; T. Lea; M. Gile; K. Kydd

**BOTTOM ROW:** R. Gusti; K. Krueger; D. Hamilton; C. Jarisits

---

**D 123**

**TOP ROW:** B. Blake; H. Bell; D. Ames; R. Adams; A. Chapin; A. Caton; G. Bussick

**ROW 2:** G. Alle; K. Beaucher; S. Brown; D. Benson; J. Carman; C. Boyle

**BOTTOM ROW:** T. Capelotti; L. Archambault; B. Abernathy; D. Broc; D. Bartel

---

**D 206**

**TOP ROW:** R. Wojiaszek; C. Simon; K. True; A. Souza; M. Sullivan

**TOP ROW:** A. Soracco; H. Westbrook; J. Urban; S. Whittaker; S. Signorello; E. Sullivan; M. Smith

**BOTTOM ROW:** S. Tsechrinteis; A. Tamulevich; J. Stagnone; G. Silver
D 115

**TOP ROW:** S. Martin; B. Manley; M. Miner; J. MacDougall; S. Marcy; D. Michaud; McNamara

**ROW 2:** K. Nadir; J. Nevius; N. Lisi; K. Lemieux; J. Murphy

**BOTTOM ROW:** R. Miron; S. MacLure; K. O'Brien; D. McGrath; K. Moran; D. Loguin

D 116

**TOP ROW:** M. Schmidt; B. Philpot; J. Pacine; P. Parreira; J. Odom; S. Polay; M. Peterson

**ROW 2:** J. Porter; S. Rand; S. Pederson; H. Ryan; K. Ploor; J. Paquin; S. Roth

**BOTTOM ROW:** A. Redican; J. Reddy; S. Scaplen; L. Sheehan; K. Ritchie; P. Ricciari

H 106

**TOP ROW:** J. Caroy; T. Brewer; D. Brown; M. Barnard; E. Bird; C. Backman; J. Carson; C. Brown; C. Arndorfer

**ROW 2:** H. Cody; F. Brusseau; M. Chaffee; J. Child; B. Battle; B. Altozi; D. Allen; B. Becker; D. Beaton

**BOTTOM ROW:** R. Barber; V. Bennett; C. Coleman; J. Cary; A. Burris; L. Anderson; K. Christensen; S. Cadogan

H 121

**TOP ROW:** L. Leal, N. Jutras, T. Livingstone, P. Hurt, D. Lemasurier

**2ND ROW:** L. Jewett, L. Grady, J. Kiernsted, D. Harvey

**3RD ROW:** N. Griffith, J. Harris, B. Lonergan, A. Luce, S. Jacavaco, D. Krantweiss, Mr. Parkhurst

**BOTTOM ROW:** D. Hearn, S. Kirane, L. Handy, J. Greco
H 124

TOP ROW: R. Gingras; N. Costa; C. Davis; C. Fleming; J. Bamhun; S. Duggan; D. Donogue
ROW 2: M. Luce; P. Gallagher; M. Freitas; P. Compton; K. Croteau; C. Cook; K. Delvecchio; J. Foley
BOTTOM ROW: E. Coughlin; P. Debus; L. Eg dall; L. Dutton; B. Farrell; M. Devou

H 125

TOP ROW: Mr. Prescott; D. Koshiol; D. Kaplan; C. Kelley; M. Hurlburt; D. LeBlanc; S. Juhola; R. Goyette; S. Hood; E. Keefe; E. Graham
ROW 2: J. Lindman; J. Haas; M. Green; M. Haddad; R. Heusseney; P. Johnson; P. Harrison; B. Kuukel
BOTTOM ROW: J. Lemeux; K. Klaver; J. Howard; A. Labrecque; M. Grant; K. Harvey; J. Goodie

H 126

TOP ROW: P. Mollon; R. McAndreas; L. Moread; R. Mackey; J. O'Brien; T. Miller
ROW 2: M. Murphy; M. Mascaro; T. Livingston; J. Long; N. Luskin; J. Lyle; D. O'Donnell
ROW 3: K. McClure; V. MacPhee; S. Mahoney; C. McDermott
BOTTOM ROW: J. O'Neill; J. Orrino; M. Needle; R. Misitano; J. Nilsson

H 218

TOP ROW: C. Richardson; T. Ralk; J. Roberts; M. Perek; A. Sime; S. Paras; T. Pearson; Mr. Rondina
ROW 2: T. Ray; S. Price; M. Solaro; R. Smith; D. Schiebel; D. Reid
BOTTOM ROW: A. Rownzweig; G. Patel; J. Roche; N. Palumbo; K. Sougner; K. Peters; A. Popizio
H-ART

TOP ROW: B. Winther; M. Tramonte; H. White; L. Taylor; R. Ueth
ROW 2: C. Spencer; D. Tubig; S. Wilder; C. Turner; P. Vallee
BOTTOM ROW: L. Sternstrom; R. Ward; C. Sweeney; K. Sullivan; Mrs. Byrnes

E 109

TOP ROW: D. Dearor; K. Burnham; E. Brough; M. Cardullo; B. Adams; M. Carrier; M. Altemweg; T. Arsenault; J. Beaudoin; E. Argerake; J. Ames
ROW 2: C. Bolauk; J. Abouseadah; P. Betha; M. Butler; T. Chena
BOTTOM ROW: J. Bolotta; K. Blane; J. Bunelle; C. Adler; D. Blanchard

E 119

TOP ROW: J. Edwards; J. Desisto; E. Cumming; L. Douk; J. Daley; J. Duggan; J. Dean
ROW 2: W. Gillet; S. Cleasun; J. Dunn; L. Frawley; P. Davis; C. Bronsiek; J. Costa; D. Cormier
BOTTOM ROW: L. Gomes; A. Fader; S. Feeny; D. Dowd; K. Gavin; B. Cox

E 122

TOP ROW: S. Moberg; R. Monsen; J. Moroash; S. Olsen
ROW 2: N. Mann; T. Mosher; N. Pasternak; M. Mardham; J. McCauley; P. Magiera; S. McGuire; V. McGrea; J. Jagle; J. MacKensie
BOTTOM ROW: P. Mayotte; T. Paletta; M. Ottara; P. Newman; M. O'Brien
E 320

TOP ROW: M. Revord; K. Shuts; J. Robinson; J. Root
ROW 2: K. Rycroft; P. Plourde; C. Roy; D. Sullivans; D. Rurtkus; S. Premo; A. Redman; E. Silenish; M. Shallah; K. Peteto; L. Peppa
BOTTOM ROW: K. Range; K. Quinn; C. Fianowski; S. Peabody; S. Pynn

E-ART

TOP ROW: J. Wang; S. Zylich; D. Spang; L. Stewart; M. Stankard; I. Sullivan; J. Toney
BOTTOM ROW: V. Willis; A. Skiven; S. Sullivan; K. Watson; E. Vennard; K. Tassey; W. Theophiloopoulos

W 114

TOP ROW: A. Shallah; P. Ackerman; C. Alwine; J. Carnes; K. Bushnell; P. Bauch; C. Boscherman; S. Bowerick; C. Carlson; S. Alexander; M. Briggs; A. Buntel; D. Caruso; I. Bec; Mr. Forsley
BOTTOM ROW: T. Blair; J. Barber; D. Coffey; J. Cad; G. Bibeau; L. Belkas; E. Andreazzi; M. Benoit

W 117

TOP ROW: Mr. Winn; M. Dufresne; D. Comeau; J. Gallo; J. Fichera; M. Dawson; S. Constantin; C. Craiss; J. Donaldson
ROW 2: C. Davidson; L. DeMings; M. Gilbert; K. Elwell; P. Gust; A. Dunn; K. Faulds; C. Curry
BOTTOM ROW: D. Flynn; P. Foley; D. Corcoran; K. Cosette; K. Coumoyer; L. Gennetian; C. Foucar
Left handed geniuses at work!

Chorus line or chain gang?

Well, if not you, Peter, then who?
Tammy and Lori are all dressed up with no place to go.

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:
TOP ROW: Mr. Pollard, Ben Winther, Noah Luskin, Betsy Lonergan, Kristen Lemieux, Allison Cutcliffe, Eileen Plank, Mrs. Queenan
BOTTOM ROW: Eileen Sullivan, Melinda, Benoit, Ann Marie Luce, Ellen Cumming, Julie Sacchetti, Sandy Brown, Phoebe Foley

You mean that cost money, Janet?

A tisket, a tasket, John!

If you want my body . . .

SUPER SILLY SOPHOMORES
Oh, my! Oh, my! These are the words of the flabbergasted freshmen as they enter the prestigious portals to the Big Top's spectacular show. These young uns are constantly exposed to new experiences. They must cope with being the inexperienced trainees in a tent full of proficient professionals. Think back to your first day at CHS, freshman . . .

Oh, my, it's the first day of school. I've had nightmares about this day. Will the upperclassmen push me around? Will I get lost? What petrifying thoughts. I'm going to be sick!

Oh, my, here comes the bus. Can I sit anywhere? What if I accidentally take a senior's seat? Will he hit me? I'm going to turn around and go home. No, my parents will kill me. Oh, well, here goes!

Oh, my, I'm here. Which door do I go in? I'll just follow the crowd. Now do I go left or right? I'll ask someone. No, they'll think I'm a jerk. I'll go right. Whoops, a dead end. Left turn. This corridor goes on forever. I've been walking for ten minutes. Oh, no, I'm back where I started. Oh, good, there's a teacher. I'll ask directions. What if the teacher yells at me? I've got to ask or I'll walk in circles all day. Here goes!

Oh, my, I finally found my homeroom. But all these forms. Am I supposed to write first name first or last name first? Do I fill out both sides? In Pen or pencil? Print or write? I'll ask.

Oh, my, the bell rang. I have to find my mod 1/2 class. I wonder what a mod is. Where's my map? I stuck it in one of my notebooks. Let me look. Oh, no, there go all my books. Why is everybody kicking them down the corridor? Won't anyone help? Oh, well. Who needed those dumb books anyway. I'll tell my parents that the teachers collected them.

Oh, my, the bell rang again. Off to class I go. No problem, the room is in this corridor. The teacher looks mean, so I'll shut up and sit in the back while attendance is taken. All the A's are read off, the B's, the C's, now the D's. Hey, wait a minute, my last name begins with C. Why didn't the teacher call my name? I'll check my schedule . . . I'm supposed to be here. Now what do I do? Up goes my hand. Well, the teacher checked and I'm definitely not on the class list, so I've been told to go to the IDC, third door on the left, and talk to my guidance counselor. Okay, but what's an IDC?

Oh, my, there's a line at the counselor's office, so I'm supposed to come back tomorrow. It's off to my next class now. Problem . . . nothing is listed on my schedule. I'll ask a teacher what I should do . . . seems I have "free mods." I can go to Career Ed. IMG, Caf I or Caf II. I don't even know what these rooms mean, never mind try to find them.

Finally, it is 1:30 P.M. It has been the longest day of my life. At least I get to go home. Since I don't know my locker combination, there's no reason to go back there. I'll go right out to the bus and get a good seat. Oh, my, I forgot . . . which door did I come in?
D 201

ROW 2: M. Abbott, J. Bush, J. Carter, L. Blackman, M. Boyd, K. Beeman, C. Beedeny, Mr. Kamal
BOTTOM ROW: C. Corrow, C. Craven, C. Caliri

D 202

BOTTOM ROW: J. Edmonds, N. Dellapiana, M. Gallagher, d. DiGiovanni, R. Gillette, Dr. Cleary

D 203

ROW 2: Mrs. Morse, J. Hogan, J. MacGilivray, S. Hanlon, L. Marcotte, J. Kay, R. Harvey, J. Hersey, J. Labelle
BOTTOM ROW: M. Ianotti, K. Kloppeenburg, A. Lacreta

D 204

TOP ROW: C. McCarthy, A. McGinn, J. Nowlan, E. Patenaude, B. Morgan, R. Ploof, J. Russell, T. Peterson
ROW 2: W. Merrill, K. Mittler, B. Mungovan, B. Outwater, K. Rexford, L. Murphy, T. Martino, B. Parker, J. Pawlina, Ms. May
D 205
ROW 2: S. Varnum, L. Tymula, K. Stankard, P. Sebeny, J. Sheahan, B. Suppa, D. Saviano
BOTTOM ROW: S. Tripp, D. Walsh, M. Zylich, C. Woods, R. Snyder

D 230
TOP ROW: C. Chew, C. Carpenter, R. Bouley, S. Anderson, S. Curley
BOTTOM ROW: M. Buchini, M. Brooks, C. Adler, C. Contardo, M. Crocker, L. Bernard, S. Butler

D 231
ROW 2: Mrs. Swierzbins, S. Dean, E. Daley, S. Fechy, K. Dinmore

H 232
ROW 2: J. House, C. Hoover, L. Kent, K. Main, A. Kalnes
BOTTOM ROW: S. Harrington, R. LaPlaca, K. Henrich, S. Marcaurelle, O. Jones, C. Maffeo
H 233

BOTTOM ROW: M. Mitchell, S. O'Connell, E. Maximuk, M. McKittrick, S. Nichols

H 234

TOP ROW: J. Yee, M. Shapiro, W. Sparks, B. Stearns, P. Smith, W. VonFricken
BOTTOM ROW: F. Scoville, K. Tobin, J. Uberti, F. Willis, S. Whitcomb

301

BOTTOM ROW: F. Couture, A. Adamian, B. Considine, J. Cregan, T. Cumio

302

ROW 2: M. Frobes, C. Frediani, J. Eshbaugh, B. Fay, M. Gallagher
W 333

BOTTOM ROW: C. Earley, C. Grzyb, C. DeCline, M. Dallton, L. Gonthier

W 344

2ND ROW: M. Higgins, K. Larabee, C. Humphrey, R. Major, A. Jorgensen, K. MacLeod, K. Lombardi
BOTTOM ROW: J. Lucas, K. Keohane, D. Klayner, S. Harris, T. Hamelin

W 335

2ND ROW: B. Moulton, R. Newcomb, K. Olsen, J. Maycock, D. Robblee, C. Rokiki
BOTTOM ROW: T. McLaughlin, H. Palmer, K. Pollard, D. Ralls

W ART

TOP ROW: D. Simonds, J. Tripp, C. Vetoe; J. Wilkis; C. Vines; S. Tansino; J. Warner; S. Souwe; Mr. Berry
ROW 2: J. Stevens; D. Shine; A. Wirt; W. Wu; S. Taylor; C. Struhal; S. Wertz
BOTTOM ROW: J. Whitney; A. Sheehan
FRISKY, FROLICKY FRESHMEN

Jen, you can stop holding your breath. Dana and Brad aren't that bad!

The better to hear you with, my Dear!

CLASS REPS: TOP ROW: Mr. DeProfio, Arrine Tress, Craig Manzi, Tom Caito, Carolyn McCarthy, Mr. Morse
BOTTOM ROW: Allison Adamian, Kim Marsella, Fiona Willis, Jen Uberti, Gwen Godak, Kathy Stankard

Being freshman is something to smile about!

Look, Mom, no cavities.

Test? Today?
For one magic moment on the Fourth of July, the nation paused for a burst of patriotic pride. The Statue of Liberty topped off her 100th birthday with a twenty-eight minute pyrotechnical nightcap. But in a year of turmoil, explosions often had a far more deadly significance. Terrorist attacks continued to lacerate Europe and the Middle East. The space shuttle Challenger was lost, and a nuclear reactor melted down. Meanwhile, people fought back against some familiar enemies. A war on drugs was declared. Millions joined Hands Across America to combat hunger, while 400 people marched in a nine month odyssey across the nation to protest nuclear proliferation. There were many other moments. Some were joyous, and some were regrettable, but all were unforgettable.

Perhaps the event that shocked America most in the past year was the Iran-Contra Connection. It took a Congressional sub-committee weeks to find some answers; still there were many questions. To what extent was President Reagan involved? Was it done in exchange for hostages? What facts are heads of state hiding by pleading the Fifth Amendment? Who else knew about the exchange before it took place? Will we ever know the answers?

In the past year, terrorism ran rampant. Hundreds were killed by terrorist bombs and bullets. Among others, teachers, priests, and envoys for peace were kidnapped, and sometimes killed. The Middle East and Europe became battlegrounds, with the enemy refusing to fight fairly and insisting on killing innocent civilians, even children.

On April 26, explosions ripped through the Soviet Union's Chernobyl nuclear Power plant, crippling one reactor and spreading radioactive material into the atmosphere. The accident, which occurred approximately seventy miles north of Kiev, was the worst in nuclear power's history. Thirty-one people were killed and 300 were injured from radiation and burns. In addition to the casualties, more than 155,000 people had to be evacuated, and the farm land around the reactor was rendered useless for decades. Soviet officials were strongly criticized for their secrecy and delay in reporting the disaster.

A day that will be remembered in the hearts of Americans for generations to come is January 28, 1986. On this day, due to a faulty O-ring, the space shuttle, Challenger, exploded seventy-two seconds after launching. The disaster left in its wake seven heroes: Michael Smith, Francis Scobee, Ronald McNair, Ellison Onizuka, Christa McAuliffe, Gregory Jarvis, and Judith Resnik. Everyone will remember where they were.

Father Lawrence Jenko is freed after 19 months captivity in Beirut.

Many innocent Russian people are exposed to radiation as a result of the accident at Chernobyl.

President Reagan contemplates events in the Middle East.

Tough guy Clint Eastwood creates new image as Mayor of Carmel, California.
Five million Americans join hands to raise money for the nation's hungry.

America celebrates the Statue of Liberty's 200th birthday.

Friends bind together with handwoven friendship bracelets.

Halley's comet came for its obligatory visit every 75 years.

Four hundred people walked across the U.S. to protest nuclear weapons.
were when they heard the tragic news.

Although the year began in tragedy, midyear brought celebration. On July 4, U.S. citizens celebrated the signing of the Declaration of Independence and Lady Liberty's 100th birthday. Stars from around the nation performed in her honor. The festivities were topped off with a twenty-eight minute display of fireworks. Prior to the event, New York Mayor Ed Koch said, "It's going to be the party of the century. I invited the whole world." He was correct.

There were many joyful events throughout the year. Through perseverance and hard work, man proved that he can overcome difficult obstacles. For instance, it used to be unheard of for a plane to travel around the globe without needing to be refueled, but the Voyager did it. Little more than a gas tank with wings, it broke every distance record ever established. Thousands upon thousands of Americans showed their caring by joining hands from the East Coast to the West Coast in order to combat hunger with Hands Across America. Finally, hundreds showed their resolve against nuclear proliferation in a peace march up the West Coast.

The year in sports also included many dazzling victories and unexpected performances. Larry Bird led the Celtics to another expected, but nevertheless exciting, championship. The Patriots, while not burying the Bears, played admirable throughout the regular season and clinched the AFC championship. The Red Sox, with pitching sensation Roger Clemens and batting champ Wade Boggs, won the American League pennant. For the first time in its history, the Tour de France was won by an American. Greg LeMond completed the twenty-four day bicycle race before any of his European competitors. Most recently, Dennis Connor recaptured the America's Cup from the Australians. Captaining the Stars and Stripes to victory with a space-age keel design, he crushed the Australia's Kookaburra.

Sadly, the past year witnessed the deaths of two of America's greatest entertainers. Cary Grant, the handsome and talented actor, died at the age of 82. Liberace, the flamboyant piano player died from AIDS. The year also witnessed the rising of some new stars. Whitney Houston with her album "Whitney Houston" became a household name. Tom Cruise with his very good looks, became a national idol. Peter Gabriel showed his innovative musical genius with his album "So." And Clint Eastwood of "Dirty Harry" fame told Carmel to make his day. They did: they made him mayor.

This is a sketch of the world during our senior year. It is a time of speed, nuclear threat and economic uncertainty. In between, we have enjoyed many glimpses of triumphs. Still other events carry us to the exotic. Because of this year, we are much wiser than before.

"When you find something you really like to do and you're willing to risk the consequences of that, you... ought to go do it." — Astronaut Scurt
Greg LeMond put his metal to the pedal and was the first American to win the Tour de France bike race.

A message to the hometown boys — better luck next year!

Len Bias's dream came true to play for the Celtics; forty hours later cocaine took him away from them.

Dennis Connor's cup runneth home in America's Cup.

Up, up and around the world on a record-breaking odyssey with Voyager.
Christmas was coming and everybody was excited. There was joy in the air. Perhaps it was the thought of Santa's visit, or new clothes or that very wanted walkman. But more likely it was the excitement of the Christmas Dance — a formal gala, in center ring, under the Big Top.

On December 12th, 1986, the Caf II was transformed into a winter wonderland. Trees, tinsel and tiny lights adorned the room. The most popular spot was the "Kissin' Corner" where dates met under the mistletoe. And, of course, ol' St. Nick made a special visit to bear glad
Everybody say, "Merry Christmas!"

Dance, Sue. Dance! By the way, with whom are you dancing?

Don't shake it. Mike you've got to guess!

CHRISTMAS IN CAF II

tidings and give candy canes to the good little girls and boys. (Did you get one?)
The Christmas Dance was a spectacle to remember. Everyone who was anyone was there; the luxurious lions, tantalizing tigers, beautiful bears, and, oh my, the freshmen came too. When the evening came to a close, we heard all exclaim, as they drove out of sight, "Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night!"
Tisk, tisk! No parties allowed in the classroom, Mr. Lang.

Well, um... I was just going to... um... to class...
Expert observers of the classroom scene will tell you that of all the maestros’ impressive, extraordinary skills, the single most amazing is their versatility. Name a student, any student, and chances are they'll teach him. Many tamer at Chelmsford High School have reached stardom by subduing the lions, the tigers, the bears and, oh my, the other crazy creatures.

Upon first entering, the student must become acquainted with the classroom. He must learn where his seat is. He must also become familiar with the kinds of materials from which he will be learning. He must be comfortable. Then, and only then, will instruction begin. That’s when the teacher starts taming the student from a state of native wildness to that of a mature, intellectual, domestic creature. Like most major accomplishments, this does not just happen. Ten months of diligent, continuous training is involved. By then, a friendship and a mutual trust has developed between the student and teachers. Learning has truly occurred.

Chelmsford High School tamer are dedicated to perpetuating the fine art of learning. They attract aspiring students to learn the secrets of the universe. Specialists train the students in all areas of life. The dramatic climax culminates when the students present their newly-acquired skills for their tamer.

Whether or not all dreams are fulfilled, to be an alumnus of Chelmsford High School is an honor and an experience each student will cherish for a lifetime. They will leave with a special knowledge of the time-honored traditions of learning from teachers who dedicate their lives to bring joy to others.
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Vickery DeMita
Sec./Prin.

Judith Walsh
Sec./Asst. Prin.

George Simonian
Principal

George Bettes
Assistant Principal
It's not that bad, Mrs. Lynch.
Pull it in, Mr. Conrad.

Congratulations, Miss Hehir, for 40 years of service to the town of Chelmsford.
A casual break between concerts, Mr. Hanson?

Whistling while you work, Mrs. Shimer?

Just give us all A's, Mr. Turner.
You really are a junk food freak, Mrs. Geohegan.

Beverly McCoy
English

Richard O'Donnell
Social Studies

Robert McDermott
Social Studies

Dorothy McDonald
Reading

Joyce Meyer
Foreign Language

Carol Maciea
Foreign Language
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Social Studies

Edmund O'Shea
Special Education

Robert Pariseau
Industrial Arts (dh)

Andrew Pasquale
Mathematics

Michlly Quican
Foreign Language

John Ramalho
Mathematics (dh)

Humor her, Jane.
Gee, look at the little bug!

Jacqueline Roberts
Business Education

Frances Rice
Physical Education

Renee Shapiro
Head Librarian

Ralph Sherwood
Science

Marc Slavim
Social Studies

Haldan Stern

Ralph Slavin

Jamaia Sullivan
Mathematics

Frank Turner
Science

Aline Shumer
Special Education

M. Andrew Sorensen
Science

Nancy Williams
Physical Education

Michael Winn
Science

Janice Silver
English

Same to you, Ms. Williams.
Elaine Murphy
Secretary

Angela Taranto
Dean

Patricia Mahoney
Counselor [1987 and 1989]

Ella Sue Lindsey
Counselor [1988 and 1990]

Joan McClure
Clerical Aide

You look like it's time to quit.
I'm gonna wash that man right outta my hair.

Joyce Bickel
Health Education

Joanne Byrnes
English

Thomas Cato
Physical Education

Rebecca Caruso
English

James DeProfio
Industrial Arts

Pamela DiGrazia
Special Education

Bernard DiNatale
Industrial Arts

Mary Donovan
English

Rita Dubin
English

Brian Finneghan
Health Education

John Fletcher
Mathematics

Bruce Ford
Science

Is it Damon Thomas or Damon Queenan?
No, Mrs. Carosso, we'd never put this picture in the yearbook.

Whose parent are you calling?

They better not be taking our picture.
Aw, you poor child. What's wrong?

I'll take 200 boxes of Thin Mints, 150 boxes of trefoils, and...
EMERSON HOUSE

Joan Merrill
Secretary

Edward Quinn
Dean

John Jarema
Counselor (1987 and 1989)

Barbara Minuks
Counselor (1988 and 1990)

Donna Hibbard
Clerical Aide

Coffee Break!
And when you turn this knob, all the stuff comes out.

Where's your class, Mr. Savoski?

An afternoon nap for Mr. Denihan.
Since CHS students don't understand Math, maybe the Italians will.
... oh, here he is!

Bruce Marshall
Physical Education

Richard McCaffrey
Mathematics

Paul Murphy
Science

David Otto
Science

Donald Perkhurst
Science

Dennis Savick
Business Education

Audrey Stringer
Foreign Language

Sandra Taylor
English

Barry Ware
Mathematics

We're telling Mr. Queenan.

Auditioners for Santa?
Yes, honey. A load of bread, a quart of milk . . .

I'm not going in there! You can't make me go in there!
Who's the teacher here?

Richard Bernier
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James Duckin
Social Studies

Laurel Edmunds-Candelio
Business Education

Paul Finney
Industrial Arts

Dorothy Gillespie
Science

Wayne Hamilton
Science

Catherine Harper
Reading

¿Cómo estás, Sr. Rubin?
Mr. Lang is on the lookout.
HELPERS

Custodians

Terry Cadden
Mathematics Aide

Monica Winters
Employment Counselor

Ann McAndrew
Business Ed. Aide

Shirley MacDougall
ESL Tutor

Barbara Rothwell
Science Aide

Rosemarie Folk
Social Worker

Mary Ellen Fleming
Special Ed. Aide

Phyllis Bowman
School Psychologist

Mary Pollock
Special Ed. Aide

Jan McCall
Adaptive Physical Ed.

Margaret Thomas
Special Ed. Aide

Leroy Fielding
Security Guard

The Lineup.

Cafeteria Ladies
THE MEDIA

No talking in the library, teachers!

What fun library duty is.

Patt Moser
Supervisor

Robert Bourke
Graphic Artist

Ann Rooney
Secretary

Carol Brown
Cataloger

Ellen Mellin
Elem. School Librarian

Library Aides

Gerry Righa
Cable 43

Matthew Scott
Cable 43

You want my picture?
Alan is leading the revolt, Mr. Donovan. The seniors refuse to do anymore English!

A cluttered desk signifies a cluttered mind, Mrs. O'Bryant.
You're headed for serious trouble.

New girlfriend, J.D.?

Get down, Mr. Winn.

...BUT WHO TAMES THE TAMERS?

Looking good, Ms. Catalano.

Scales don't lie, Ms. Meyer.

A last look at our forever beloved deans.
"Hurry, hurry, hurry! Step right up! For no charge at all, you too can see the high stepping colorguard, stomp to the marching bands, marvel at the brilliant national honor, and be awed by the daring skiers." The Barker of our big top invites all students to participate in the huge variety of sideshows offered at Chelmsford High School. They add pizazz to our main event.

At CHS, extra curricular activities provide more than just a change of pace. They are more than a side attraction. We choose our own activities. The selection is made according to individual interest. We can either try something new or improve on an old talent. How lucky can we be!

Activities are also important because they teach the students how to balance their time and set schedules. So many of us want to do everything, but we can't. So, in the process of selecting our activities, we have to sit down and figure out just how much time we have. We fit in our special interests accordingly. Prioritizing and scheduling are skills we will use for the rest of our lives. We learn to do this through the activities program.

Chelmsford High School offers a grand gallery of activities. Did you realize that there are forty clubs from which we can choose to join? There is certainly something for everyone, whether we like the indoors or outdoors. The appeal to the students is obviously satisfying.

The activities classrooms have been crowded all season as the students turned out in droves to participate in the extra features. These astonishing discoveries provided a truly unexpected experience. The splendor of the activities program merged with the shining reality of our daily lives to create each of us as unique individuals. Come join the fun!
THE LION is published in the spring of each year followed by a supplement in the fall. Students of all classes produce the yearbook by learning the techniques of photography, layout, editing, gathering copy, collecting advertising, and selling the book.

I HATE yearbook!!!!

Hillo, Hillo... It's off to work we go!
Membership in the National Honor Society is by invitation and is based on the four criteria of scholarship, service, leadership, and character. One must be a member of the junior class with a weighted grade point average of 97.75 or better or one must be a member of the senior class with a weighted grade point average of 93.5 or better. Candidates should also satisfy the standards of service, leadership and character.

The Student Council provides a variety of services to the Chelmsford High School community. It consists of an executive board, a representative from each house for each class, members of the captains council, and the extra-curricular activities, the representative of the Regional Student Advisory Council, the student member of the School Committee, and members appointed by the principal. Meetings are held at least once a month and are open to all members of the student body.
The French Honor Society is open to students achieving high scholastic standing in French. It stimulates interest in French studies and culture. The society provides tutoring to French students. To be a member one must have a cumulative unweighted average of at least an 85, or have a grade of 90 or higher in a Level 2 French course for the past three consecutive semesters or have a grade of 85 or higher in a Level 1 French course for the past three consecutive semesters.

Bottom Row: Joyce Wientzen, Karen Johnson, Bessey Campbell, Wendy Mayes, Tricia Olenchak, Sue Nabbeul, Nicole Ceyter, Becky O'Bram, Karen McHenry

Row 2: Tom Backman, Daniel Lacroix, Diane Olney, Karen Graham, Daren Burke, Erica Toth, Leigh Doyal, Christine Doherty, Jim Ropp, Ms. Michopolous

Top Row: Lesley Houseman, Karen Miu, Katie Riley, John Murphy, Brian Cook, John Read, Robin Mitchell, Jon Stagnone, David Chute

The Spanish Honor Society is open to students achieving high scholastic standing in Spanish. It stimulates interests in Spanish studies and culture. The society provides tutoring to Spanish students. To be a member one must have a cumulative unweighted average of at least an 85, a grade of 90 or higher in a Level 2 Spanish course for the past three consecutive semesters or a grade of 85 or higher in a Level 1 Spanish course for the past three consecutive semesters.

Bottom Row: Wendy Skillin, Sonia Leach, Stacey Johnson, Christine Frassica, Sue Hegarty, Kerry Noonan, Richard Gunniff, Julie O'Brien, Jon Harris, Shawn Dyer

Top Row: Lori Michniewich, Jan Andrusaitis, Liz Patience, Rachana Strivastava, Sandy Skoczolek, Dave Grove, Scott Bell, Kristen Mosher, Kristen Beyer, Lynne Sacchetti, Nancy Nisco, Kara Marshall, Mr. Siragusa
The French Exchange Club is an official organization to plan, coordinate, and implement the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and the link schools in France. Invited to join are those American students who wish to promote understanding between the two cultures.


The Spanish Exchange Club is the official organization to plan, coordinate, and implement the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and the link school in Spain. Membership is mandatory for American students selected to participate in the exchange. However, all students who wish to promote understanding between the two cultures by planning the American program for Spanish students are welcome to join.

Bottom Row: Sue Hegarty, Jen Hedlund, Brian Marsella, Erica Foley, Tammy Gauthier Top Row: Mr. Rubin, Christine Frassica, Kerri Noonan, Colleen Sullivan, Nicole Pasternak, Mrs. Tomney
The Great Britain Exchange Club is the official organization to plan, coordinate, and implement the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and the link school in Great Britain. Membership is mandatory for American students selected to participate in the exchange. However, all students who wish to promote understanding between the two cultures by planning the American program for English students are welcome to join.

The German Exchange Club is the official organization to plan, coordinate, and implement the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and the link school in Germany. Membership is mandatory for American students selected to participate in the exchange. However, all students who wish to promote understanding between two cultures by planning the American program for German students are welcome to join.
The Italian Exchange Club is the official organization to plan, coordinate, and implement the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and the link school in Italy. Membership is mandatory for American students selected to participate in the exchange. However, all students who wish to promote understanding between the two cultures by planning the American program for Italian students are welcome to join.

Bottom Row: Jen Jarvis, Chris Hayes, Jane Egan, Ross Drew, Patty Taylor, Francesca Manca, Deirdre Berry
Row 2: Emanuella Alfieri, Lisa Hubbard, Laura Catter, Susan Duggan, Karen Cotroneo, Regina DeLuca, Paula Terulli, Mr. Christian, Mr. Agostino
Top Row: Letizia Bustani, Angelo Castagna, Felice Federini, Angelo Farroni, Marusca Pestelli, Roberta Cecconi

The Italian Exchange Club is the official organization to plan, coordinate, and implement the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and the link school in Italy. Membership is mandatory for American students selected to participate in the exchange. However, all students who wish to promote understanding between the two cultures by planning the American program for Italian students are welcome to join.


This club is open to all students who are taking a foreign language and are interested in learning about different cultures all over the world. They plan a trip each year. In the past, they have gone to New York, Quebec, and Montreal. They also hold receptions for the foreign students who come to Chelmsford High School.
A.F.S. offers students the opportunity to experience what it means to live with people in another part of the world. A.F.S. students can join another culture for a semester, school year, or summer as well as participate in A.F.S. meetings and activities in school.

Bottom Row: Allison Aronie, Leslie Krahm, Jill McPhee, Terry Feely, Cindy Moran, John Allen, Lara Huckins
Row 2: Robyn Todd, Steve Malone, Kristin Morris, Shanon Alexander, Elka Hamel, Jim Carnes, Robbie Morris, Paul Recardi, Stacey Hallal, Chris McDermott
Row 3: Julie Barber, Lesly Snow, Sherri Crow, Christine DeYoung, Nancy Nisco, Hillary Weissman, Karen Belanger, John Teng, David Hedison, Luise Hoehn
Row 4: Mrs. Hallal, Kim Corcoran, Mike Smith, Will Wagner, Laura Peterson, Lauren Thomas, Emilie Brough, Eric Chin, Sara Roth, Jegg Fjan, Nivardo Alloca, Orlando Scarth, Sue Hegarty, Chuck Ludinsky, Ms. Brian, Matt Pita, Alicia Smith, Amy Bunting
Top Row: Jessica Leonard, Cathy Mathlano, Debbie Bearor, Sue Hass, Kristen Klayner, Laura Edgall, Becky Barber, Noel Pasternak, Jen Boc, Jessica Blagg, Cori Snow, Kim Shine, Alison Baryzik, Jen Caron, Tanya Ludinsky, William Lapides

The Fine Arts Club attends cultural events in and around Boston after school and on weekends. Events include plays, concerts, films, and art exhibits. Membership is open to the entire student body.
This club offers students an introduction to the various aspects of photography as well as allowing them to expand on their knowledge of cameras, films, shooting techniques, and development.

Bottom Row: Mr. Toomey, Greg Moncreaf, Sandra Davis, Kristin Morris, Chris Yee, Mark Beiliczk
Top Row: Chris Kokinos, Luise Hoehn, Orlando Scarth, Fred Bull, Rhondeau Flynn

Bottom Row: Mrs. Morse, Mrs. Foster, Sandra Davis, Chuck Ludinsky, Karen McHenry, Nick Fernando, Eric Silins, Lara Silins
Row 2: Amy Buntel, Emilie Brough, Brian Robinson, Chris Naper, Kristen Fisher, Lauren Thomas, Nancy Nicco, Luise Hoehn, Andy Turner
Top Row: Laura Peterson, David Arkan, Jen Bo, Hilary Weisman, Eric Chin, Bill Lapides, Tanya Ludinsky, Lara Huckins

MOSAICS

This school literary magazine published once a year, contains both writing and drawing from the student body in general. Students collect, edit, write, publish and distribute all materials under the direction of the advisor.
The school newspaper, The Voice, supplies the school with a free, responsive, reflective and critical publication through which all students may inform or address the school community. The staff is totally responsible for the paper from information gathering to distribution.

Bottom Row: Jason Howard, Sarah Dator, Heather Westbrook, Kristine Davis, Renee Giusti, Christine Jassatis, Julie Friedman, Trent Pecicelli, John Yi. Greg Galchrest Row 2: Mr. Meidell, Matt Pitta, Brian Cook, Erica Josgren, Mele Madsen, Mike Kuchle, Lisa Kaban, Grant Patton, Alicia Smith, Douglas Sparks, Eric Turner, Lisa Maximack Row 3: Alicia Daley, Rachana Strivastava, Kathy Kuczynski, Martha Reeves, Elizabeth Range, Laura Dellings, Meg Dufour, Susan Morris, Andy Turner, Sandy Davis, Sean Feeney, Chris Athanasoulas, Andrea Tepler, Danielle LaCroix, Sue Smith Top Row: David Arkin, Brian Robinson, Debbie Bearor, Chuck Ludinski, Hilary Wetson, Jan Andrusaitis, Robby Morris, Jeff Overbeck, Sara Roth, Shawn Deveau, Dave Hedison, Brian Marsella

Bottom Row: Cindy Moran, Terry Feeley, Sherri Crow, Alison Witt, Alicia Smith, Jessica Paquin Top Row: Sarah Roth, Emilie Brough, Jen Boc, Lauren Thomas, Cynthia DeVinny, Paul Riccardi, Mrs. Tsafiras

The S.T.O.P. Nuclear War group meets once a week to help increase student awareness of peace and disarmament issues. The students of S.T.O.P. have collected signatures of other Chelmsford High students and sent it along with signatures from other high schools to President Reagan calling for a nationally televised forum on the nuclear arms issue.
The Outing Club gives members preparation, appreciation and enjoyment of non-competitive outdoor recreation. Club activities include biking, camping, canoeing, cross-country skiing and snow shoeing as well as instruction in map and compass reading, first aid, and equipment and safety.

The Ski Club is open to all students who are interested in recreational skiing and improving their skills. The club travels once a week for a six week period to Crotched Mountain for night skiing. There are also week-end trips to larger areas in New Hampshire and Vermont.
All seniors are encouraged to belong to the Varsity Club which supports sports teams and senior activities throughout the school year. Varsity Club projects include making posters to advertise sporting events, and organizing a senior girls luncheon.

Bottom Row: Becky Barber, Jaime-Lee Goode, Ann Marie Luce, Sue Hass, Karen Schoeman, Jessica Paquin, Debbie Kranteiss, Christine Jarasitis, Jackie Harris

Top row: Brita Sorli, Sue Smith, Marianne Calesa, Heidi Ayer, Kara Marshall, Meridith Hubers, Kristen Beyer, Kristen Mosher, Lynne Sacchetti, Anne Marie Beaulieu, Jill Riley, Crissy Davidson, Julie MacPhee

The Colorguard performs with the Band and the Majorettes at football games and rallies, in parades and at graduation.
The Band provides an opportunity for students to perform in instrumental ensembles including the Marching Band, Concert Band, Dance Band, and Woodwind and Brass Ensemble.


Members of the band wait for halftime.
The Drama Club, while performing several plays a year, offers its members the opportunity to learn techniques of stage speech and movement, and interpretation of character and situation. In addition to acting, students may participate in back stage activities such as costuming, make-up and set construction.

Bottom Row: Chris Yee, William Sparks, Jon Yee, Bob Philpot, Kathy Engel, Brian Cory, Lara Huckins, Amy Buntel, Jen Carlisle
Row 2: Renee Giusti, Dawn Williams, Sara Taylor, Lynda DeMings, Alisa Popolizio, Becky Barber, Sue Hass, Julie Barber, Lisa Young, Debbie Bearor, Alicia Smith, Laura Peterson
Row 3: Elizabeth Range, Heather Westbrook, Claudia Boyle, Alson Wilt, Paul Riccardi, Matt Donelan, Todd DeMartins, Vicki Bennett, Scott Marcy, Shona Keir, Brian Philpot, Mark White, Andy Turner, Tammi Blair
Top Row: Meg Dufour, Lauri DeMings, Kris Davis, Uli Eserman, Paige Hookway, Lumi Gauthier Robyn Todd, Tom Coonis, Ellen Hamon, Anita Coonis, Curtis Smith, Lee Doyle, Kristen MacLeod, Tara Hamelin

Polly want some coffee?

Golly, fellas, we were awfully cold out here.
The Speech Team involves students of all grade levels in interscholastic forensic competition. Students participate in various categories of the three main speech divisions: interpretive readings, original events, and memorized events.

Bottom Row: Sandy Davis, Michelle Perera, Sue Jacavanco, Christine Jarasitis, Kim Corcoran, Deb Coffey
Top Row: Meg Dufour, Kristine Rainge, Anush Yegyazarian, Heather Sheedy, Melissa Franscoviak, Elisabeth Rainge

Key Club is a service organization sponsored by the Chelmsford Kiwanis Club. It teaches members about their community, develops initiative and leadership, serves the community, and serves the school in a variety of projects.

Bottom Row: Rob Brooks, Wendy Skillen, Mike White, Anita Coconis, Scott Marcy, Bob Philpot
Top Row: Mr. Pollard, Jill Jamer, Brian Philpot, Shona Keir, Kathy Ortland
The Chess Club allows students to learn the principles of sound chess and gives them the opportunity to put theories to the test of actual competition.

Bottom Row: Eric Turner, Richard Gingras, Yung Hsien, Tosh Sano
Top Row: Terrie Feely, Mike Smith, Mark Schmidt, Mr. Sherwood

The Computer Team is an activity for competitive individuals who have a high interest in the computer field and the ability to delve into topics not usually part of regular coursework. A semester of Basic or the equivalent is recommended. The club computes in ASCL (American Computer/Science League) which sponsors 5 mailorder meets a year. The competition consists of written short answer questions and computer related topics and a challenging programming problem. Practice is held regularly once a week.

Bottom Row: Nicholas Fernando, Dale Tubig, Yung Hsien, Will Wagner, Greg Moncreaff, Sandy Davis
Row 2: Larry Holt, Steve Toebes, Mr. SlideRule and Friends, Brian Midura, Steve Len
Top row: Peter Mackey, Dan Blackman, Tosh Sano, Paul Riley, Paul Riley, David Chute
The Math Team competes in Math division and state competitions. Members study pre-calculus which forms the foundation of the Math Advanced Placement Program.

Bottom Row: Sean Anderson, Yung Hsieh, Lisa Blackman, Matt Grove, Top Row: Ben King, David Grove, Tosh Sano, Sonia Leach, Dan Blackman

The team members are chosen from Calculus AP and Advanced Calculus AP course. Five tests are taken in class by students throughout the year. The top six scorers from each test go on to national competition.

Bottom Row: Tosh Sano, Andy Turner, Dan Blackman, Sonia Leach Top Row: Stephen Toebes, Mr. Ford
DECA, the Distributive Education Clubs of America, is a student organization for those interested in a career in the field of marketing. DECA helps the student build self-confidence and confidence in the free enterprise system. DECA members compete with other members in schools throughout the country in written and oral testing in fields of marketing. Club members, through fund raising activities and community projects, receive positive training in the need for civic consciousness.

Julie asks, "What was your order?"

Wait, I know I have another penny in here somewhere.
The Chorus involves students of all grade levels in the performance of various music. Students perform approximately six times throughout the school year. The Chorus rehearses during class time and after school. Students learn the skills necessary for a successful performance.

 bottoms row: Dave Hayden, Bob Miron, Dave Belanger, Lisa Hubbard, Mike Jewett, Kathy Engel, Dave Ortolano, Marla Hadad, Doug Clements Row 2: Tammi Gauthier, Paige Hookway, Veronica Lova, Laura Katz, Wendie Donahue, Jen Carlisle, Sue Mahones, Jen Maycock, Vicki Bennett, Sue Jacavanco, Heather Westbrook Row 3: Dolores Goyette, Cheryl Pelham, Martha Macnamara, Heidi Wheeler, Sue Larkin, Leigh Doyle, Cathy Chem, Laura Calkin, Ellen Hanson, Mr. Rondina Top Row: Christina Doherty, Anita Coonis, Tara McMaster, Stacey Skrable, Suzanne Peterson, Marlene Furtado, Melissa Mascaro, Tammi Livingston, Sue Spang, Kathy Wells, Don Delosse, Julie Barber, Lynda DeMings, Laura Peterson, Kathy Beacher, Anne Marie Luce

The Orchestra meets once a week after school for an hour and one-half. Literature is chosen for all combinations of wind, brass, and string instruments. Music from all periods and styles is investigated and performed on appropriate occasions.

Bottom Row: Melissa Winters, Kristen Higgins, Patricia Dragon, Lisa Blackman, Marcia Casella, Amy Higgins, Meredith Swerban, Melissa Dalton Row 2: Kristen Howe, Ben King, David Rautki, Beth O'Brant, Kristen MacLeod, Tara Henelm, Katie Delvecchio, Becky O'Burs Row 3: Suzanne Feely, Kelly Moran, Michelle Kazowka, Kristen Burnham, Rachel Warren, Stacy Witt, Jason Howard, Cynthia DeVinney, Nicole Revet Top Row: Will Wagner, Chris Yee, Julie Montcodorisio, Mr. Hansen, Jennifer Conrad, Jennifer Humm
TV Club members learn how to operate television cameras, write scripts, edit tape, and produce in the TV Studio. The club meets every week after school in the TV Studio and produces an all new "Lion's Tale" every two weeks.

Bottom Row: Eric Maximuk, Robert Brooks, Ellen Goldie, Jeff Kushmerek, Todd DeMartinis, Don McHale
Top Row: Mr. Rigby, Tom Sollie, Brian Rothwell, Dennis Meadows, Scott Nussbhum, Scott Olsen, Marianne Cales

The Peer Counseling program has been designed as a means of encouraging and facilitating the growth of all students through discussion groups. Candidates are selected after an extensive nomination and screening process, then trained during the summer months and throughout the school year to lead the discussions groups.

Bottom Row: Michelle Roy, Rachel Malatesta, Chandra Cole
Top Row: Mrs. Lindsey, Melissa Marchand, Jeff Egan, Mat Often, Michelle Box, Mr. Simoglou
The circus, a fun-filled extravaganza that travels from town to town, is known to pack in excited crowds, what is its secret? What draws in millions of fun seekers each year? The answer — the acrobats — those beautiful, yet strong and daring people who always steal the show. The same can be said for the athletes of Chelmsford High School. They perform the acrobatics in this case. They, too, travel from town to town and pull in large crowds wherever they go. No one misses the chance to cheer on the unbeatable Chelmsford Lions!

In the fall months Chelmsford's ladies, gentlemen, and children of all ages gather around to witness the flashy football players perform their majestic maneuvers on the field. There is no clowning around the soccer field as the fans become bedazzled by the players' fancy footwork. Excellent hand-eye coordination and supreme strength is what attracts the fans to the girls and boys volleyball games. Assisting to the command performances, the golf teams show some stunning shots. The cross-country teams are Chelmsford's "longest running" attractions, while the girls field hockey team show it's skills and thrills. And last but not least, the girls swimming team shows an elaborate enigma of agile artistry. The fall athletes have achieved their goal — devastate, disorient, and defeat the opponent.

During the winter months the tents go up again for swift swimming stars, this time masculine. Hockey moves off the field and onto the ice. Our wrestling Lions allow no room for monkey or equipoise — our graceful gymnasts and our daredevil track athletes provide exemplary episodes of eloquence.

Springtime brings our stars outdoors. Tracksters run their events in the wide open spaces. Love is in the air for our tennis teams. The baseball and softball players are super swingers. And cheerleaders continue their performance of intricate stunts.

No, our basketball players do not ride unicycles on the court, our gymnasts do not wear sequins, and our swimmers are not synchronized. But our athletes always attract huge crowds as they perform in Chelmsford High School's center ring.
FOOTBALL


Senior Mike Marshall takes control.


Bottoms up, Andy!
"You want me to do what, Coach?"

Seniors Phil Adams, Russ Russo, Chris Castro, Keith Stone, and the rest of the Lion's defensive line are ready to battle.

On your mark, get set, GO!

In the heat of the moment, junior Paul Bouley quenches his thirst.

Quarterback Brian Coutu throws a pass.

Russ Russo is taking signals from the sidelines. As a captain, Russ is always demonstrating leadership for his teammates.
FIELD HOCKEY


Forwards Alison Murphy and Alex Robinson team up against the opposition. Both Alison and Alex greatly contributed to the Lion's winning season.


The Lions come together in celebration of their victory. This season they had many reasons to celebrate.


Christine Frassica patiently awaits the pass out to her wing.

Hilary Clark takes a free hit.
Seniors Megan Clark, Lynne Sacchetti, and Michelle Ryder help goalie Maura Devaney defend their goal.

Goalie Maura Devaney and defender Michelle Ryder concentrate on protecting their goal. Her second year on varsity, Maura had nine shutout games this season.

Laura and Alison discussing play? A three year varsity player, senior Regina Deluca drives the ball through the opposing defense.

Seniors Karen Johnson and Laura Cato prepare to intercept the pass.

All-Star Co-captains Julie MacPhee and Sharon McHale combine their efforts to score. Both Sharon and Julie look forward to successful college careers.
GIRLS SWIMMING


Junior Andrea Skirven is a diving sensation.

Coach Thomas tests the water.

Daphne Dabekis awaits her turn in the relay.

Elisa and Nicole cheer on the lady lions.

Releasing her tension before the start of the race is Claudine Zipilivian.
Co-captains Lesley Jarvis and Nicole Pasternak take a well deserved break to smile for the camera.

Right before the turn, Jen Jarvis comes up for air.

Swimmers, take your mark... go!

Senior Elisa Simonian flies through the air with the greatest of ease.

The Seniors make themselves known.

SCOREBOARD

CHS OPPONENT
111 Lowell 8
150 Methuen 42
54 Lawrence 17
122 Notre Dame 50
94 Westford 78
86 Haverhill 86
96 Nashua 75
105 Billerica 67
86 Andover 86

MVC CHAMPIONSHIPS
FIRST PLACE
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Boys Soccer


Phil Bethea, in his debut on varsity, kicks the ball up to the front line.


Co-captain Kevin Tahmoush puts all of his concentration into maintaining control of the ball.
Junior Bob Cullen, in his second year on varsity, heads the ball.

Mike Killmon makes dazzling save.

Senior Tim Wallace takes the ball from the opponent.

Help! The ball is after us!

Go get it Tom!

Senior Chris Waldron cuts off the oncoming pass.

Gwenn Godek demonstrates her skillfulness in dribbling the ball.

Is Mary running away from the ball? No, actually Mary Mercuri was one of the most aggressive forces on the team this season.

Amy Souza gracefully goes in to take control of the ball and send it downfield for a goal.


In her first varsity season, Christina Contardo powerfully carries the ball up the field.

Co-captain Lori Manzi sneaks up behind the play.

Here celebrating a mere goal, these ladies eventually celebrated a season of 7-0-2.

Headache? Take three.
BOYS VOLLEYBALL


Chris Whittaker prepares to set the play.

SCOREBOARD

CHS          OPPONENT
0 2
1 1
2 0
2 2
1 2
2 1
2 0
2 2
1 0
2 2


Senior co-captain Mary Tyler hits the ball from down under.

Ready... Set...

The Lions as usual work as a team.


Leading the Lions to victory this year were seniors Mike "Chambo" Chambers and Mike "Woody" Daley.

Steve Pomper leads the lions on their way to victory.

Grin and bear it!

Just one more step!

Ain't nothing gonna break my stride!
Co-captains Sona Dulgarian and Anne Frame take a well deserved breather.


Born to run . . . again!

All together now, ladies.

Kicking it in.

Running wild.

Opponent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHS</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVC CHAMPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"I guess I need a shorter club!"

John and Ricky follow the ball.

"Fore!"

"Missed again!"

"Whoops!"

CHEERLEADERS

Chelmsford High's favorite mascot, Sara Fudge, takes a breather.


Wait a minute, girls, cheerleading isn't supposed to be fun, is it?

MAJORETTES


Senior Dawn Organ keeps in step.

Co-captain Anne Benoit shows off her twirling expertise.
Tri-captain Kevin McCarthy turns his opponent for another pin.

Junior Kenny Hughes squares off with his rival during the Chelmsford Invitational.

Senior tri-captain Chris McArthur dominated his weight class all season. Here, Chris sets up his victim for his infamous leg scissors.

Heavyweight Eric Frobese is ruthless as he twists his competition's arm.

Tim King is under control.
Chris McArthur rides the Billerica enemy to give the Lions the advantage. Breaking the record for the most number of wins in a high school career is Kevin McCarthy.

Steve McClure sweats it out.

Matt Zucowska gives one alternative: "say uncle!"

Steve Cahill goes for the take down.

Keith Whitney looks determined to bring his opponent down hard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HiBS</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Nashua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>St. John's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Waltham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Melrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Dracut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Billerica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Lowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Haverhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Burlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Methuen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2nd Place Wayland Tournament
2nd Place Lowell Holiday Tournament
2nd Place Chelmsford Invitational
2nd Place Commonwealth Cup
2nd Place MVC Tournament
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Co-captains Rob Tobin and Tom Sartorelli with Coach Jack Fletcher.


Tom goes one on one.

Tim takes the face off.

Tom Gallagher on a breakaway.

Eye of the “lion”

Tom puts a blistering slapshot on net.
Left-winger Dave deMoulpied braces himself for the action.

Andy makes another save.

In his fourth year on varsity, CHS all time leading scorer Rob Tobin dominates the ice.

Dig! Dig!

Rick and Tom celebrate.
Steve Murphy finds Sean Curran down the court waiting for a pass.

Junior John Murphy battles for the rebound. John made a dazzling debut on the varsity squad this year.
Concentration is spelled out in Sean Curran's eyes as he prepares to sink a foul shot.

Dedicated co-captain Steve Murphy blocks the opposition.

Mike says "Who, me?"

Dave Pucci shows his great basketball skills by performing a lay-up.

Head coach Tom Gallagher offers support and advice during a fourth quarter timeout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHS</th>
<th>Wilmington</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>Haverhill</th>
<th>Dracut</th>
<th>Andover</th>
<th>Tewksbury</th>
<th>Lowell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORCH: 189


Co-captain Mary Tyler shoots for two. Mary, a senior, is one of the most dedicated and hardworking athletes that Chelmsford has ever had.

Coach Richards gives the girls a few pointers during a time out. In his first year coaching at Chelmsford, Coach Richards has led the Lions through an almost undefeated season.
Junior Danielle LaCroix stretches for the rebound.

Superstar Kim Ross dances around her opponent. Kim, a sophomore, has taken the MVC by storm with her incredible basketball skills.

Jan Andrusaitis overcomes the disadvantage of being a mere five feet in height by completing her first ever dunk shot.

Veteran varsity center Kris Shields rises above the other players to earn two points.

Concentration is the key.

Mary eyes the rim for an outside shot.
Boys Swimming


Corey Pierce comes up for air.

Senior Darren Burke backstrokes to the finish.

Record breaker Tom Peterson finds a quiet corner in which he catches his breath.

Dave Weisfeldt is off to a quick start.

Diver Jon Stagnone counts laps for a teammate.
Dave Scaplen and Eric Gould have played key roles in CHS's past four undefeated seasons.

Jon looks concerned about the outcome of the race.

Damon flexes for the crowd.

Dave is bug-eyed after his race.

Corey checks his time.

Co-captain Dave Weisfeldt shows his unique form.

Greg Costantino makes sure he has a good grip on the shot.

Nick Lapoli demonstrates perfect shot put form.

Mike Chambaras continues to lead the team this season.

Sophomore Vernon Willis clears the bar with ease.
GIRLS TRACK


Lori Manzi takes a corner in the 300.

Easing over the bar is senior captain Karen Crider.

In the blocks, Sue Larkin gets set to sprint.

Captains Julie MacPhee and Lori Michneiwich take time out to pose for the camera.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHS</th>
<th>OPPONENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Andover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Haverhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Billerica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Methuen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Lowell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MVC CHAMPS
Gymnastics

Senior co-captain Sue Popp prepares to dismount. Julie and the injured Chandra help keep score.

A perfect routine!

Julie Webber shows great form.

What a split!


CHS OPPONENT

Opponents:

- Acton/Boxboro: 96.1
- Hudson: 111.75
- North Andover: 92.45
- Wilmington: 80.3
- Dracut: 124.45
- Methuen: 100.5
- Andover: 109.0
- Lowell: 75.0
- Woburn: 109.1
- Miford, NH: 100.5
- Stoneham: 94.9
- Billericia: 100.4
"Ice Cream!" "Peanuts!" "Hot Dogs!" "Popcorn!" "Cola!" What would the circus be without vendors? How many of us go to the circus just to see the lions, the tigers and the bears? No one! Sure, everyone wants to see the main event, but without the extras, audience members could not have as good a time.

Chelmsford has vendors, too. We have our share of big businesses, but the small shops are what make us unique. Specialty shops satisfy interests that we’ve come to need. What would we do without these places? If we closed the grocery stores, where would we buy food? If we shut down restaurants, what would we do when Mom goes on a trip? If we locked up the little shops, where would we get birthday presents? The students need these businesses, they give our town character. When they advertise with The Lion, it is their way of inviting the Chelmsford residents to enjoy the extras. "Ice Cream!" "Popcorn!" "Candy!" "Dentists!"

The Lion has always been grateful to community business for their contributions to the yearbook and to the town. This year, parent participation has been added to our list of vendors. For the first time, parents were invited to write messages to their seniors. The response was overwhelming. We love you, too, Mom and Dad.

It costs thousands and thousands of dollars to publish a yearbook. The staff had to beg a lot of sponsors and sell a lot of gummy bears. Much thanks to Mom, Dad, local business and students. We’re very grateful. Now it’s our turn to support you.
To Gary Abernathy:
May all your dreams come true.
You’ve done a great job, keep it up.
Love, Mom, Dad, Brett and Brian

To Jan Andrusaitis:
We wish you a shiny rainbow of your own to brighten each day.
Love you always, Mom, Dad, and Greg.

To David Arkin:
Eyes to the heavens
Feet solidly aground
Heart filled with love
Your joys will abound. MBS

To Linda Armstrong:
From K to 12 you have been our pride and delight!
Love, Mom, Dad and Kenny.
XOXOXO!!!

To Craig Avery:
Wishing you all the happiness you deserve
Love always, Mom and the family

To Chris Ayers:
Good job Chris; Love Mom, Dad and Melissa!

To Paul Bartel:
Congratulations Paul, you’ve made us all proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad, Dave, and Mike

To Scott Bell:
Hup, hup, ho — you finally won one with paper!
Love, Ma and Dad "Rock."

To Anne Benoit:
You’ll always be number one to us!
Love, Mom, Dad, M.N.K and J

To Deirdre Berry
Congratulations!

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
BENSON'S ANIMAL PARK

Route 111
Hudson, New Hampshire 03051
603-882-2481

CONGRATULATIONS
To the Class of 1987
from the Management
and Staff at

The Town Meeting
Restaurant
88 Chelmsford Street
Chelmsford, MA
250-1550

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF 1987
ST. MARY'S PARISH
To Bill Burns:
We're very proud of you!
Congratulations and love always,
Mom, Dad, Chris, and Gabi

To Jennifer Cabral:
We are very proud of you;
Congratulations!
Love Mom, Dad and all the
family

To Marianne Cales:
Our up-beat kid,
It's been a pleasure!
Be happy always.
We love you, Mom and Dad

To Kellyann Callery:
All our love and good wishes
for the years ahead.
Thanks — you made our day!
Mom and Dad

To Betsey Campbell:
Our favorite oldest daughter.
We're all very proud of you!
Dad, Mom, Grandmas, and
Family

To Holly Carman:
Hugs and kisses for a job well
done.
You're terrific!
Love, Mom

To Amy Chevalier:
We are very proud of you.
Hope the next four years are
just as great!
Love, Mom, Dad, Rob and Bill

To Lynne Cloutier:
Climb every mountain, forge
every stream, follow every
rainbow till you find your
dream.
Love, Us

To Kerry Cody:
From the whole Cody clan who
wish you the best —
We are so proud of your
accomplishments.

Best Wishes from
NORTH CHELMSFORD
HARDWARE COMPANY
Vinal Square
Mrs. Nelson's famous CANDY HOUSE

Best Wishes
Class of 1987

Compliments Of:
DONALD R. BERMAN,
M.D.
IRVING JAY NEWMAN,
M.D.
EARNEST WU,
M.D.
7 Village Square
Chelmsford, Mass.
Tel. 256-4363

CONGRATULATIONS

STERLING, RODGER & TALTY
ATTORNEYS at LAW

Best of Luck from
Dr. Briss

To David Cohen:
You make us very proud to have you as our son.
Best of luck;
Keep it up.
Love, Mom and Dad

To Tim Cook:
May your future be "picture perfect."
Best of luck!
Love always, Mom and Dad

To Lisa Cosseboom:
Congratulations!
We love you.
Love, Mom, Gram, and the Family.

To Stephen Costello:
We are very proud of you.
We will always be with you in whatever you do.
Love, Mom and Dad.

To Karyn Cotroneo:
You are a joy to us!
May God bless your life with love, health, happiness and success.
Love, Mom, Dad and Chris.

To Brian Coutu:
Congratulations.
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Jeff, and Lisa.

To Bridget Cox:
Our beautiful daughter —
Our cup overflows with pride.
Congratulations!
Love, Mom and Dad

To Steve Crafts:
SGLY when you graduate and so do we
Love, Mom, Dad and all the family

To Jeffrey Crider:
You're looking good!
Love and best wishes.
To Karen Crider:
Keep up the good work.
We're rooting for you!
Mom, Dad, Jeff, and Kristin.

To Sheri Crow:
Congratulations on your accomplishments!
Good luck and lots of love from
Mom, Dad, and Kids

To Shawn Crowley:
You've been all we could hope for in a son.
All our love and best wishes,
Mom and Dad.

To Tom Curcio:
We're extremely proud of you!
Good job, you're super!
Love, Mom, Fuzzy and Gino.

To Sean Curran:
We think you're the greatest!
Love, Mom, Dad, Steve, and Buster!

To Erin Daniels:
You are very special to us,
Be happy always.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Noreen, and Kevin.

To Sandy Davis:
Happiness is loving and being proud of you!!
Love you always. Mom, Dad, Pam, Kris, and Billy.

To Todd DeMartinis:
May your dreams come true.
We're with you!
Love and congratulations, Mum,
Dad, Gayle, Mark, and Guy.

To Lauri DeMings:
We wish you the best of luck and happiness.
Lots of love, Mom, Dad, and Family.

CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 1987
Herbert Pitta, Jr.
Attorney at Law
3 Summer Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(617)256-8178
Tell our sponsors you saw it here!

To David deMoulpied:
Great job! Congratulations. Love, Mom and Dad.

To Gary Deniaievich:
Keep up the good work! We're very proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad and all the family.

To Don Desfouil:
Congratulations! We wish you the best of everything. Mom, Jim, Peter and Sue.

To Christina Desmarais:
Congratulations, you're the greatest! Love, Mom, Dad, and all the family.

To Shawn DeVeau:
Sas timonle opoos kai ekseis timisate emas. Love, your Family.

To Cynthia DeViney:
Good luck in college and the future. We love you. Mom, Dad, and Patrick.

To Christian Deviney:

To Liu Dolan:
Congratulations, Lisa! We are proud of you. Love, your Family.

To Cornelia Doherty:
Love, Mom, Dad and Dad. We are very proud of you. Love, your Family.

To Don DeWeese:
Love, Mom, Dad and Dad. Everything good. We wish you the best of everything. Congratulations! Great job.

To David deMoulpied:
Keep up the good work.
We love you.
Mom, Dad and Family.

To Jackie Doody:
We wish you sunshine and
rainbows forever —
Love, Whittier 337

To Amy Dudek:
Great! Who’s to feed me when
you’re in college?
It was hard getting the $ for
this ad. Cat.

To Maigread Dufour:
May the peace and serenity of
Larkfield fill your future.
Love ya. Mom, Dad, Kevin,
Henri.

To Chris Dunbar:
You’re so much to be proud of!
We pray all your dreams come
true.
Love, Mom and Dad.

To Jane Egan:
We couldn’t have chosen a
better daughter.
You fill us with joy.
We are so proud of you!

To Jeffrey Egan:
Good luck and happiness in the
future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Sean and the
rest of the family.

To Philip Eliopoulos:
The greatest!
Onward to a dynamic future —
you can do it!
Luv, Mama, Daddy, Dina,
Angel.

To Mike Enwright:
Congratulations Mike!
You made it!
Love, Mom, Dad, Erin and
Katy.

To Susan Erickson:
We are very proud of you.

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
Our love is with you always!
Mom, Dad and all the Family

To Tanya Faulkner:
May joy and happiness be your
guide to the future
Love, Mom and Dad

To MaryJo Fitton:
We are very proud.
We love you.
We wish you happiness.
Love, Dad, Mom, Jody and Bobby

To Christine Frassica:
We're very proud of you.
Bona fortuna!
Love, Mom, Dad and Michael

To Al Frediani:
Congratulations
We're all proud of you.
You're a great son.
Love, Mum and Dad

To John Frew:
Your family is very proud of you.
May joy, peace, and love always
be with you.

To Michelle Gagnon:
You've made us awfully proud
of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Dawn and Rob

To Leigh Gauthier:
You made us mad.
You made us sad.
We all are glad!
You're now a grad.
Love, Dad and Maryjane

To Jennifer Gillette:
Nifer
DCDDDD & G are proud
8-7-69 was a good day.
Keep on tooting stroking and
emoting.
We're all cheering!

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
To Jan Goggin:
Pride in your ability is only exceeded by love —
Mom, Dad and proud siblings

To Heather Goodrich:
Remember — "The reason for making the right choices today is tomorrow."
Love, Mom and Dad

To Eric Gould:
"God's best gifts to us are not things but opportunities."
Love, Mother and Dad

To Dolores Goyette:
Thanks for the memories.
Good luck and good health.
We love you.
Mom, Dad and Family

To Debbie Grady:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
We have no money —
No more schooling for you!
Mom and Dad

To Michelle Graham:
You've worked so hard to get here and we're so very proud!
Love, all your Family.

To Fred Greaves:
You did an outstanding job in high school.
Have a happy life.
Love, Dad and Tara.

To Andrew Green:
We are proud of you.
Love, Mom and Dad

To Stephen Green:
We are so proud of you.
You're terrific!
Tons of love always, the "Green Gang"

To Mary Griffin:
No matter where you go or
FAMILY DENTISTRY

Charles A. Kokinos D.M.D.
Mark A. Caddell D.D.S.
Stephen G. Sciarrio D.D.S.
54 Church St. Lowell, MA 01852
454-7791

CONGRATULATIONS to Nikky and the Class of 1987

We pay attention.

At Middlesex Savings Bank we pay attention to all your banking needs ... offering that little "extra" in personal service to make banking better for you.

Middlesex Savings Bank
Your Protection is Our \ Financing Security

8 CONVENIENT BANKING CENTERS
ACTON 31 Main Street. 1-1\75. ANDOVER. Route 120. 1-304-311 CONCORD. 6 High Street. 393-8710.
LUNEN. 4 High Street. 1-2X2. NORTH ANDOVER. 4 High Street. 533-9306.

WEST CONCORD. 1258 Main St. 399-1150 WESTFORD. 100 Littleton Rd. 692-7990
Member FDIC/THFM

COM FED SAVINGS BANK

HOME OFFICE: 45 Central St. Lowell, Massachusetts
SERVICES: Passbook & Statement Savings Accounts • Term Deposit Certificates • N O N • Accounts • B & K Rechargeable Accounts • Extraordinary Accounts • Home Improvement Loans • Safe Deposit Vaults

BANKING OFFICES
Lowell: 45 Central St. 454-5663
Chelmsford: 296 Chelmsford St. 254-3751
Chester: 271-1055 / Framingham: 900 North St. 611-3852
Burlington: 39 Center St. 272-2800 / Littleton: 206 Chestnut St. 406-0404
Framingham: 450 South St. 877-250 / Sudbury: 400 Boston Post Rd. 443-9885
Acton: 241 Main St. 241 Main St. 242-3441
Leominster: 14 Park St. 357-4666

LOWELL. 45 CENTRAL ST.
454-5663

Congratulations Graduates . . .
May your future bring happiness and prosperity.

Union National
A Conifer Bank

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
To Kristen Howard:
Way to go, Kid!
We are so proud of you.
We love you.
Mom, Dad and the whole Tribe

To Lisa Hubbard:
You are a wonderful daughter
and sister.
We love you very much.
Mom, Dad and Nikki.

To Ellen Hubers:
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.
Love from all your Family.

To Rick Hunnewell:
You are the best.
You have done well.
We are proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad and Family.

To Karen Jamier:
We’re very proud of you.
We knew you could do great!
Love, Mom, Dad and all the Family

To Karen Johnson:
Congratulations!
You achieved your goal.
Shoot for the stars.
We love you.
Mom and Dad

To Lori Johnson:
You have made us very proud
and happy.
Follow your dreams.
Love, Mom, Dad and Scott

To Stacey Johnson:
May your future be as happy
for you as you have made me!
Love, Mom

To Bryan Kelley:
Your family congratulates you
on your great achievement.
You are a great guy!

Congratulations —
Class of 87

ROBERTA’S
HAIR SALON
23 Plain Street
Lowell, Massachusetts 01851
617-937-3950

Robert Braga Jenkins ’59
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CONGRATULATIONS
to the Class of 1987

Ted's Market
271 Chelmsford St.
Chelmsford
everything you have done!
Love always, Mom, Dad, Lois and Pat.

To Jill Leary:
Congratulations on a wonderful four years!
You're just a joy!
Love, Mom and Dad

To Ken Leedberg:
Congratulations!
Wishing you the best.
You're the greatest!
Much love, Mom, Dad and Nana

To Bruce Levine:
We are very proud of you!
Keep up the good work!
Love, Mom, Dad, Jonathan and Hugo too!

To Jennifer Lindsey:
What you think about, you bring about!
Think success!
We love you, Mom and Dad.

To Stephen Loosigian:
You are one in a million!
Love, Mum and Dad.

To Debbie Lundgren:
You have made us prouder than words can express.
We love you: Mom, Dad and David

To Patty Lynch:
Words cannot express how proud we are.
May your future be happy.
Our love always, Mom and Dad

To Lynn Lyons:
Dropping out or hanging in,
When faced with the doubt, you chose to win.
Love, Mom

Best Wishes
for
Success
to the

Class of 1987

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
CONGRATULATES THE CLASS OF 1987

To Ned Lyons:
Congratulations and good luck.
Love, Dad, Mom, Ellen, Pam, and Michelle

To Dyan MacDonald:
The world can be yours, so go for it!
Love, Lauren, Keith, Mom and Dad

To Leigh MacDonald:
Have a great time in England.
We'll miss you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Rick, and all your Family!

To Dan MacGillivray:
The course was rough, but you challenged your way through each gate to a win.
Luv, MD

To Julie MacPhie:
We are proud of you and all of your accomplishments.
Congratulations!
We love you, Mom and Dad

To Kelly MacShane:
You've had a few tough years, but you made it.
Best of luck in all that you do.
Love, Dad and Me

To Daniel McCall:
Danielson, luck, love and laughter; health, wealth and wisdom; may they be with you always.
Love, Mom and Dad xo

To Kevin McCarthy:
You have given us much happiness — don't stop!
Love, Mom, Dad, David, Chrissy and Pat.

To Terri McCown:
Live, love, laugh — be all that you can be!
Love, Mom

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
To Brenda McDonough:
Best of luck in all your future endeavors
We love you!
Your loving Family

To Scott McGee:
Hey Scott, thanks a lot, forget us not.
Mom and Pop

To Stephanie McGinn:
Congratulations!
May peace, love and success be yours.
All the Family.

To Sharon McHale:
We love you.
You are awesome!!
Stay sweet!
Love, Mom, Dad, Paula, Brian, Kevin, Buddy GM?

To Mark Magiera:
We will always be proud of you.
Good luck in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Laurie, and Eric

To Steven Maloney:
Best of luck always, Dad, Mom and Mike

To Tom Maloney:
Congrats.
Thnx for mail.
The '86ers — Chris — Al —
Pete — Mark — Brian —
Darren — Derek —
Charlie — Murali.

To Lori Manzi:
We are so proud of all you've done, but especially of the person you are.
Love, Mom and Dad.

To Cheryl Martin:
We are very proud of you.
Don't ever change.
Mom, Dad and all the Family love you.

Best Wishes to the Class of 1987
John A. Viniewski, P.E.
Class of 1967

Visniewski Engineering Associates, Inc.
Civil Engineers & Land Surveyors

SIX COURTHOUSE LANE
CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01824
BUILDING A
(617) 937-0700

CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 1987

PURITY SUPREME
YOUR BASIC VALUE STORE
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YENDORS

Heritage INN

*Exquisite Guest Rooms
*Gracious Dining/Cafe Burgundy
*Function Room
*Private Dining Room
10 Independence Drive
Chelmsford, MA 01824

CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 1987
Far Horizons Travel Agency, Inc.
Tel.: (617) 256-9000
233 Chelmsford St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

GARRAGHER,
FOX AND
LAMPERT

ATTORNEYS AND
COUNSELORS AT LAW

ARMSTRONG
“SMALL ENGINE” REPAIR
MOWERS, SNOWBLOWER, TURF EQUIP., MOTOR BIKES
256-3703
89 CHELMSFORD ST. CHELMSFORD

Congratulations
E. A. Wilson Co.
Heating and Air Conditioning
Serving All of Merrimack Valley
700 Broadway St.
Lowell, MA
TEL. 454-7841

The Lamplighter Shoppe
4 PARLMONT PLAZA
CHELMSFORD, MASS.

ELECTRONIC ASSOC. INC.
MARTIN'S & CHELMSFORD TELEVISION
4 FLETCHER ST. CHELMSFORD, MASS 01924
256-5586 — 851-2580
VIDEO SERVICE SPECIALISTS
SALES & SERVICE
• RCA
• ZENITH
• MATV SYSTEMS
• SATV SYSTEMS
• ATARI
• CHANNEL MASTER
MASS LIC. # 730 & 7880

Flowers by
Albert, Inc.
521 MERRIMACK STREET
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS 01852
PHONE 454-2411
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To Kim Matlin:
Words cannot describe the pride and joy you bring.
You are a special lady!
Love, Mom

To Lori Michniewich:
We are so proud of you.
We wish you all the best!
Love, Dad and Mom

To Kelly Moran:
You deserve a standing O.
You have done a super job.
We love you!
Mom, Dad and bro.

To Ricky Moreau:
The party’s over, time to “suck it up”
I’m proud of you.
Love, Mom

To Kristin Morris:
You are the “write” stuff, a superlative daughter and student.
Love, Dad, Mom, Rob, Jon and Muff

To Kristen Mosher:
From a very proud family.
Love, Mom, Dad and Tracy

To Alison Murphy:
Congratulations on a job well done!
Love, Mom, Dad and Ryan

To Stephen Murphy:
We’re proud!
Love, mom and Dad; party animals #12345678 too!
Happy college days!

To Lenny Neil:
Good luck, happiness and prosperity.
May all your dreams be fulfilled
Love, Mom and Dad
To Coleen O'Brien:
Great job!
Success and happiness for the future,
Love, Mom, Dad and Erin

To Mark O'Donoghue:
Dreamer, optimist, adventurer, true Irishman!
Thanks Mark, for being you! Slainte!

To Mike O'Keefe:
Good job, Mike!
Lots of love and luck in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Karen and Tim.

To Steve O'Sullivan:
To super Steve —
You are awesome!
Keep up the good work.
Love, Dad and Mom.

To Mathew O'Keefe:
We are so lucky to have an awesome son.
We're proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, David and John.

To Scott Olsen:
We are very proud of you.
You will be a success!
Love, Mom and Dad.

To Robin Olson:
Keep your hand in God's hand
and your feet will never stumble.
And remember, Robin, that we love you.

To Dawn Organ:
You are the pride of our lives!
We know success is yours!
Love, Mom, Dad and Kathryn.

To Tony Orrino:
Go ahead — make us prouder!
Love, Mom, Dad and all the Family.

Merrimack Valley Orthopedic Assoc. P.C.
31 Village Square
Chelmsford, MA 01824
George N. Yerid, M.D.
Roger L. Benoit, M.D.

Congratulations to
the Class of 1987

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
To Robin and Jane Pacheco:
You two are the greatest
We love you
Mom, Dad, Beth, David and Jeff

To George Panas:
Wishing you health, happiness
and success —
Congratulations!
Mom and Dad

To Christine Pare:
You did a great job;
congratulations!
Love always, Mom, Dad and Lisa.

To Karen Parker:
Follow your dreams!
We love you, Mom and Dad

To Nicole Pasternak:
You've been an outstanding
student.
We're so very proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Noelle

To Trent Pepicelli:
Work hard, seize the day, and
then laissez les bons temps
roulé!
All the best, Mom and Dad

To Shari Michelle Perlmutter:
We wish you success and
fulfillment on the road of life!
Love always!
Mom, Dad, Toby

To Sherri Pergola:
May your future include "break
a leg," and happiness
Love, Mom

To Kris Phillips:
We are so proud!
Don't ever give up your dream;
You deserve the best.
Love, the Family

To Corey Pierce:
Thank you for 18 delightful
years.
We all love you, Dad, Mom,
Jack, Kari, Patti and Tom

To Matthew Pitta:
We are so proud of you, Son;
May your future be happy and
successful.
Love, Mom and Dad

To Nicolle Poirier:
For hanging in there and doing
a great job —
Congratulations!
Our love, Mom, Dad and your
favorite sister

To Sue Prescott:
To a great kid!
Keep your zest for life.
Thanks for being you.
Love, Mom, Dad and Jamie

To David Pucci:
Wishing super college years and
a happy life to a great son!
With love and pride, Dad and
Mom

To Stephen Pucci
Wishing great college years and
a happy life to a great son!
With love and pride, Dad and
Mom

To Kerry Quigley:
Kith and kin elation.
At your graduation.
Is a happy glow.
We want to tell you so.

To Kevin Quinn:
Congratulations!
We knew you'd make it.
Love, Mom, Dad, Dot, Chris,
Ed, Kathy, and Stephi.

To Nicole Reyer:
Your whole family is very
proud of you.
We wish you the best in the
years ahead.

Focus on Us
Massachusetts Opticians
Put a
SMILE
in your
eyes
256-8224
19 VINAL SQ. PROFESSIONAL CTR
CHELMSFORD, MASS
458-1163

MERRIMACK VALLEY
CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, INC.
RICHARD C. PRATT, M.D. KENNETH F. MURPHY, M.D.
ROBERT M. SHELDON, M.D.
27 VILLAGE SQUARE
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824

nashoba
blueprint/north
(617) 256-0085
7-27 Summer St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

CONGRATULATIONS
1987
Best Wishes
Zenith Data Systems
Zenith Computers
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CONGRATULATIONS
Kenneth J. Prescott, M.D.

RETRIEVAL TECHNOLOGY
3 Courthouse Lane
Chelmsford, Ma 01824
(617) 458-1130
E. JUDITH ROEDER

drummer real estate
2 Courthouse Lane
Chelmsford, MA 01824
453-7711

Diamonds
Fine Gems
Custom Designs
Estate Jewelry
Appraisals
Repairs

Hayes & Co. Jewelers
21 Summer St.
Chelmsford, MA 256-9811

The Elegant Farmer
For those who are choosy about the quality & freshness of the products they buy:
- Domestic & imported cheeses
- Fresh international coffees ground to order
- Gourmet foods, pasta, condiments
- Specialty breads, pastries & grains
- Fruit baskets
Open 7 Days a Week

BILL & ANDY'S
Bicycles
SPORTING GOODS
TOYS
Skate Shop
LAY AWAY
No Service Charge
No Time Limit
Anytime

30 Chelmsford Street
Chelmsford, Mass. 08124
(617) 256-8811

To Gary Robblee:
Your Family is very proud of you!
Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad and Debbie

To Karen Robillard:
We are happy and proud of all your accomplishments.
We love you!
Mom, Dad and brothers

To Jeff Robinson:
Congratulations, Skinner!
Thanks for being you, "#11."
You're the best!
Love, Mom, Dad and Julie

To Jim Ropp:
We're so proud.
Congratulations!
Be happy.
Enjoy college!
Love, Mom and Stephen

To Wendy Rourke:
Hold on to your dreams and make them all come true.
Love you!
Mom, Dad and Jay.

To Erik Ruhmann:
Wishing you success and happiness.
Love, Mom, Dad, Sean, Friday and Puffy.

To Robert Russell:
We are so proud of you.
Keep it up and good luck.
Love, Mom and Dad

To Mitch Russo:
Hey, What's up?
You did it!
Congratulations.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mike, Mark and Matt.

To Michelle Ryder:
We love you a lot and are very
proud of you in all that you do.
Mom, Dad, Billy and Christine

To Lynne Virginia Sacchetti:
From the Myles Standish to
CHS.
You've always been a joy.
Love, Mom and Dad

To Tosh Sano:
Sosugyo omedetow.
Live loving and prosperous.
Love, Dad, Mom, Haj and
Yoko.

To Dawn Sawicki:
Congratulations and wish you
all the best.
Love ya always, Mom, Dad,
Darren and all the Family

To Kendy Schindler:
This costs each of us 42 cents
but you're worth it!
Congrats!
Love, DMLDNGBKDM&D&R

To Eric Schloeman:
We are very proud of you, we
love you very much!
Mom, Dad and Karen.

To Jay Setterlund:
Congratulations!
You did it!
We love you always.
Mom and Dad

To Hemen Shah:
We are proud of your sincerity
towards your goal.
Wish you best!
Mom, dad, Harrih and Somal

To Heather Sheedy:
Congratulations.
Keep following your heart.
You’re terrific.
Love, Mom, Vin, Jim and
Family

To Sue Sherwood:
May graduation be the first of
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**VENDORS**

**Katrina's Bridal Boutique**

"COMPLETE, ONE-STOP Wedding Shoppe"

10 CHELMSFORD ST., CHELMSFORD, MA 01824

Tel (617) 256-9985

PROM DRESSES and TUXEDOES
Flowers

**Best Wishes from**

**LOMEDCO**

Professional Medical Supplier
Office and Industrial Furniture
Home Health Care Center

LOMEDCO

55 Church St., Central Plaza
Lowell, MA 01852 – Tel. 617-459-6101
Toll free, 1-800-116-2332

Thomas G. Kelakos  Effie E. Poulakos

---

many successes.
We are so proud!
Love, Dad, Mom and Emma

To Kris Shields:
Mom and Dad are so proud of you.
Keep up the good work.
Love, Mom and Dad xo

To Wendy Shimer:
To every end there is a beginning, trusting yourself and your ideals, Love, Dad and “A”

To Chris Siopol:
Good job!
Thanks for being you.
Good luck always.
love, Mom and Dad, Jeff and Ted

To Elisa Simonian:
May your love of life last forever.
Thanks for being you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Lucy, Kirk and Tyler

To Bob Sollie:
“The Lord alone knows his plans to bring you prosperity and the future you hope for.”

To Alana Soracco:
Tu sei la migliore.
Siamo tanto fieri di te.
Stai toccando le stelle.
Ti vogliamo tanto bene.
Love, Mom and Dad

To Brita Sorli:
There are a thousand paths to loving, and you have shown us one.
Thank you! D.M.E.C.

To Lisa Spinazola:
You have made us very proud of you
We love you very much.
Love, Mom, Dad, Tony and Joe

**WAYNE BYAM**

**MANAGER**

**DRYCLEANING**

**LAUNDRY**

**LEATHER**

**FURS**

**REPAIRS**

**STORAGE**

20 BOSTON RD.
CHELMSFORD, MA.
(617) 256-2004
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To Andrew Stan ten:
We want to congratulate you on this happy occasion.
Good luck in college.
Love, Mom, Dad and brothers

To Colleen Sullivan:
May your future endeavors bring you success and happiness.
We luv u.
Mum and Dad

To Gary Sutton:
We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, JB and Michael

To Patricia Taylor:
Go for it Patricia.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Laura and Kate

To Paull Therrien:
Congratulations!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Eric and Laurie

To Damon Thomas:
Conn., "Boro."
Coi.,
BSA,
CS & T,
swim,
football,
Nova,
Fla.
Through it all!
Our love, Mom, Dad and Lauren

To Donald Thompson:
You made it.
Best of luck.
Love, Mum and the Family and the animals

To Robyn Todd:
"Whatever"
Love, Mum and Dad

YENDORS

TELEPHONE (617) 256-4111

Wheels N’ Deals
AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
25 SUMMER STREET
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824
AUTO, PERFORMANCE, VAN AND RV PARTS

To Andrew Stan ten:
We want to congratulate you on this happy occasion.
Good luck in college.
Love, Mom, Dad and brothers

To Colleen Sullivan:
May your future endeavors bring you success and happiness.
We luv u.
Mum and Dad

To Gary Sutton:
We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, JB and Michael

To Patricia Taylor:
Go for it Patricia.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Laura and Kate

To Paull Therrien:
Congratulations!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Eric and Laurie

To Damon Thomas:
Conn., "Boro."
Coi.,
BSA,
CS & T,
swim,
football,
Nova,
Fla.
Through it all!
Our love, Mom, Dad and Lauren

To Donald Thompson:
You made it.
Best of luck.
Love, Mum and the Family and the animals

To Robyn Todd:
"Whatever"
Love, Mum and Dad

Tell our sponsors you saw it here!
Congratulations to the Class of 1987

Pamm Stationers, Drum Hill, Chelmsford, MA 01824
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To Chris White:
You made it and we are so very proud of you!
Go for it all.
Love, Mom, Dad and Bryan

To Dustin White:
Congratulations, you did it!
We're proud of you!
Good luck with your future plans!
Love, Mom and Bill

To Becky Wilson:
You made it dear!
We are proud of you.
Good luck,
Love, Dad, Mum and Tommy

To Kristen Wilson:
May all your dreams come true.
We love you very much.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mike, Scott and Angel

To Steven Yerid:
We are so proud of you,
Job well done!
Love, Mom, Dana, Sonya
Way to go bro,
Love, sis

To Kim Zebroski:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
This Mom and Dad are proud of you!

To Claudine Zipilivan:
Congratulations!
We all love you very much.
Fad, Mom, Maria, Monica,
Andrea and Lela

CHELMSFORD
RT. 3 CINEMA

Congratulations to the graduating Class of 1987
Good Luck
Executive Fitness Center

Racquetball Nautilus Lounge

THE COURTHOUSE

1 COURTHOUSE LANE
CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01824
(617) 453-4173

No matter what your typing needs, see us first.

Ron Miller
President

Typewriters * Copiers
Calculators * Dictation
Word Processing

Merrimack Valley Business Machines, Inc.
4 Kenneth Drive
North Chelmsford, MA 01863
(617) 251-7877

Best Wishes to the Class of 1987

John A. Visniewski, P.E.
Class of 1967

Kathleen E. Howe, C.E.
Class of 1965

HOWE SURVEYING ASSOCIATES, INC.
CIVIL ENGINEERS & LAND SURVEYORS

SIX COURTHOUSE LANE
CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01824
(617) 937-0700
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IN MEMORIAM

Mr. John T. Conrad was a dedicated educator and family man. He was a professional who was greatly respected by all who knew and worked with him.

As Principal of Chelmsford High School from 1950 to 1972, Mr. Conrad devoted his time and his effort to the children of this town. He did so with great pleasure. His enthusiasm and positive influence as an educator have been clearly recognized through the academic and athletic success of his students and the acknowledgements of his peers. He dedicated himself to assuring that Chelmsford students had the best opportunities to prepare for their futures. And because of his interest in the students’ physical well-being, he encouraged participation in athletics. Recognizing Mr. Conrad’s patronage in this area of student development, the present Chelmsford High School Gymnasium was dedicated in his honor.

Mr. Conrad will always be remembered for his kind and friendly professionalism. He opened his office and his heart to the children and parents of Chelmsford High School.

If a man’s life is measured by how many people he touches during his lifetime, then Mr. John T. Conrad’s life was immeasurable.
IN MEMORIAM

Mr. Bruce N. Freeman was a kind and decent loving individual, who lived every day and was loved by all. He was a professional in every sense of the word, and showed integrity and honesty in his job performance.

Representative Freeman's devotion to the Town of Chelmsford was well-documented, but it was his devotion to the individual for which he will be most remembered. He was a friend to many, and most of all he will be remembered as a decent man who genuinely cared about people.

Representative Freeman was a gentle, considerate and concerned individual and a caring legislator. He cared about young people and how government affected them. He believed the American youth is our most vital resource and for many of our young people, civic accomplishments and a balanced sense of patriotism still exists. He knew that the youth of this country is our hope for the future.

It has been said that a man's life is often measured by how many people he touches during his lifetime. If that is true, then Bruce N. Freeman's life was immeasurable.
**Class Will**

1. Richard Adams, leave all the whiteashes and Rocky Road to the Class of 89.
2. Diana L. Agostino, leave.
3. Douglas M. Allen, CCHS with my thanks and appreciation to Mr. Jarema, Mr. Quinn, and Mr. Farrey. I hope you all enjoy your vacation.
4. Yo Nivardo Alcorce, dejo mi puesto como estudiante de APS para un respiro esperando que tenga felices y gratos momentos en Chelmsford.
5. John M. Allen III, leave a six pack of Perrier to Bartie and my bullet slippers to the football team.
6. Ian Andreason, leave a smile to Kevin "conrad" to Karen, the net to Heather, and my presidency to anyone who has enough guts to get it.
7. David F. Arkin, leave a thousand gummy bears almost all) to Cafeteria L, and 1.
8. Linda Armstrong, leave all the dupsies in the drive to the one and only Mr. Bernard Bule.
9. Thomas M. Backman, leave with self-aggrandizing and self-promoting narcissistic ideas to reap the benefits of a true Capitalist Society.
10. Paul M. Belote, leave Jeff Chase some Valium so he will be calm in homeroom for once.
11. Dawn M. Beavis, leave everything to my "Little sister" hoping she will make it without me.
12. Scott M. Biebringers, leave the confines of the Corporal Realms to ride fast and furious across the America.
13. Anne Benoit, leave the Class of 87 the yearbook with which I hope to touch like them.
15. Robert R. Bird, leave all my skateboards to Karlos.
16. Daniel K. Blanken, leave, if I get invited to Mr. Ford, and for a moment. To Robins to remind him of our "normal" AP class.
17. Annette L. Blasiac, leave Mr. Grondahl all cut up.
18. Nancy M. Bourbeau, leave Mrs. Comcy a can of coke for mood.
19. Abby Bourn, leave Mrs. Mahoney a ticket to paradise, cathy's duffles to Trent, a new job, and the golden yellow flowers for jay, Chris and a beach.
22. Kate Brown, leave Keith, Toudie, and feature our local high school forever more.
23. Dean Burke, and all in lieu of tightie whitie Metropolis a new pair of skis.
24. Mike C., leaving home tapping to anyone who complained.
25. Emily A. Canto, leave CCHS to my younger brother.
26. Jennifer Cabral, leave CCHS, forever, and with all my memories.
27. Laura Caino, leave the field hockey teams badly, friends, and luck with Peg and Eva and Mr. T. Good Luck!
28. Mya Carrier, leave my first baton burning bright.
29. Lillian M. Carrieri, bring me lessons in room 151 if I did not need them for college. And Mr. Jarema, leave for Mr. Jarema.
30. Kelly Ann Carrella, leave with steph, hoping that you are still my TM.
31. Betsy L. Campbell, leave beaucoup de gros biseaux for you, a kiss, and a "hanging in there" to Deborah and Annie Bacon.
32. CCHS, leave CCHS with my footprints.
33. Jennifer Lynn Carlisle, leave the chorus room to the one and only Mr. Grondahl up the cane.
34. Kolly Carmean, leave the plaque in the "smoking" room to those who will remember and always care.
35. Cynthia Carpenter, leave my American Flag to anyone who can survive the cold night games.
36. Chris Carnes, leave my military defense is better than the offense to George W. Bush, dean smith, Jon Tars, and the offensive gall.
37. Jeff Chais, leave the quest to whover decides to take it.
38. Michael Cherner, leave CCHS not yet ran on the promised "New Track", we have the best team in America in track and ice too.
39. Lisa A. Childs, leave Dawn and Alicia with apologies of the Westlake place ticket, Craig a girl, and another pumpkin to Kyle!
40. Brian C. Chisholm, leave all the rich to the girl in the cafe, and take my Roses with me.
41. Megan J. Clark, take my roses, and leave the heparins.
42. Ian Clements, leave to my good friends James Aposhian and Kenneth Flood a time in school only their sworded minds would dream of.
43. Lynne E. Choulet, leave Mr. Lewis and Mrs. Berme, a survival kit to everyone at our lunch table, and a formal invitation to Katey.
44. Jonathan P. Cody, leave Matt the Madhu, Bill my, and Spanish class as many backpacks as he can break and to Patti, the Camaro.
45. Tara Cola, leave Jon my thank you, Jen a clue, Mr. Jarema my problems, Mrs. Brown my love, and Mr. Jarema all my love.
46. Karen M. Compton, leave whatever is left to leave to someone that no one would want anything of mine, now to the Class of 89!"
Class Will

Mom & Dad, and Shawn.

John, please get the license I never got to Jeff Greska, because we all know he needs it.

Kathleen, please hurry and transfer my parking passes to the deserving person who can take care of it.

Chris Lines, left.

Rena Hingorani, leave the mice in our locker to Alhambra and S. S. London.

Karen L. Hohmann, leave my raccoon to Mr. Bigg's, my birthday kiss to Mr. Boucher, and a belt to Mrs. Taylor.

Lawrence R. Rees, leave the "Die Locker" to some lucky Freshman.

Sherry D. Beaver, leave everything to my sister.

Lesley E. Houseman, leave all future students one cold classroom in a day full of hot ones.

Jennifer L. Howard, leave the music department all the pleasures of playing an oboe along with the others.

Kristen D. Howard, leave Fred Roger's TV show in the cafe, to someone who enjoys watching him as much as I do. Especially you Andrew.

David Hubbard, finally leave.

Lisa D. Hubbard, leave Chris Hockway all my love.

Richard F. Hubbard, leave all my bad memories.

Becky Humphrey, leave Charlie "Block 492" to we.

Rick Hunnewell, leave this school with pride and gain.

Karen S. James, leave with Jamie!

Peter W. James, leave to Andrew a lesson learned. I leave Ghandi for all.

Lee A. Jarvis, leave Carrie's bad moods in the morning to my sister.

Scott W. Jarrett, leave to someone who never returns.

Karen M. Johnson, leave Mr. Jarema all of my late dates.

Stacey Johnson, leave with Beth to go skating!

Brandon Jones, leave the best memories and the worst memories and Terri thanks for all those good memories.

Paula M. Jones, leave my best buddy Laurel the great times we had and will have, to Kri, my parents, and all my friends.

Kelly E. Moran, leave NB's "trip down to the dump" to Ann.

Krista M. Morris, leave the gang The Big Chill, George's place on Park, and remember, "It's not out, it's just out of fashion!"

Brett N. Morris, leave my guardian to anyone who can afford it.

Steve Mora, leave all the guns in my locker to Mr. Cozart.

Patrik E. O'Leary, leave Mary and Jeannie tickets to Plant.

Alfred E. Newman, leave as Stupid as I was when I started.

Eleanor A. O'Brien, leave all my books to Karen and all my dates to Dave Frenesetti.

Brian L. Orbe, leave a pair of sweety socks.

Patricia Leah, with good luck to Katie Leah and T.J. and Mrs. Leah and all our dates.

Sonja E. Leah, leave an apple to Mr. Panagalis, a Kemps ice cream, and all the memories we had to you, to all for all their help.

Mark E. Leah, A ke Tree of The Racing Form that to can finally win and Sentinel Sawkon all the school newspaper memories.

David T. Lee, leave all my acquaintances with the ones who is left and wishing the best to our friends and the best of luck to everyone.

Gregory C. Lee, pass me Freebaba with a better sense of the word "Fleeceless."

Ken Leech, leave a platter of spaghetti to Tony D. Lee.

Stephen Len, leave all my notebooks, tests, and tabs to a wealthy buyer.

Daniel L. Peabody, leave At a firing range with a cop and all his friends the three of us to be in this two way by Mark R. Lee.

Steve Levesque, leave CHS with alot of good memories and the fun times.

Bruce Levine, leave all my Spanish notebooks to Mrs. McCullar for making my senior year easier, by not having to take Spanish.

Jennifer L. Ladner, leave CHS with some good memories and to Brenda I leave a chauffeur.

Brent L. Livingston, leave "Ricky" with no more worries or headaches, and "The Boss" with all of his Last Days.

Barbara A. Laro, leave my best buddy Moore the good times, the bad times, and all my "Laugh, it's funny jokes" to the gang in mods 511.

Amy L. McAllister, leave CHS with good times to the gang in mods 511, and good times to my sister, Cary, Karen, and a larer great senior year.

Karen M. Madar, leave all my ELFAN racing ski to the class of '88.

Julie E. MacPhere, leave CHS with good times and good friends, I also leave CHS to Bob, Jill, and John. I leave my haircut to anyone who can wear it. I leave my friends to Bob, Jill, and John. I leave my hair to anyone who can wear it.

Mark E. Magiera, leave my rootless locker, my empty standing of the halls and my legys.

Brenda J. Mahoney, leave Jen a town with no stop signs.

Steven P. Maloney, leave my well decorated locker to some luck freshman and my red box tie to Mr. Simonatt.

Thomas D. Maloney, leave Mr. McDonnell a life.

Keith Marshall, leave all the empty bottles to Mr. MacGill.

Christopher G. McArthur, leave the boys in Gym 2 the freshman class.

Daniel D. McGill, leave my thanks to all my teachers, even the ones that failed me.

Frank E. McCarthy, leave 100 jars of dam sauce Mr. Atwood.

Terri J. McCown, leave to Wendy's, Jean a basket of flowers and good luck to all seniors.

Jesica D. McGowen, leave my car to someone who needs it.

Bill D. McKenzie, leave forever!

Jenessa O'Donnell, leave all my best wishes to David and Sharon for a great senior year.

Stephanie A. McGinn, leave all my sympathys for Aidan, Anne, and Julie, and all the oatmeal for everyone.

Karen R. McHenry, leave "The Punch" to Krista, a nice reservation at Harrod's to Carves, a TLU bookstores to Alyson, and my Honda to no one.

Lee J. Michalski, leave Hill Bower, Meg a watch, Sue skies, Marianne a Gumbay, Daphne her gradball, and a jar a toothbrush.

Jim Midgley, leave Hero 2000 to the next person with a bike.

Dawn M. Miller, leave Chшелwood High School.

Susanne M. Molloy, leave CHS to Peter with all his things and Terri thanks for all those good memories.

Paula M. Morris, leave my best buddy Laurel the great times we had and will have, to Kri, my parents, and all my friends.

Kelly E. Moran, leave NB's "trip down to the dump" to Ann.

Krista M. Morris, leave the gang The Big Chill, George's place on Park, and remember, "It's not out, it's just out of fashion!"

Brett N. Morris, leave my guardian to anyone who can afford it.

Steve Mora, leave all the guns in my locker to Mr. Cozart.

Patrik E. O'Leary, leave Mary and Jeannie tickets to Plant.

Alfred E. Newman, leave as Stupid as I was when I started.

Eleanor A. O'Brien, leave all my books to Karen and all my dates to Dave Frenesetti.

Brian L. Orbe, leave a pair of sweety socks.

Patricia Leah, with good luck to Katie Leah and T.J. and Mrs. Leah and all our dates.

Sonja E. Leah, leave an apple to Mr. Panagalis, a Kemps ice cream, and all the memories we had to you, to all for all their help.

Mark E. Leah, A ke Tree of The Racing Form that to can finally win and Sentinel Sawkon all the school newspaper memories.

David T. Lee, leave all my acquaintances with the ones who is left and wishing the best to our friends and the best of luck to everyone.

Gregory C. Lee, pass me Freebaba with a better sense of the word "Fleeceless."

Ken Leech, leave a platter of spaghetti to Tony D. Lee.

Stephen Len, leave all my notebooks, tests, and tabs to a wealthy buyer.

Daniel L. Peabody, leave At a firing range with a cop and all his friends the three of us to be in this two way by Mark R. Lee.

Steve Levesque, leave CHS with alot of good memories and the fun times.

Bruce Levine, leave all my Spanish notebooks to Mrs. McCullar for making my senior year easier, by not having to take Spanish.

Jennifer L. Ladner, leave CHS with some good memories and to Brenda I leave a chauffeur.

Brent L. Livingston, leave "Ricky" with no more worries or headaches, and "The Boss" with all of his Last Days.

Barbara A. Laro, leave my best buddy Moore the good times, the bad times, and all my "Laugh, it's funny jokes" to the gang in mods 511.

Amy L. McAllister, leave CHS with good times to the gang in mods 511, and good times to my sister, Cary, Karen, and a larer great senior year.

Karen M. Madar, leave all my ELFAN racing ski to the class of '88.
So, tell me, what's up?

Come on, Becky, back to the keyboard!

Come on, girls, don't let those guys get you down!

Just friends, Michelle and George?
Thanks, Lion, for writing our memoirs, ...

As September 4, 1986 became the present, 570 twelfth graders entered Chelmsford High School for the first day of school. But this year was different. We were seniors today. And this was our last first day. Against a background of scrambling underclassmen, the senior strut — a slow, casual saunter which exudes confidence with every step — showed that the Class of 1987 was relaxed, self-assured and ready to rule.

We knew every nook and cranny of the building, so finding our way was no problem. We had already selected our classes and knew all the teachers, so academics were old ...

What evil things are you thinking of George?

Let us in on the joke, Colleen.

Aren't we the cutest girls in the whole entire school?
Melody Man

Ian, you finally had a bright idea!
Brian and Melanie are thinking about their Doritos!

Great friends at CHS

Jim says "Hey! Are you taking a picture of me?"

What a Motley Crue

Chef Jeff says "Anybody want some lunch?"

. . . for insuring that the laughter of . . .

. . . hat. (But a top hat this time) Sure we'd be learning lots of new material this year, but there was great comfort in knowing the routine!

The first event on our social calendar was the Morp. There was tremendous energy and excitement generated during our backwards prom. It was clearly a foreshadow of the fun to be.

Next was the magazine drive. Can you believe that the Class of 1987 broke all records? The seniors sold over $40,000 worth of subscriptions. Cases of class mugs, Brewster Bears, and '87 blankets were distributed to those seniors who went the extra measure to support the class. Awed by the results, organizers of the drive said that years of future classes will strive to reach the mark we’ve set. Once again we proved that we do things up big!

Come October, we shed our Levi’s and Bennettons for outfits with a little more pizzaz. We really went wild at our Halloween Dance. Creativity shone bright. Arrayed in togas of ancient Rome to the tinsel of the future, there were no generation gaps in our ability to communicate with one another. The cafe was filled with familiar faces, which made the night even more special . . .
"Hey, Mom, can I keep him?"

Coleen, you look Mah-vel-ous!

Now, MaryBeth you really look marvelous

"We want you!"
It took no time for us to change clothes and rip down crepe paper. Girls were in satin dresses of holiday reds, whites and greens. The boys were full of decorum in their suits and ties. (Yes, ties — and on page 122/123 we have pictures to prove it.) Holiday spirit was in the air as we turned Cafe II into a Winter Wonderland. We wished we could have captured the night's magic for a lifetime. This would be the last New Year we'd hail in together. Happy New Year classmates, now and forever.

After the celebrating had quieted, we had to deal with a serious senior pressure. Where will we be next year? Work? College? What job? Which college? We wrote resumes — over and over again! We shared with complete strangers; the Deans of Admissions; our innermost thoughts. Whom do we most love? Hate? Whom do we admire? Disrespect? What is the single most important event that has ever happened in our lives? What makes us happy? Sad? We were having convulsions of the mind! But it's done. We're off to the jobs and colleges of our choice, and the choice is ours thanks to the preparation we received at Chelmsford High School.

Once we got up from our desks, it was time to party again. The Hawaiian Luau was the perfect opportunity. We were skimpy on dress, but certainly not on color and fun. Our resident dance hall, Cafe II, provided plenty of atmosphere. Who needs the wind and surf to have a terrific Beach Party?

Since our class was so full of energy and had so much to give, we invited the Red Cross to make a house call. Those who qualified to donate blood, did! Those who couldn't, did, too — in preparation and organization. The Bloodmobile was a wonderful success. We were proud of each other when we realized that our 200 pints of blood would save lives of those less fortunate than ourselves.

After a slow rise from the gurney, we brought our dizziness to the McCarthy stage where the seniors displayed their "talent". What laughs! The audience was rolling in the aisles. Such nerve those seniors have to call this a talent show. Actually, it was rumored that the Class of '87 was asked to take the show on the road... or was it "hit the road"?

Packed into the midst of our senior agenda was a new dance Senior Aid. It was held at Alumni Stadium. Those shakes weren't tremors — just those seniors having a good time — together, again. Proceeds from Senior Aid helped defray the cost of Senior Week.

Senior Week — how does one verbalize a feeling? We will reminisce about this week when we meet at next year's Thanksgiving Day football game. We'll exchange knee-slapping stories about it at our fifth year reunion. In ten years, we'll share laughs. At our twentieth year reunion, when our temples are gray and our tummies aren't so flat, someone will ask, "Do you remember when...?" We'll lean back in our chairs, tilt our heads, give an unconscious smile. There will be silence. We'll say to ourselves, "Yes, as if it were yesterday."

We had done it all. We put on the perfect three ring circus. We worked, we studied, we played. And we did it with great success. Now our closest family and friends gathered to pay us tribute. They gave us beautiful gifts: luggage, watches, pearls. But the tears didn't come until they were playing our song. You know, that awful song. Or is it wonderful? We're not sure. But it did make us cry. Our guests stood. We couldn't delay any longer. We marched slowly — Dickinson, Emerson, Hawthorne, Whittier — to Pomp and Circumstance. Was this an end or a beginning? How could we be so happy and so sad at the same time? Aren't you proud? Aren't you scared? The only thing for sure is that we had to hug and kiss and cry. Congratulations, Class of 1987! You did it with style!
WE MADE IT! Page 240, the last page of our last year at Chelmsford High School. Within this yearbook, we have summarized through words and pictures one year in the life of Chelmsford High School, one year in your life. For seniors it is now time to move on to a different audience in another Big Top; for underclassmen, it is time to move into a larger ring.

As you look at each picture in The 1987 Lion, realize that every photo had to be taken and layed out on the page. A caption was thought of, all artwork had to be drawn, and every composition was written. You might ask, “Who did all this work?” The dedicated group of editors are responsible for your fantastic yearbook. Sonia Leach and Wendy Rourke worked on weekend nights and vacation mornings. They helped make important decisions as well as participating with the actual production. Martha MacLeod, Gary Abernathy, Shawn DeVeau, and Jim Ropp counted money, layed out business pages, and kept track of the index pages. Elisabeth Rainge and Jane Egan collected pictures of every club and the membership lists. Alana Sorocco and Sue Smith did layout while Karyn Cotroneo typed copy. Nikki Kokinos took pictures of every underclass homeroom. Karen Johnson and Elisa Simonian compiled sports teams’ scores and team member lists. Tim Cook snapped and developed hundreds of photos. Anne Benoit (who drew our beautiful cover) and Alan Roach did the artwork. I give my heartfelt thanks to all of them, I also want to thank Mrs. Silva, our advisor, who guided us through everything, who listened to our complaints, who stayed up nights helping us meet deadlines and who took the blame for any decision that skeptical readers did not like.

Betsey L. Campbell

Editor-in-chief

The 1987 Lion